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Summary

Electrical power systems are being transformed: renewable power generating facilities, ex-
cluding large hydro power plants, accounted for 48 % of new generation capacity added
worldwide in 2014. The drivers for this change are: policies to reduce emissions of green-
house gases, efforts to decrease the dependency on fuel imports and to maintain the security
of supply in the long-term, and the liberalisation of the electricity sector as well as a public
movement towards a ‘democratisation’ of power generation.

As a consequence, power systems are nowadays undergoing an unprecedented structural
and technological transformation. The increase of distributed generation (DG), primar-
ily wind power park modules (WPPMs) and photovoltaic power park modules (PVPPMs),
is already changing the way power systems are structured and operated. Power systems
are being transformed from vertically-designed systems with unidirectional power flows
to horizontally-designed systems with bidirectional power flows. Distribution systems are
turning from ‘passive’ into ‘active’ distribution systems (ADSs). Conventional (thermal)
power plants with synchronous generators are being replaced by power park modules that
are connected to the network non-synchronously and/or via power electronic converters.
This structural and technological transformation influences the power system’s network
fault response and stability properties.

This thesis investigates the network fault response of integrated transmission and distri-
bution systems with very high penetration of distributed renewable and conventional gen-
eration. Network fault response is the dynamic response of the whole or of parts of the
power system during and shortly following sudden faults in the network. The response is
calculated in terms of changes in system variables over a time frame of interest, such as bus
voltage magnitudes and angles, generator rotor angles, and fundamental system frequency.
In summary, the impacts of DG on transient stability, large disturbance voltage stability,
and frequency stability are analysed in this thesis. The analysis focuses on symmetrical,
three-phase transmission network faults. Other classes of power system stability problems
and unbalanced faults are not within the scope of this thesis.

Requirements for the response of all generation types and in particular distributed gen-
eration to network faults are defined in grid connection requirements (GCRs), which are a
set of legally binding technical rules to ensure system security. The massive insertion of
DG into distribution systems (DSs) leads to new challenges like the regular occurrence of
reverse power flow (RPF) situations from the distribution to transmission level, the potential
increase of the inductive reactive power demand when DG control their terminal voltage,
and local stability problems with the connection of DG to ‘weaker’ points of common coup-
ling (PCC). Furthermore, with distributed generation being located very close to the loads,
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vi Summary

DG is more likely to be exposed to fault-induced delayed voltage recovery (FIDVR) events
than transmission and sub-transmission connected generating facilities. This leads to the
identification of the following shortcomings in the state of the art:

• Current modelling approaches to study the impact of DG on transient stability,
large disturbance voltage stability, and frequency stability fall short with very
high penetration of DG with regard to the accuracy in the periphery region (‘an-
nulus’) of a voltage funnel.

• Hence, grid connection requirements currently in force have undergone insuffi-
cient technical impact assessment for systems with reverse power flow situations
and ‘weak’ points of common coupling (PCCs).

• Furthermore, the actual implementation of these grid connection requirements by
distribution system operators (DSOs) for DG connected at medium voltage level
can have undesired consequences for system stability under certain conditions.

• After all, state of the art requirements regarding network fault response of DG
have so far been implemented insufficiently at low voltage (LV) levels.

The overall objective of this thesis, therefore, is to critically review current and proposed
grid connection requirements with regard to the network fault response of transmission sys-
tems with very high penetration of distributed generation and to propose changes to the
specifications where needed. This is achieved through the following scientific contribu-
tions:

• Analysis of the stability of evolving sustainable power systems in a system-wide,
accurate and computational-efficient way that considers dynamic interactions
between the transmission and distribution system levels.

This thesis proposes a comprehensive methodology of aggregation of DGs and
their dynamic equivalencing for stability studies. The dynamic response of DG
models is very sensitive to the retained terminal voltage during a network fault.
The spatial voltage profile (voltage funnel) in the fault period has a periphery
region (annulus) in which the retained voltage is very close to the undervoltage
protection threshold of DG. The accurate modelling of the voltage contour that
delineates all system nodes where the retained voltage is smaller than the DG’s
undervoltage protection threshold will have a significant impact on the bifurc-
ation point of the system-wide stability response: the aggregate MW-value of
DG units that trip will be quite sensitive to the modelling assumptions, network
representation, and network fault response of individual DG units.

The thesis derives dynamic equivalent models of ADSs that are highly accurate
in the voltage funnel’s annulus. The equivalent models also consider the ‘legacy’
performance through the composition of DG classes in terms of their technology
and grid code performance. The derived equivalent ADSs models have been
validated against detailed models and show a high accuracy.
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• Improved understanding of the effects of very high penetration of DG, including
renewable energy sources for electricity (RES-E), on power system stability.

This thesis demonstrates that current undervoltage protection schemes for small-
scale and medium-scale DG connected in LV distribution networks may become
a risk for power system stability. It further demonstrates that a low voltage ride-
through (LVRT) operation of distribution connected DG with blocking of the
inverter current (also known as ’momentary cessation’, ’zero-power’ mode, or
‘limited dynamic voltage support’) for terminal voltages immediately below the
continuous operating region can compound fault-induced delayed voltage recov-
ery and negatively impact power system stability.

• Identification of minimum requirements for LV connected DG and improve-
ment of existing grid connection requirements for MV connected DG to maintain
power system stability.

This thesis proposes new requirements for the network fault response of LV con-
nected, inverter-based DG, analyses the opportunities and challenges of a full
dynamic voltage support by additional reactive current injection (aRCI) from
distribution connected DG, and studies LVRT requirements for LV connected,
low-inertia, synchronous generator-based DG. A new fault control mode is pro-
posed that shows robust performance under a large number of system conditions
and control parameter variations. Finally, the opportunities and challenges are
studied of using both additional reactive/active current injection to achieve a dy-
namic voltage support optimised for the network impedance angle.

The most important conclusions from this research are:

• When aggregating ADSs for stability studies of sustainable power systems, ra-
dial parts of distribution systems can be aggregated, but individual voltage levels
should be explicitly modeled with their respective transformer impedance, as
well as an equivalent impedance to represent the feeders. DG prevalent at each
voltage level should be clustered into equivalent models of the same technology
type and network fault response performance. On-load tap-changers of trans-
formers and the quasi-stationary voltage control of DGs should be explicitly
modelled, so as to correctly initialise the dynamic simulation.

• It has been shown that, with DG being located very close to the loads, the net-
work fault response of DG is even more influenced by the load characterist-
ics than this is the case for transmission connected generation. Fault-induced
delayed voltage recovery caused by induction motors (e.g., air conditioning sys-
tems) can prolong LVRT operation in blocking mode. This could trigger a large
frequency deviation in the post-fault period, thereby increasing the risk of load-
shedding and frequency instability.

• Significant active power from LV connected DG can be lost following a trans-
mission system fault. It is recommended that, in the short term, LV connected
photovoltaic power park modules ride through voltage dips caused by transmis-
sion system faults in blocking mode (‘limited dynamic voltage support’). In the
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long term, the aRCI mode is recommended (‘full dynamic voltage support’). As
long as penetration levels for synchronous generation-based DG are low, a LVRT
requirement for shallow voltage dips is deemed sufficient.

• The opportunities and challenges of a short-circuit current injection from DG
are complex. In the fault period, full dynamic voltage support can increase the
voltage at distribution level in the annulus of a voltage funnel and thereby move
the voltage contour that delineates all system nodes where the retained voltage
is smaller than the DG’s undervoltage protection threshold. This reduces the
aggregate MW-value of DG units that trip. In the post-fault period, it can prevent
a prolonged LVRT operation of DG units at all locations in the system where
FIDVR occurs in active distribution systems with large amounts of induction
motors (e.g., air conditioning systems). However, injection of a short-circuit
current may require a complete revision of the distribution system protection
scheme and anti-islanding techniques.

• To better manage the risk associated with implicit assumptions in grid connection
requirements, such as modest penetration levels for certain DG technologies and
a dominance of PV systems in inverter-based DG, a performance-based approach
to network fault response requirements of DG could be considered to replace the
technology-based approach of current GCRs.

From a practical viewpoint, the contributions and conclusions of this thesis can inform
distribution system operators and national grid code committees as they define justified and
effective grid connection requirements. The recommendations on modelling of DG in bulk
power system stability studies can contribute to ongoing activities related to power system
dynamic performance in IEEE and CIGRÉ.



Samenvatting

Elektriciteitsvoorzieningssystemen ondergaan een transformatie: productiefaciliteiten voor
hernieuwbare energie, exclusief grote waterkrachtinstallaties, waren in 2014 goed voor 48%
van de nieuw toegevoegde opwekkingscapaciteit voor elektrische energie. De aanjagers
van deze verandering zijn het beleid dat is gericht op het verminderen van broeikasgassen,
de inspanningen om de afhankelijkheid van geïmporteerde brandstof te verminderen en het
veilig stellen van de levering voor de langere termijn. Daarnaast spelen de liberalisering van
de elektriciteitssector en de publieke opinie richting een ’democratisering’ van elektrische-
energieopwekking een rol.

Als gevolg hiervan ondergaan de elektriciteitssystemen van vandaag een ongekende
structurele en technologische transformatie. De toename van gedistribueerde opwekking
(DG, distributed generation), in het bijzonder windparken (WPPM, wind power park modu-
les) en zonneparken (PVPPM, photovoltaic power park modules), verandert nu al de manier
waarop elektriciteitssystemen worden gestructureerd en worden bedreven. Elektriciteitssys-
temen gaan van verticaal ontworpen systemen waarin energie in één richting stroomt naar
horizontaal ontworpen systemen waarin energie in twee richtingen stroomt. Distributie-
systemen veranderen van ’passieve’ naar ’actieve’ distributiesystemen (ADS, active dis-
tribution system). Conventionele (thermische) energiecentrales met synchrone generatoren
worden hierbij vervangen door opwekeenheden die asynchroon of via elektronische om-
vormers verbonden zijn met het netwerk. Deze structurele en technologische transformatie
heeft invloed op de kortsluitreactie en de stabiliteit van het elektriciteitsnetwerk.

Dit proefschrift onderzoekt de kortsluitreactie van het netwerk van de geïntegreerde
transmissie- en distributiesystemen met een zeer hoge penetratie van gedistribueerde her-
nieuwbare en conventionele opwekkers. De kortsluitreactie is de dynamische reactie van
het volledige of gedeeltelijke elektriciteitssysteem, gedurende en kort na plotselinge fouten
in het netwerk. De reactie wordt berekend aan de hand van veranderingen in systeemva-
riabelen gedurende een bepaalde periode, zoals de toename en de hoeken van knooppunt-
spanningen, de lasthoeken van generatoren en de systeemfrequentie. Samenvattend: in
dit proefschrift worden de invloed van gedistribueerde opwekking op kortstondige stabili-
teit, de spanningsstabiliteit bij langdurige storingen en de frequentiestabiliteit geanalyseerd.
De analyse richt zich op symmetrische driefasenfouten in het transmissienetwerk. Andere
soorten stabiliteitsproblemen en asymmetrische fouten vallen niet binnen het kader van dit
proefschrift.

Vereisten voor de reactie van alle soorten opwekkers en in het bijzonder van gedistribu-
eerde opwekkers op netwerkfouten worden beschreven in netcodes (GCR, grid connection
requirements). Dit betreft een reeks wettelijk bindende technische regels die systeemvei-
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ligheid moeten garanderen. De grootschalige toepassing van gedistribueerde opwekking
in distributiesystemen (DS) leidt tot nieuwe uitdagingen, waaronder het regelmatig vóór-
komen van omgekeerde vermogensstromen (RPF, reverse power flow) van distributie- naar
transmissieniveau, de mogelijke toename van de inductieve, resp. reactieve elektriciteits-
vraag indien gedistribueerde opwekkers lokaal de klemspanning beïnvloeden en de lokale
stabiliteitsproblemen bij de verbinding van gedistribueerde opwekkers aan ’zwakke’ net-
aankoppelingen (PCC, points of common coupling). Gezien het feit dat gedistribueerde
opwekkers zich doorgaans dichtbij het elektriciteitsverbruik (de belasting) bevinden, is in
vergelijking met (sub-)transmissiesystemen de kans groter dat gedistribueerde opwekkers
worden blootgesteld aan situaties waarbij door fouten geïnduceerd vertraagd spanningsher-
stel (FIDVR, fault-induced delayed voltage recovery) optreedt. Het voorgaande leidt tot de
identificatie van de volgende tekortkomingen in de huidige stand van zaken:

• Huidige modelleringsbenaderingen om de invloed te bestuderen van gedistribu-
eerde opwekking op kortstondige stabiliteit, spanningsstabiliteit bij zware ver-
storingen en tekortkoming van frequentiestabiliteit met een zeer hoge penetratie
gedistribueerde opwekkers schieten bij een zeer hoge penetratie gedistribueerde
opwekkers te kort met betrekking tot de nauwkeurigheid van de spanningstrech-
ter in de perifere regio (’annulus’).

• Dientengevolge heeft de huidige regelgeving voor netwerkaansluitingen onvol-
doende technische impactbeoordeling ondergaan voor systemen met situaties
met omgekeerde energiestroom en ’zwakke’ netaankoppelpunten.

• Ook kan de daadwerkelijke implementatie van deze netcodes door distributiesys-
teembeheerders (DSO, distribution system operator) voor gedistribueerde op-
wekkers verbonden op het middenspanningsniveau (MV) onder bepaalde om-
standigheden ongewenste gevolgen hebben voor de systeemstabiliteit.

• Uiteindelijk zijn de laatste vereisten met betrekking tot de kortstsluitreactie van
gedistribueerde opwekkers tot op heden onvoldoende op het laagspanningsni-
veau (LV) geïmplementeerd.

Het overkoepelende doel van dit proefschrift is daarom het kritisch evalueren van de hui-
dige en de nieuw voorgestelde netcodes met betrekking tot de kortstsluitreactie van trans-
missiesystemen met een zeer hoge penetratie van gedistribueerde opwekkers en het, waar
nodig, voorstellen van aanpassingen in de specificaties. Dit doel wordt bereikt door middel
van de volgende wetenschappelijke bijdragen:

• Analyse van de stabiliteit van in ontwikkeling zijnde duurzame elektriciteitssys-
temen op een systeem brede, nauwkeurige en numeriek efficiënte manier, die
bovendien rekening houdt met dynamische interacties tussen de transmissie- en
distributiesystemen.

Dit proefschrift introduceert een uitgebreid raamwerk van methodes voor sta-
biliteitsonderzoeken aan de hand van aggregatie van gedistribueerde opwekkers
en hun dynamische equivalenten. De dynamische respons van modellen voor
gedistribueerde opwekkers is zeer gevoelig voor de restspanning tijdens een net-
werkfout. Het ruimtelijke spanningsprofiel (spanningstrechter) heeft tijdens de
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foutperiode een perifere regio (annulus) waarin restspanning dicht bij de onder-
spanningsdrempel van de beveiliging van gedistribueerde opwekkers ligt. Het
nauwkeurig modelleren van de spanningsomtrek die alle systeemknooppunten
bevat waar de restspanning lager is dan de aanspreekwaarde van de onderspan-
ningsbeveiliging van de gedistribueerde opwekking heeft een belangrijke invloed
op het zadel-knoop bifurcatiepunt van de systeem brede stabiliteitsreactie: het
geaggregeerde afgeschakelde MW vermogen van de gedistribueerde opwekkers
zal zeer gevoelig zijn voor de modelleeraannames, netwerkrepresentatie en de
kortsluitreactie van individuele gedistribueerde opwekeenheden.

Het proefschrift leidt dynamisch equivalente modellen af van actieve distribu-
tiesystemen die vooral zeer nauwkeurig zijn in de annulus van de spanningst-
rechter. Deze equivalente modellen houden ook rekening met de prestatie van
de bestaande systemen door middel van de samenstelling van gedistribueerde
opwekkingsklassen voor hun technologieën en het voldoen aan de netcode. De
afgeleide equivalenten van actieve distributiesystemen zijn gevalideerd aan de
hand van gedetailleerde modellen en laten derhalve een zeer hoge nauwkeurig-
heid zien.

• Verbeterd begrip van de effecten van een zeer hoge penetratie van gedistribu-
eerde opwekkers op de stabiliteit van elektriciteitssystemen. Dit is inclusief her-
nieuwbare energiebronnen voor elektriciteit (RES-E, renewable energy sources
for electricity).

Dit proefschrift laat zien dat de huidige onderspanningsbeveiligingsfilosofieën
voor kleine en middelgrote verbindingen van gedistribueerde opwekking in laags-
pannings-distributienetwerken een risico kunnen vormen voor de stabiliteit van
het elektriciteitsvoorzieningssysteem. Het laat ook zien dat het tijdens kortslui-
tingen (LVRT, low voltage ride-through) behouden van de netverbinding van ge-
distribueerde opwekkers met geblokkeerde inverterstroom (ook wel bekend als
’momentary cessation’, ’zero-power’ mode of ’beperkte dynamische spannings-
ondersteuning’) voor de klemspanningen direct onder het continue werkingsge-
bied (in de LVRT curve) het fout-geïnduceerd vertraagd stroomherstel kan ver-
ergeren en daardoor een negatieve invloed kan hebben op de stabiliteit van het
elektriciteitssysteem.

• Identificatie van de minimale vereisten voor gedistribueerde opwekkers op laag-
spanning en verbetering van bestaande netwerkverbindingsvereisten voor gedis-
tribueerde opwekking op middenspanning om de stabiliteit van het elektriciteits-
systeem te behouden.

Dit proefschrift stelt nieuwe vereisten voor de netwerkfoutreactie van met om-
vormers op laagspanning aangesloten gedistribueerde opwekkers voor, analy-
seert de kansen en uitdagingen van een volledig dynamische spanningsonder-
steuning door aanvullende reactieve stroominjectie (aRCI, additional reactive
current injection) vanaf de DG en onderzoekt de LVRT-vereisten voor gedistri-
bueerde opwekking op laagspanningsniveau via synchrone generator met kleine
massatraagheid. Er wordt een nieuwe foutcontrolemodus voorgesteld die ro-
buuste prestaties laat zien in veel verschillende systeemomstandigheden en vari-
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aties in regelparameters. Tot slot worden kansen en uitdagingen bestudeerd van
het gebruik van zowel aanvullende reactieve/actieve stroominjectie om te zor-
gen voor een dynamische spanningsondersteuning die geoptimaliseerd is voor
de lokale netwerkimpedantiehoek.

De belangrijkste conclusies van dit onderzoek zijn:

• Als actieve distributiesystemen geaggregeerd worden ten behoeve van stabili-
teitsonderzoeken inzake duurzame elektriciteitssystemen, kunnen radiale delen
van distributiesystemen geaggregeerd worden. Individuele spanningsniveaus die-
nen echter nadrukkelijk gemodelleerd te worden met hun respectievelijke trans-
formatorimpedantie en een equivalente impedantie om de aanvoerverbindingen
weer te geven. Op ieder spanningsniveau dienen de aanwezige gedistribueerde
opwekkers geclusterd te worden in equivalente modellen van hetzelfde type tech-
nologie. Daarnaast behoort de (quasi-stationaire) spanningsregeling van gedis-
tribueerde opwekking expliciet gemodelleerd te worden, zodanig dat de dynami-
sche simulatie op de juiste wijze gestart kan worden.

• Het is aangetoond dat als de gedistribueerde opwekking erg dicht bij de belasting
staat, de netwerkfoutreactie van gedistribueerde opwekking nòg meer beïnvloed
wordt door de kenmerken van de belasting dan het geval is bij opwekking ver-
bonden op transmissieniveau. Fout-geïnduceerd vertraagd spanningsherstel, ver-
oorzaakt door inductiemotoren (b.v. aircosystemen), kunnen de LVRT-werking
in blokkeermodus verlengen. Dit kan een grote frequentieafwijking initiëren in
de periode die volgt na de kortsluiting. Dit kan vervolgens weer leiden tot een
risico op belastingafschakelen en frequentie-instabiliteit.

• Een significante hoeveelheid actief vermogen van gedistribueerde opwekking op
laagspanning kan verloren raken na een fout in het transmissiesysteem. Aan-
bevolen wordt om op de korte termijn de zonneparken op laagspanningsniveau
door de spanningsdips, die veroorzaakt worden door fouten in transmissiesyste-
men, in blokkeermodus (’beperkte dynamische spanningsondersteuning’) heen
te loodsen. Op de lange termijn wordt de aRCI-modus geadviseerd (’volledige
dynamische spanningsondersteuning’). Zolang de penetratieniveaus van gedis-
tribueerde opwekkers op basis van synchrone opwekking laag zijn, is een LVRT-
eis voor kleine spanningsdips voldoende.

• De kansen en uitdagingen van een kortsluitstroominjectie door gedistribueerde
opwekkers zijn complex. Gedurende de fout kan een volledig dynamische span-
ningsondersteuning de spanning op distributieniveau in de annulus van een span-
ningstrechter verhogen. Hierdoor verplaatst de spanningsomtrek die alle sys-
teemknooppunten markeert waarvan de restspanning lager is dan de drempel
voor onderspanningsbeveiliging van de gedistribueerde opwekkingseenheden.
Dit vermindert de geaggregeerde MW-waarde van gedistribueerde opwekkings-
eenheden die afgeschakeld wordt. In de periode na de fout kan het een verlengde
LVRT-operatie voorkómen van de gedistribueerde opwekkingseenheden op alle
locaties in het systeem waar FIDVR vóórkomt in actieve distributiesystemen met
grote aantallen inductiemotoren (b.v. aircosystemen). Kortsluitstroominjectie
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kan echter een complete herziening van het distributiebeveiligingssysteem en
anti-eiland beveiligingstechnieken met zich meebrengen.

• Om de risico’s die verbonden zijn aan de impliciete aannames in de netcodes
beter te kunnen beheren, zoals bijvoorbeeld risico’s verbonden aan bescheiden
penetratieniveaus voor bepaalde technologieën van gedistribueerde opwekking
en een dominantie van PV-systemen in invertergebaseerde gedistribueerde op-
wekking, kan een op prestaties gebaseerde benadering van netwerkfoutreactie-
eisen van gedistribueerde opwekking overwogen worden ter vervanging van de
op technologie gebaseerde benadering van de huidige netcodes.

Vanuit praktisch opzicht kunnen de bijdragen en conclusies van dit proefschrift dis-
tributiesysteembeheerders en nationale netcodecommissies informeren met betrekking tot
het bepalen van gerechtvaardigde en effectieve eisen voor nieuwe netaansluitingen. De
aanbevelingen inzake het modelleren van gedistribueerde opwekking in grootschalige sta-
biliteitsonderzoeken kunnen bijdragen aan lopende activiteiten in IEEE en CIGRÉ verband
aangaande de dynamische prestaties van het elektriciteitsvoorzieningssysteem.





Nomenclature

Abbreviations

aRACI additional reactive/active current injection

aRCI additional reactive current injection

ac alternating current

ANN artificial neural network

ADS active distribution system

AS ancillary service

AVR automatic voltage regulator

BM blocking mode

CAG conventional asynchronous generator

CCT critical clearance time

CE Continental Europe

CENELEC European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization

CHP combined heat and power

CM control mode

dAPR delayed active power recovery

dc direct current

DER distributed energy resource

DFAG doubly fed asynchronous generator

DG distributed generation

DGF DIgSILENT PowerFactory© v15.1
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DRS dynamic reactive support

DS distribution system

DSO distribution system operator

eHV extra-high voltage

emt electro-magnetic transient value

ENTSO-E European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity

NC RfG Network Code for Requirements for Grid Connection Applicable to
all Generators

FC full converter interface unit

FIDVR fault-induced delayed voltage recovery

FNN Forum network technology / network operation in the VDE

FRT fault ride-through

GC grid code

GCR grid connection requirement

HV high voltage

HVRT high voltage ride-through

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

KCL Kirchhoff current law

KVL Kirchhoff voltage law

LV low voltage

LVRT low voltage ride-through

MPPT maximum power point tracking

MV medium voltage

NE New England

OLTC on load tap changer

OS operational scenario

PCC point of common coupling

PEC power electronic converter

PGM power generating module
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sPGM synchronous power generating module

PLL phase locked loop

PSS power system stabiliser

PPM power park module

PM prime mover

PV photovoltaic

PVPPM photovoltaic power park module

RES-E renewable energy sources for electricity generation

rms root mean square

ROCOF rate of change of frequency

RPF reverse power flow

SCR short-circuit ratio

SG synchronous generator

ST sub-transmission

TS transmission system

TSO transmission system operator

VRRAG variable rotor resistance asynchronous generators

VSC voltage source converter

WECC Western Electricity Coordinating Council

WPPM wind power park module

WTG wind turbine generator
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Notation

Typeface Examples Explanation

italic y, Y , Id or i, j scalar physical quantities or numerical variables

underscored y, Y , S, IDG phasors and complex quantities, complex

conjugated quantities denoted as y∗, Y∗

italic, lower case y, f , v(t) normalised quantities in per unit values; time

dependent instantaneous variables, denoted as y(t)

UPPER CASE Y , Y , F absolute quantities in physical units

boldface lower case y vectors

boldface UPPER CASE Y matrices

italic f (x), G(s) functions in general

roman sin, cos, tan explicitly defined functions

roman kV, A, Hz unit symbols

roman d f
dt and ∂ p

∂x ordinary derivatives and partial derivatives

roman 1, Flt, π descriptive terms incl. subscripts and superscripts,

mathematical constants that never change

General Definitions

Symbol Notation Definition

z, r, x lower case complex impedance, scalar resistance and reactance

in per unit values on a machine base value

V , I, Z, R, X UPPER CASE complex rms voltage and current, scalar impedance,

resistance and reactance

〈x〉 angle brackets mean value over a sample of values

x̄ bar accent average value over time period T

⌈x⌉ half brackets ceiling function (round up towards next integer)

maxy(x) maximum function with lower limit of y

miny(x) minimum function with upper limit of y
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General Symbols

P active power in [W]

Q reactive power in [VAr]

S apparent power in [VA]

t time in [p.u.]

t ′ time in [s]

H inertia time constant in [p.u.]

J inertia constant in [kg ·m2]

∆ difference between two values in [p.u.]

F instantaneous frequency in [Hz]

ω angular frequency in [p.u.]

Ω angular frequency in [rad/s]

v instantaneous voltage in [p.u.]

V voltage phasor magnitude in [V]

i instantaneous current in [p.u.]

I current phasor magnitude in [A]

φ voltage or current phasor angle in [rad] or [deg]

r resistance in [p.u.]

x reactance in [p.u.]

z impedance in [p.u.]

δ rotor angle in [rad] or damping coefficient in [p.u.]

τ mechanical or electromagnetic torque in [p.u.]

T time constant in [s]

k controller gain in [p.u.]

ϕ phase angle in [rad]

ψ network impedance angle in [rad] or [deg]

x′ complex transient reactance in [p.u.]
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x′′ complex subtransient reactance in [p.u.]

s complex power in [p.u.]

Subscripts

0 initial value or pre-fault value

b base quantity for per unit values

n nominal quantity

r rated quantity

s synchronous quantity

i instantaneous or actual quantity

i internal quantity of generator

σ leakage quantity

e electromagnetic (torque)

m mechanic (torque) or magnetising (reactance)

a,b,c phase quantities

1,2,0 symmetrical components

d,q components in rotating reference frame

α,β components in stationary reference frame

G network quantity

ST sub-transmission network quantity

DS distribution network quantity

f frequency related quantity

meas measured quantity

sum, Σ sum

ref reference value

DB deadband
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max maximum value

min minimum value

fund fundamental frequency component

prio component with assigned priority

p peak value

stat stationary component

P active component

Q reactive component

Ld quantity of load

Ld,dyn dynamic part of load

Ld,stat static part of load

Ln quantity of line

DG quantity of distributed generation

SG quantity of synchronous generation

Tr quantity of transformer

k, Flt quantity of fault or short-circuit

WP quantity of wind power park module

Superscripts

∠ arbitrary coordinate system

∠0 stationary reference frame

∠vG reference frame aligned to network voltage

∗ conjugated complex quantity

⋄ non-limited quantity
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Specific Symbols Used

Power quantities

S apparent power phasor [VA]

S apparent power phasor magnitude [VA]

P active power magnitude [W]

Q reactive power magnitude [VAr]

PWPPM active power magnitude at WPPM terminal (PCC) [W]

QWPPM reactive power magnitude at WPPM terminal (PCC) [VAr]

SDG apparent power phasor at DG terminal (PCC) [VA]

SDG apparent power magnitude at DG terminal (PCC) [VA]

PDG active power magnitude at DG terminal (PCC) [W]

QDG reactive power magnitude at DG terminal (PCC) [VAr]

SLd apparent power magnitude at load terminal [VA]

PLd active power magnitude at load terminal [W]

QLd reactive power magnitude at load terminal [VAr]

STr apparent power magnitude of transformer [VA]

PTr active power magnitude of transformer [W]

S′′k short-circuit power [VA]

S′′k short-circuit power magnitude [VA]

Voltage quantities

V voltage phasor [V]

V voltage phasor magnitude [V]

V0 initial voltage phasor [V]

V0 initial voltage phasor magnitude [V]

V̄0 voltage phasor magnitude average [V]

∆V voltage deviation from pre-fault value [V]
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VDB voltage deadband for fast voltage control [p.u.]

∆VFlt voltage support phasor during fault [p.u.]

∆VFlt voltage support phasor magnitude during fault [p.u.]

∆VFlt,max maximum voltage support during fault [p.u.]

VG voltage phasor of grid Thevenin equivalent [V]

VG voltage phasor magnitude of grid Thevenin equivalent [V]

VTS transmission system voltage phasor = Voltage phasor

including retained voltage during fault

[V]

VTS transmission system voltage phasor magnitude = Voltage

phasor magnitude including retained voltage during fault

[V]

VST sub-transmission system voltage phasor = Voltage phasor

including retained voltage during fault

[V]

VST sub-transmission system voltage phasor magnitude =

Voltage phasor magntidue including retained voltage during

fault

[V]

VDS distribution system voltage phasor = Voltage phasor at PCC [V]

VDS distribution system voltage phasor magnitude = Voltage

phasor magnitude at PCC

[V]

VWTG voltage phasor at WTG terminals [V]

VWTG voltage phasor magnitude at WTG terminals [V]

VDG voltage phasor at DG terminal (PCC) [V]

VDG voltage phasor magnitude at DG terminal (PCC) [V]

VFlt voltage phasor at DG terminal (PCC) during fault [V]

VFlt voltage phasor magnitude at DG terminal (PCC) during

fault

[V]

Vb d-axis current control DC base voltage [kV]
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Current quantities

I current phasor [A]

I current phasor magnitude [A]

IG current phasor of grid Thevenin equivalent [A]

IG current phasor magnitude of grid Thevenin equivalent [A]

ITS transmission current voltage phasor = current phasor

including retained voltage during fault

[A]

ITS transmission system current phasor magnitude = Current

phasor magnitude including retained voltage during fault

[A]

IDS distribution system current phasor = Current phasor at PCC [A]

IDS distribution system current phasor magnitude = Current

phasor magnitude at PCC

[A]

IWP current phasor at WPPM point of common coupling [A]

IWP current phasor magnitude at WPPM point of common

coupling

[A]

IWTG current phasor at WTG terminals [A]

IWTG current phasor magnitude at WTG terminals [A]

IFlt current phasor at DG terminal (PCC) during fault [A]

IFlt current phasor magnitude at DG terminal (PCC) during

fault

[A]

ITr,r transformer rated current magnitude [A]

Id direct-axis current phasor magnitude [A]

Iq quadrature-axis current phasor magnitude [A]

Ī0 total current phasor magnitude pre-fault average [A]

Īd,0 direct-axis current phasor magnitude pre-fault average [A]

Īq,0 quadrature-axis current phasor magnitude pre-fault average [A]

Id,Flt direct-axis current phasor magnitude during fault mode [A]

Iq,Flt quadrature-axis current phasor magnitude during fault mode [A]

∆ I additional current injection during fault mode [A]
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IDG current phasor at DG terminal (PCC) [A]

IDG current phasor magnitude at DG terminal (PCC) [A]

Ibase base current to which all PI controller parameters are tuned [A]

Angle quantities

ϕ current phase angle [deg]

φ voltage angle with reference to reference generator [deg]

φ0 initial voltage angle with reference to reference generator [deg]

φG voltage angle of grid Thevenin equivalent [deg]

φTS transmission system voltage angle [deg]

φST sub-transmission system voltage angle [deg]

φDS distribution system voltage angle = voltage phase angle at

PCC

[deg]

φWTG voltage angle at WTG terminals [deg]

φWP voltage angle at PCC of WPPM with reference to the

reference generator

[deg]

δi internal rotor angle of SG with reference to the reference

generator

[deg]

δCC critical clearing angle of SG in transient stability studies [deg]

ψG network impedance angle, ψG = arctan(X/R) [deg]

∆φmax maximum voltage angle deviation [deg]

ψaRACI angle for aRACI [deg]

φG angle aligned to voltage at DG terminals [deg]

∆δm mechanical rotor angle [deg]

∆δe electrical rotor angle [deg]

Frequency quantities

f system frequency [p.u.]

ω angular frequency [p.u.]
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ωn nominal angular frequency [p.u.]

∆Fmax maximum system frequency deviation [Hz]

∆δi,max maximum rotor angle deviation [deg]

Impedance quantities

Z complex impedance [Ω ]

Z impedance magnitude [Ω ]

R complex impedance, real part (resistance) [Ω ]

X complex impedance, imaginary part (inductance) [Ω ]

ZG network or grid impedance [Ω ]

ZDS distribution system equivalent impedance [Ω ]

ZST sub-transmission system equivalent impedance [Ω ]

ZTS transmission system equivalent impedance [Ω ]

ZWPPM impedance of WPPM connection line [Ω ]

ZDG impedance of DG connection line [Ω ]

ZFlt impedance of network fault [Ω ]

ZFlt impedance magnitude of network fault [Ω ]

ZPCC equivalent shunt impedance at PCC [Ω ]

xm magnetising reactance at Pbase [p.u.]

X coupling reactance [%]

r2 negative sequence resistance [p.u.]

x2 negative sequence reactance [p.u.]

Xd direct axis synchronous reactance [p.u.]

X ′
d direct axis transient reactance [p.u.]

X ′′
d direct axis subtransient reactance [p.u.]

Xq quadrature axis synchronous reactance [p.u.]

X ′′
q quadrature axis subtransient reactance [p.u.]

rS stator resistance [p.u.]

xS stator reactance [p.u.]
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xm magnetising reactance [p.u.]

rR rotor resistance [p.u.]

xR rotor reactance [p.u.]

Controller gain quantities

kp active power control gain [p.u.]

kq reactive power control gain [p.u.]

FRTCI_k short-circuit current gain [p.u.]

kRCI reactive current gain (positive sequence) [p.u.]

kRACI reactive/active current gain (positive sequence) [p.u.]

G gain of lead lag block in DC voltage PI control [-]

K 1st order filter gain for aACI only [p.u.]

K1 1st order filter gain for aRCI only [p.u.]

Ka controller gain [p.u.]

Kac ac voltage controller gain [-]

KaRCI gain for aRCI [p.u.]

Kc rectifier regulation constant [p.u.]

Kd exciter armature reaction factor [p.u.]

Kdc dc voltage controller gain [-]

Ke exciter constant [p.u.]

Kf stabilisation path gain [p.u.]

Ki_d gain for aACI [p.u.]

Kq_ac reactive power controller gain [-]

K∆V reactive support gain [-]

Time quantities and controller time constants

t ′ time, absolute value [s]

t time, normalised value [p.u.]

TaP acceleration time constant on active power base [s]
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TaS acceleration time constant on apparent power base [s]

HP inertia time constant on active power base [s]

HS inertia time constant on apparent power base [s]

Tp active power control time constant [s]

Tq reactive power control time constant [s]

TFRT_id_v voltage dependent active current reduction control time

constant

[s]

TFRT_detect time to detect a fault: voltage support delay [s]

TFRT_CI_CONT voltage support continuation period after fault for

iFRT_CI_CONT = 1

[s]

Tback_delay voltage support continuation period after fault [s]

TFIDVR time constant for FIDVR [s]

Tq reactive power control time constant [s]

Tq,RCI reactive current control rise time [s]

T 1st order filter time constant for aACI only [s]

T1 1st order filter time constant for aRCI only [s]

Ta controller time constant [s]

Tac ac voltage controller time constant [s]

Tb filter time delay [s]

Tc filter derivative time constant [s]

T ′
d direct axis transient time constant [s]

T ′′
d direct axis subtransient time constant [s]

Tdc dc voltage controller time constant [s]

Tdrop only in nLVRT mode: resynchronisation time constant [s]

Te exciter time constant [s]

Tf stabilization path delay time [s]

Tf_ac ac voltage filter time constant [s]

Tq_f_ac1 (directly controlled) q-axis current filter time constant [s]

Tf_dc dc voltage filter time constant [s]
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TI_d dc voltage controller time lead constant [s]

TI_g dc voltage controller time lag constant [s]

Tp active power control time constant [s]

Tq reactive power control time constant [s]

T ′′
q quadrature axis subtransient time constant [s]

Tq_ac reactive power controller time constant [s]

Tq_f_ac reactive power filter time constant [s]

Tr measurement delay [s]

Trelay delay time for relay disconnection for nLVRT [s]

Tsr delay time for returning to normal operating mode after

fault

[s]

Tu_delay voltage support delay [s]

Error values

F1 validation error for average value in (quasi-) stationary

period

[-]

F2 validation error for average value in transient period [-]

F3 validation maximum instantaneous error for positive or

negative sequence values in a (quasi-) stationary period

[-]

FG overall validation error [-]

FP,period Weighted validation error in case period contains multiple

sub-periods

[-]

Controller flags

iFRT_CI_DB 0 = TC curve; 1 = SDL curve [0/1]

iEEG aRCI mode [-]

iFRT_CI_MOD current injection during fault: 0 = total (TC mode);

1 = additional to pre-fault value (SDL mode)

[0/1]
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iFRT_CI_PRIO current priority given to 0 = id; 1 = iq (TC & SDL mode);

other = equal (RACI mode)

[0/1/2]

iFRT_CI_PRIO_MOD Current priority mode: 1 = arithmetic (abs); 2 = geometric

(sqrt); other = set other value to zero

[0/1/2]

iFRT_CI_STAB stability improvement during fault by voltage dependent id

reduction: 0 = no; 1 = yes

[0/1]

iFRT_CI_ANG current angle (a)RACI, best set equal to ϕ = ∠(ZG) [deg]

iFRT_CI_CONT current injection continuation after fault for TFRT_CI_CONT

seconds: 0 = no; 1 = yes

[0/1]

iFRT_CI_dAPR delayed active power recovery after fault for FRTdAPR_ramp:

0 = no; 1 = yes

[0/1]

iFRT_Mode PV fault control mode [-]

iQ_Mode Reactive current mode [-]

Controller limit quantities

E1 saturation factor 1 [p.u.]

E2 saturation factor 3 [p.u.]

Se_1 saturation factor 2 [p.u.]

Se_2 saturation factor 4 [p.u.]

∆VFRT_DB_FAULT voltage deadband for fault detection (hysteresis low) [p.u.]

∆VFRT_DB_CLEAR voltage deadband for fault clearance (hysteresis high) [p.u.]

PFRT_dAPR_ramp active power ramp after fault is cleared [%/s]

Imax, Imin combined current limits during fast voltage control [p.u.]

id_max Id current limit during fast voltage control [p.u.]

iq_max Iq current limit during fast voltage control [p.u.]

umax maximum allowed internal voltage [p.u.]

Vr_max controller maximum output [p.u.]

Vr_min controller minimum output [p.u.]

iPV,max PVPPM maximum current output [-]
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iPV,q_max PVPPM maximum current output [-]

Fmax Scaling factor for current limitation during fault control

mode

[-]

Load model parameters

aP coefficient aP for voltage dependence of P [-]

aQ coefficient aQ for voltage dependence of Q [-]

eaP exponent eaP for voltage dependence of P [-]

eaQ exponent eaQ for voltage dependence of Q [-]

Mechanical quantities

ns synchronous speed [r/min]

nR rotor speed [r/min]

s slip speed of the rotor on synchronous speed ns base [p.u.]

τm mechanical torque [p.u.]

τe electromagnetic torque [p.u.]

τm,s=0 torque at synchronous speed [p.u.]

τm,s=1 torque at standstill [p.u.]

τm,min minimum torque [p.u.]

sτm,min slip at minimum torque [p.u.]

τm,1 torque of 1st polynomial torque function [p.u.]

τm,2 torque of 2nd polynomial torque function [p.u.]

eτm,1 exponent of 1st polynomial torque function [-]

eτm,2 exponent of 2nd polynomial torque function [-]

Other quantities

ρ,DGr rated DG penetration [%]

ρ,DGi actual DG penetration [%]

SCRPCC short-circuit ratio at PCC [-]
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γ Ld ratio between minimum and maximum load [-]

η Tr/Ld transformer overrating factor for load supply [-]

cos(ϕ)Ld power factor of load [-]

cos(ϕ)DG,r rated power factor of any DG [-]
〈
cos(ϕ)DS

〉
mean power factor of any system level [-]

ξDG,i split of any rated DG power installed at different voltage

levels i, i.e. ∑
i

ξDG,i = 1

[-]
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter presents the background and motivation for the research presented in this
thesis. Relevant terms that will be used throughout the thesis are introduced. Definitions
are collected in appendix A and referred to in a superscript when the term is used for the
first time in the text. The problem of network fault response and stability of transmission
and distribution systems with high penetration of distributed generation is defined, the ob-
jective is formulated, and related research questions are presented. The research approach
is explained in detail and an outline of the thesis is given.

1.1 Background

Electrical power systems are being transformed: renewable power generating facilities, ex-
cluding large hydro power plants, accounted for 48 % of new generation capacity added
worldwide in 2014 [Fra15]. In Europe, the drivers for this sustained change are among oth-
ers: policies to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases that cause climate change [Eur09b],
efforts to decrease the dependency on fuel imports and to maintain the security of supply in
the long-term [Eur09a], and the liberalisation of the electricity sector, including the forma-
tion of electricity markets [Eur09c]. Some authors even notice a public movement towards
a ‘democratisation’ of power generation [Fec10].

Consequently, power systems are nowadays undergoing an unprecedented structural
and technological transformationA.1. The increase of distributed generation (DG)A.2, primar-
ily wind power park modules (WPPMs) and photovoltaic power park modules (PVPPMs),
is already changing the way power systems are structured and operated. Power systems
are being transformed from vertically-designed systems with unidirectional transmission-
to-distribution power flows to horizontally-designed systems with bidirectional power flows
between all voltage levels. Distribution systems are turning from ‘passive’ into ‘active’
distribution systems (ADS)A.3. Conventional (thermal) power plants with synchronous gen-
erators are being replaced by power park modules that are connected to the network non-
synchronously and/or via power electronic converters.

1



2 1 Introduction

In Germany, the transformation has been accelerated by the Federal Government pro-
claiming their Energiewende project (i.e., phase-out of nuclear power until the year 2022
[Deu09]), following the nuclear disaster at the Japanese Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear power
plant on 11 March 2011 [Str11]. While the German term ‘Energiewende’ is establishing
itself as a global leitmotif, it is of particular interest to this thesis that the transformation of
the German power system is heavily leaning on a massive, decentralised deployment of dis-
tributed generation, such as distribution system (DS) connected, medium-size wind farms
and micro- to small-scale photovoltaic systems.

This thesis will help the reader to better understand the stabilityA.4 of sustainable power
systems. The research focuses on the network fault responseA.5 of transmission systems
with very high penetrationA.6 of distributed generation.

1.2 Impact of DG on Power System Stability

The structural transformation influences the network fault response, for example, because
DG are connected ‘deep’ into the distribution system at a high impedance network. Con-
sequently, DG are less exposed to faults at transmission system level but also contribute less
to the subtransient short-circuit power (S′′k ) of the transmission system. The technological
transformation influences the network fault response, for example, because the reaction of
DG connected to the network via power electronic converters to sudden changes of their
terminal voltage is determined to a large extent by their control systems, chosen parameter
settings and rating.

1.2.1 Definition and classification of power system stability

In this thesis, power system stability is understood in line with the definition given in
[IEE04] as

the ability of an electric power system, for a given initial operating condition,
to regain a state of operating equilibrium after being subjected to a physical
disturbance, with most system variables bounded so that practically the entire
system remains intact.

From a physical viewpoint, ‘stability’ is a condition of equilibrium between opposing forces
[IEE04]. When these opposing forces experience sustained imbalance, this leads to different
forms of instability.

The network topology, system operating condition, and the form of disturbance determ-
ine which sets of opposing forces may experience sustained imbalance. In order to better
understand and effectively mitigate certain forms of instability, it is useful to differenti-
ate between various classes of power system (in)stability, rather than studying them as a
single problem. Figure 1.1 shows the different classes of power system stability as pro-
posed by [IEE04]. From these, the three stability classes which are of particular interest for
this research are:

• Transient stability (of synchronous generators in conventional power plants with
an interconnected transmission system);

• large disturbance voltage stability; and
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• frequency stability (resulting from the above).

The classification from [IEE04] may have some shortcomings when it comes to the in-
troduction of power park module (PPM) based distributed generation. For example, the
network fault response is a problem of the transient stability class for synchronous generat-
ors, whereas it may be classified a problem of the large disturbance voltage stability class
for distributed power park modules. Furthermore, the concept of ‘current angle stability’A.7

is primarily a question of adequate current control of inverter-based DG. Nevertheless this
stability class is important for this research.

Short Term 

Small - Disturbance  
Angle Stability 
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Large - 
Disturbance  

Voltage Stability 

Small - 
Disturbance  
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Power System 
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Frequency  
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Voltage  
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Figure 1.1: Classification of power system stability [IEE04]

1.2.2 Influencing factors

The impact of DG on power system stability is ambiguous and one cannot label it as ‘neg-
ative’ or ‘positive’ without further specification and discussion of the case study assump-
tions. The integration of large amounts of DG into distribution systems has been found
in [Ant08] not to show significant ‘global’ stability problems, except for the disconnection
of large amounts of DG during transmission faults, unless prevented by low voltage ride-
through (LVRT). But transient and frequency stability were regarded by [MF10] as two
major stability issues related to high DG penetration levels. On closer inspection, how-
ever, previous studies have shown that the impact of DG on power system stability depends
primarily on these five characteristics of DG:

• Technology & grid connection interfaceA.8.

• Penetration & operating point.

• Location (vertical & horizontal)A.9.

• Protection & parameter settings.

• Control & parameter settings.
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1.3 Problem Definition

This thesis investigates the network fault response of integrated transmission and distribu-
tion systems with very high penetration of distributed renewable and conventional genera-
tion. Network fault response is the dynamic response of the whole or of parts of the power
system during and shortly following sudden faults in the network. The response is calcu-
lated in terms of changes in system variables over a time frame of interest, such as bus
voltage magnitudes and angles, generator rotor angles, and fundamental system frequency.
In other words, the impacts of DG on transient stability, large disturbance voltage stability,
and frequency stability are analysed in this thesis. Network faults can be short-circuits on a
line or a substation busbar. The analysis focuses on symmetrical, three-phase transmission
network faults. Other classes of power system stability problems and unbalanced faults are
not in the scope of this thesis.

The impact of DG on the aforementioned power system stability classes has been in-
vestigated in the literature extensively. It was found that this impact is influenced by five
factors, i.e. (1) the technology and grid connection interface, (2) the penetration & operat-
ing point, (3) the location (vertical & horizontal), (4) the protection & parameter settings,
and (5) the control & parameter settings of distributed generation. While the former three
variables cannot or should not be influenced by the grid operator acting in a deregulated
environment, stipulations about the protection and control with their respective parameter
settings are defined in grid connection requirements (GCRs)A.10. The GCRs form the tech-
nical basis for current and future ancillary services (ASs)A.11 that active distribution systems
may provide to the system.

The massive insertion of DG into DSs leads to new challenges like the regular occur-
rence of reverse power flow (RPF) situations from the distribution to transmission level, the
potential increase of the inductive reactive power demand when DG control their terminal
voltage, and local stability problems with the connection of DG to ‘weak’A.12 points of
common coupling (PCCs). Furthermore, with DG being located very close to the loads, it
is more likely to be exposed to fault-induced delayed voltage recovery (FIDVR)A.13 events
than transmission and sub-transmission connected generating facilities. This leads to the
identification of the following shortcomings in the state of the art:

—Current modelling approaches to study the impact of DG on transient stability, large

disturbance voltage stability, and frequency stability fall short with very high penetration

of DG.— GCRs were originally studied and specified in simple system configurations
where either the transmission or the distribution system level was highly simplified. In these
studies, the accuracy of the integrated power system model may be significantly reduced,
especially for the periphery region (‘annulus’) of a voltage funnelA.14 in which the retained
voltage is very close to the undervoltage protection threshold of DG that do not have low
voltage ride-through capability. These studies also have, so far, neglected the interaction
of transmission and distribution systems with large amounts of DG with advanced control
features, such as dynamic voltage support.
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— Hence, grid connection requirements (GCRs) currently in force have undergone in-

sufficient technical impact assessment for systems with reverse power flow situations and

‘weak’ points of common coupling (PCCs).— The existing GCRs for DG have been de-
veloped under the implicit assumption of a ‘strong’ transmission system and exclusively
exporting power flow from active distribution systems with DG. The need for stability ana-
lysis and specification of GCRs for DG connected to ‘weak’ power systems was identified
in [Ant08, MF10]. Such power systems are characterised by a low short-circuit ratio at the
point of common coupling and with potentially low inertia. Furthermore, if the analysis
of GCRs did not consider the characteristics of all devices connected to an active distribu-
tion system, including its loads, adverse effects on power system stability from the dynamic
interactions between the transmission and distribution system levels would remain undetec-
ted. For example, if dynamic voltage support from DG were only required during the fault
period, the voltage support that it can provide in the post-fault period to mitigate FIDVR
would be left unexploited. Other issues that warrant investigation and quantification are
reverse power flow situations and the influence of R/X ratio of the DS on the effectiveness
of dynamic voltage support.

—Furthermore, the actual implementation of these grid connection requirements by dis-

tribution system operators (DSOs) for DG connected at medium voltage level can have

undesired consequences for system stability under certain conditions.— Modern con-
trol systems of DG allow for a variety of possible responses to network faults. While this
can be beneficial for power system stability, such freedom brings up the new challenge to
choose adequate controls and their parameters. In previous works, the research objective
was to determine which response of DG to network faults is possible at plant level. In this
thesis, the main question will be which response is actually desirable from a system per-
spective to maintain power system stability. If current DSO practices continue and dynamic
voltage support remains deactivated for the majority of medium voltage (MV) connected
DG (as is the case in Germany), the likelihood of prolonged LVRT operation caused by
FIDVR may increase. Hence, significant benefits of DG controllability for power system
stability would be left unexploited.

—After all, state of the art requirements regarding network fault response of DG have so

far been implemented insufficiently at low voltage (LV) levels.— LV connected DG, such
as roof-top photovoltaic systems, has gained significance in recent years. Yet these units are
currently not required to ride through voltage dips. The need for investigations of LVRT and
related requirements for LV connected DG have been identified worldwide [Geo09, IEE13,
For12]. Draft requirements have been proposed in [CEN15b] for Europe and [JEA13,
Kob12] for Japan. If network fault response related GCRs for LV connected DG units are
not changed, these units may become a risk for power system stability.

Ultimately, analysis of the identified problems is crucial and will help avoid expensive
retrofitting actions similar to the ones taken to prevent massive disconnection of PVPPMs
in Germany and other member states in the Continental Europe (CE) region due to unfa-
vourable frequency protection settings [BBZ+11, EE14].
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1.4 Objective and Research Questions

Ensuing from the previously given problem definition, the overall objective of this thesis
is:

To critically review current and proposed grid connection requirements with regard to
the network fault response of transmission systems with very high penetration of distributed
generation, and to propose changes to the specifications where needed.

Requirements to be considered are fault ride-through, post-fault active power recovery,
and fast voltage control (i.e. additional reactive and/or active current injection).

Subordinate objectives can be described that are intermediate steps in the research to
reach the overall objective. These subordinate objectives and a number of related research
questions that can be derived are presented in the following paragraphs.

Subobjective 1: To develop a technique to derive sufficiently accurate dynamic equivalent
stability models for active distribution systems (ADSs) that allow for the analysis of the
stability of evolving sustainable power systems in a system-wide, accurate, and computa-
tional-efficient way in order to study dynamic interactions between the transmission and
distribution system levels.

1. What is the minimum level of detail that is necessary to accurately model ADSs
in bulk power system stability studies with very high penetration of DERs?
(chapters 3, 4, and 5)

Modelling aspects to evaluate here are whether sub-transmission and distribution
system transformers’ on load tap changer controllers and DG’s quasi-stationary
voltage controllers should be considered when initialising the integrated dynamic
transmission and distribution system model? And how to adequately aggregate
sub-transmission and distribution system impedances?

2. How can equivalent models of active distribution systems be validated?
(chapter 3)

Subobjective 2: To develop a comprehensive understanding of the challenges and the op-
portunities of very high penetrationA.6 of distributed generation with regard to the network
fault response of transmission and distribution systems.

1. How does the ‘effectiveness’ of a ‘full dynamic voltage support’ depend on the
DG penetration level and the network characteristics? (chapter 2)

2. How important are the load characteristics for the network fault response of DG?
(chapter 4)

3. Would a combined additional reactive/active current injection (aRACI)be more
effective for LV connected DG than a pure additional reactive current injection
(aRCI)? (chapters 4 and 5)
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4. How much in-feed from distributed generation connected at the LV distribution
system level of a test system would a transmission network fault potentially trip
in a hypothetical 2022 case study using input data specific for the German power
system? (chapter 5)

Subobjective 3: To justify and to specify future grid connection requirements per voltage
level for distributed generation that have an impact on the network fault response of trans-
mission systems and distribution systems.

1. Should LV connected DG be capable of low voltage ride-through (LVRT)?
(chapter 5)

2. What are the opportunities and challenges of a current injection by LV connected
DG during faults? (chapter 5)

3. Which amendments to grid connection requirements for DG connected at low
voltage (LV) and at medium voltage (MV) distribution system levels are recom-
mended? (chapters 4 and 5)

When all three subordinate objectives have been reached, the overall objective will be
reached and the following research question can be answered:

Which of the current and proposed grid connection requirements that have an impact
on the network fault response of transmission systems are necessary from a system-wide
stability perspective and what changes are needed, if any, to maintain the stability of a
sustainable power system with very high penetration of distributed generation?

The conclusions should differentiate between the grid connection requirements for the
low voltage (LV) and medium voltage (MV) levels and be valid for foreseeable power flow
situations between these voltage levels.

1.5 Research Approach

The research approach that is taken to achieve the overall objective and find answers to
the related research questions is a combination of time domain simulations (rms, positive
sequence) and fundamental circuit analysis.

1.5.1 Time domain simulations

For the time domain simulations, assumptions are taken that permit tracking the dynam-
ics in the rms values of selected circuit variables. The time frame of interest is related
to short-term stability phenomena, i.e., one tenth of a second to tens of seconds. While
transient stability falls into this time frame, frequency stability is usually related to the mid-
term time frame (tens of seconds to minutes) and large disturbance voltage stability falls in
both short- and mid-term time frames. Mid term phenomena and control actions such as
change of transformer OLTC positions during the simulation time frame and conventional
power plants’ secondary frequency control actions, are not considered in this thesis. Auto-
matic voltage regulators (AVRs), power system stabilisers (PSSs), governors for primary
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frequency control of synchronous power generating modules (PGMs) as well as outer and
inner control loops of distributed PPMs are modelled. For the modelling of the benchmark
systems and the time domain simulations, the commercially available software DIgSILENT
PowerFactory© v15.1 is used in rms (stability) mode.

1.5.2 Analytical description

Important results obtained from the time domain simulations are verified and explained
analytically by use of quasi-stationary circuit theory and phasor diagrams showing the rela-
tionships between voltages, currents, and impedances based on Kirchhoff’s current (KCL)
and voltage (KVL) laws. The quasi-stationary approach is justified due to the very small
time constants of the power electronic converters in power park modules in relation to the
time frame of interest.

1.5.3 Sensitivity analysis

System and network values — In order to reach robust answers to the research questions,
several sensitivity analyses are performed, both by use of time domain simulations (rms,
positive sequence), as well as fundamental circuit analysis. The parameters to be adjusted
in the sensitivity analysis are

• power flow cases, based on load and generation; values for the initial steady-state
operating point;

• short-circuit power S′′k at transmission & distribution system (TS/DS) interface;

• equivalent impedance between transmission and distribution system;

• load mix and load model coefficients;

• fault location in the transmission system.

Transmission network faults are always assumed to be symmetrical three-phase faults.

Protection, controls and their parameters — The network fault response of transmission
and distribution systems with very high penetration of DG is investigated for protection
settings that either allow or disallow low voltage ride-through (LVRT)A.10, as well as a
number of variants for DG control strategies and parameter settings, such as the quasi-
stationary voltage control and the disturbance voltage support control modeA.10.

1.5.4 Presentation of results

The results from the time domain simulations are presented in voltage magnitude vs. time
(V–t) plots , voltage & rotor angle vs. time (arg(y)–t) plots , and active & reactive power vs.
time (P–t/Q–t) plots.

The results from the fundamental circuit analysis are presented in phasor diagrams
showing the relationships between voltages, currents, and impedances in the complex do-
main.
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1.6 Outline of the Thesis

Chapter 2 — This chapter consists of two sections that summarise the state of the art. The
first section reviews existing knowledge on the impact of distributed generation on power
system stability. The impact on frequency stability, large-disturbance voltage stability, and
transient stability is discussed separately. The second section describes the grid connec-
tion requirements related to network fault response of distributed generation. It presents
the requirements for fault ride-through, additional current injection during fault, and active
power recovery after fault. The third section discusses the effectiveness of dynamic voltage
support based on fundamental circuit theory.

Chapter 3 — This chapter describes the power system element models used throughout
the thesis. It reviews the state of the art and specifies model types, parameters and major
assumptions taken. A comprehensive methodology of DG aggregation and dynamic equi-
valencing is proposed to derive highly accurate, equivalent dynamic models of ADSs. The
contribution of this chapter is to define the minimum level of detail that is necessary to ac-
curately model ADSs in bulk power system stability studies with very high penetration of
DGs (i.e., more than approx. 50 % system-wide instantaneous penetration, regional reverse
power flows from distribution to bulk system level).

Chapter 4 — This chapter contributes to the understanding of the stability of the power
system with reverse power flow (RPF) situations. The system impact of the state-of-the-art
DG network fault response requirements is studied by time domain simulations of an HV-
MV benchmark system. The differences between the (sub-)transmission and distribution
levels with regard to the impact of these requirements are discussed. The relevance of
loads in active distribution systems and transformer tap-changers is then considered. The
chapter concludes with the proposition of a new methodology that allows a distribution
system operator (DSO) to choose the optimal parameters for an additional current injection
during network fault control as a function of the network impedance at the point of common
coupling (PCC) of a MV connected DG. Optimality is considered from a power system-wide
stability viewpoint.

Chapter 5 — This chapter contributes to the (ongoing) discussion on network fault
response requirements for distributed generation connected to low voltage networks. It in-
vestigates the network fault response of large amounts of LV connected distributed genera-
tion and its impact on post-fault active power balance following transmission system faults.
Photovoltaic (PV) installations in low voltage networks are the focus of this chapter. A test
system is constructed with DG penetration representative of a 2022 scenario for Germany.
The test system comprises all voltage levels from LV to extra-high voltage (eHV), with the
low and MV levels simplified by means of aggregation as described in chapter 3.

Chapter 6 — The final chapter summarises the main conclusions and scientific contri-
butions from each of the previous chapters of the thesis. It identifies remaining knowledge
gaps and gives recommendations for future research related to the stability of sustainable
power systems.





Chapter 2

State of the Art & Discussion

This chapter describes the existing knowledge on the impact of distributed generation (DG)
on power system stability, as well as the the grid connection requirements related to network
fault response of distributed generation at the time of the writing of the thesis (state of the
art). The impact on power system stability is discussed separately for the stability classes
of frequency stability, large disturbance voltage stability, and transient stability. Grid con-
nection requirements for fault ride-through, additional current injection during fault, and
active power recovery after fault are then presented together with operating practices of dis-
tribution system operators (DSOs) that may be exceptions to these requirements. In the last
part of the chapter, the effectiveness of dynamic voltage support with increasing penetration
levels of DG is discussed by use of fundamental circuit theory.

2.1 Introduction

As long as the rated penetration of distributed generation was smallA.6, i.e. ρDG,r < 20 %,
network planners and operators regarded DG as a ‘negative load’. The particular dynamical
response of DG towards transmission network faults had an undetectable influence on the
network fault response of distribution and transmission systems. It was mainly determined
by the characteristic response of synchronous power generating modules (sPGM) and load
behaviour.

The paradigm of the past was to disconnect DG as fast as possible in case the system
went into an abnormal state. This paradigm led to very conservative settings of DG under-
/overfrequency and under-/overvoltage protection relays. With DG rated penetration having
reached significant levels, and with these levels likely to further increase to more than 400 %
in some regions and voltage levels in Germany, a paradigm shift was needed. The paradigm
intended to increase system stability, then turned into a reliability risk within less than a
decade.

In the following section, the impact of DG on power system stability for medium to high
rated penetration scenarios is presented. However, minimal analysis has been performed for
very high penetration scenariosA.6, i.e. ρDG,r > 50 %, including reverse power flows. It will
be shown that the impact of DG on power system stability depends almost entirely on the
protection and control systems with their respective parameter settings.

11
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The control systems and their settings are primarily defined by grid connection require-
ments that have been stipulated by network operators in recent years. Grid connection
requirements (GCRs) are the rules and regulations with which grid-connected components
have to comply. These requirements are usually not compensated for in monetary terms.
They provide a framework of compatibility and quality for the power system.

2.2 Impact of DG on Power System Stability

2.2.1 Impact on frequency stability

Frequency stability is understood in this thesis based on the definition given in [IEE04] as

the ability of a power system to maintain steady frequency following a severe
system upset resulting in a significant imbalance between generation and load.

A ‘severe system upset’ could be the tripping of a large power generating facility or load due
to an internal electrical fault but also the tripping of multiple loads or distributed generators,
whose aggregated power would be considered ‘significant’, following a network fault in
the transmission system. Significance is always specific to a given power system. It is
important to note that for frequency stability the system-wide (global) power imbalance is
the determining factor.

The impact of DG on frequency stability is mostly related to the reduction of the total in-
ertia in the power system resulting from the technological transformation and is, therefore,
highly dependent on the DG controls, their protection and the related parameter settings.
Compared to large SG with high inertia, DG have either low inertia (e.g. small to me-
dium size CHP facilities) or are connected to the network via power electronic converters
that decouple the interaction of any rotating mechanical parts (if present) with the network
(e.g. PVPPM and some WPPM). The latter makes these types of DG behave passively to-
wards frequency changes and, as a result, the total system inertia is decreased and the rate
of change of frequency (ROCOF) following system upsets is increased [LMO05, Muh06,
Eco10]. Consequently, the risk that the system frequency leaves the acceptable frequency
band becomes larger. The relationship between the ROCOF and DG penetration level is
inversely proportional. The location of DG is less relevant for the impact on frequency
stability.

Unfavourable frequency protection settings of DG can cause disconnection of massive
amounts of DG following abnormal frequency excursions (common mode failure). This
called for national regulatory authorities to request plant operators to re-adjust protection
settings retrospectively [EE13a]. While such negative impact on frequency stability will be
easy to avoid in future, it is a good example for the challenges related to combining the past
and future in the context of the transformation of power systems.

Negative impact of DG on frequency stability that is related to the reduction of the total
system inertia can be mitigated by implementation of adequate DG control systems and
parameter settings. The provision of positive and negative reserve capacity by operating a
WPPM in part load mode and dynamically controlling the pitch angle of the rotor blades
was proposed, for example, in [EW10]. A supplementary control loop to provide an inertial
response similar to a synchronous generator that was added to a wind turbine generator
control system proved to be beneficial in [LMO05]; however, in case of type 3 (DFAG)
and type 4 (full converter) WPPM the provision of inertia was considered limited by the
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converter rating. A drawback of providing an inertial response by WTG is that the rotational
speed of the wind turbine decreases and, therefore, the in-feed from the WTG will drop
considerably when the frequency support is ended [MHKF06]. This can be prevented by
an ‘inverse’ inertial response control mode, as proposed in [EW10], that means the WTG
would accelerate first, and then decelerate by discharging energy during the phase of the
disturbance in which the frequency is approaching its minimum.

In the context of this thesis, frequency stability is concerned with regard to the response
of DG to transmission network faults. By all means, a common mode failure resulting
into a permanent loss of large amounts of DG following those faults has to be avoided.
Furthermore, the active power recovery in the short period after fault clearance is of import-
ance [Wei13a,Wei15]. Given the very high penetrations of DG studied in this thesis and the
related reduction in total system inertia, a deviation of the system frequency due to a post-
fault power imbalance caused by too slow active power recovery should be avoided. The
latter proved to be a key limiting factor for system non-synchronous penetration (SNSP) in
the Irish All Island power system and it was expected that anticipation of new technological
concepts, e.g. for ‘fast active power recovery after faults’, would allow for a relaxation of
this limit [Eco10].

For the frequency stability studies performed in this thesis this means that the period
shortly after a network fault has been cleared is of interest. Thus, in the terms of the defin-
itions given in [IEE04], short-term frequency stability is considered. This allows for neg-
lecting long-term phenomena related to slow processes such as conventional thermal power
plant’s prime mover energy supply systems and boiler dynamics. The aerodynamic torque
of wind turbine generators is also assumed to be constant although recent publications re-
commend otherwise when studying ‘weak’ power systems [For13]. The short-term phe-
nomena considered relevant for the frequency stability studies in this thesis are the inertial
response of synchronous generators, active power recovery of DG and frequency protection
settings, including underfrequency load shedding. The time frame of interest extents to tens
of seconds but not minutes.

2.2.2 Impact on large disturbance voltage stability

Large disturbance voltage stability is understood in this thesis based on the definition given
in [IEE04] as

the system’s ability to maintain steady voltages following large disturbances
such as system faults, loss of generation, or circuit contingencies.

Although voltage instability is regarded a local phenomenon—in contrast to frequency sta-
bility which is a global phenomenon—the consequences of voltage instability may have
a widespread impact [Kun94]. This cause-and-effect chain becomes even more relevant
for transmission systems with very high amounts of DG regarding their ability to maintain
equilibrium between load demand and supply during reverse power flows (see section 4).

The ability of DG to ride through transmission faults (FRT capability) is assigned to
the large disturbance voltage stability class in this thesis. Fault ride-through of DG is not
considered a transient stability problem for distributed PPM in this thesis because of the
special nature of power electronic converters. Although it can be a transient stability prob-
lem for DG with directly connected synchronous generators, e.g. distributed combined heat
and power (CHP) generating facilities, the impact of FRT of the latter will still be discussed
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in the present section on large disturbance voltage stability because of the similar effect on
the voltages in the fault and post-fault period.

Impact of distributed synchronous power generating modules

Stability studies performed in [SK02b] had found a large voltage drop at some nodes in the
transmission system following a transmission fault due to the disconnection of DG units that
were not able to perform LVRT. However, a study focussing on distributed CHP generating
facilities has shown for a Dutch benchmark network and a particular case [Cos10] with
DG instantaneous penetration level resulting in a (local) reversal of the power flow over
the HV/MV substation pre-fault, that disconnection of a significant part of these DG units
would not cause the voltage to fall below the allowable lower voltage limit. While the
disconnection of DG units led to an additional reversal of the power flow over the substation
post-fault, i.e. from export back to import of active power by the distribution system, the
resulting voltage drop was such that it could still be corrected by the tap changers of the
HV/MV transformers [Cos10]. This finding, of course, would have to be revisited if the
DG penetration level were increased substantially. This will be shown, among others, in the
case study in chapter 5.

The same study [Cos10], however, found that the particular distribution system with
numerous CHP generating facilities that were able to perform LVRT interacted strongly
with the (sub-)transmission system in terms of active power swings and the consumption
of reactive power in the post-fault period which caused a delayed voltage recovery; the lat-
ter effectively caused the LVRT-able DG units to disconnect in the post-fault period. As
a mitigation measure, the application of a static synchronous compensator (STATCOM) in
the distribution system was proposed to improve the voltage recovery. STATCOM was also
found to support the voltage during the fault significantly and, therefore, improve the (tran-
sient) stability of DG with a directly coupled synchronous generator, too. The study also
confirmed that the distributed synchronous PGM were able to support the voltage during a
voltage dip. [Cos10]

From above findings one can conclude that the impact of DG with directly connected
SG on large disturbance voltage stability will depend on the DG penetration level as well as
the location of DG inside the power system in relation to the respective network fault.

Impact of distributed power park modules

Power park modules can also support the voltage during a voltage dip, as they have similar
characteristics to a STATCOM, by adding a reactive current component to their pre-fault
reactive current injection in proportion to the voltage dip depth at their terminal [BEW06].
This ability is limited by the PEC rating of the respective PPM and can be increased by
giving the reactive current component priority over the active current component.

In a strong network the impact of voltage support from PPM on the network voltage is
only marginal [ESE+09]. Moreover, the impact of reactive current injection on the network
voltage for close-up faults with a retained voltage below 0.1 p.u. was found to be negligible
[EE13d]. However, for DG connected to ‘modest’ and ‘weak’ networks and, hence, a short-
circuit ratio at the PCC of less than 10 (see table A.5 in section A.12), the effect of voltage
support can be substantial [MPR+11].

For the power system of Continental Europe (CE) simulations have shown that voltage
support from WPPM reduces the risk of widespread simultaneous disconnection of wind
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power in the event of a transmission system fault and, therefore, allows for integrating more
wind power than otherwise [EE10].

All of the above leads to the conclusions that also the impact of distributed PPM on
large disturbance voltage stability is dependent on the DG penetration level and location.
Furthermore, the differences between DG technologies are obvious since fault ride-through
of PPM does not lead to delayed voltage recovery.

Stability problems related to current grid connection requirements

FRT is state of the art for power generating facilities connected to eHV, HV, and MV
networks nowadays; its positive impact on large disturbance voltage stability and, con-
sequently, frequency stability is beyond dispute. But for LV connected DG the necessity
of FRT has not been proved yet.

Also, the pros and cons of voltage support by additional reactive current injection (aRCI)
at distribution system level and especially the details of the control system and the adequate
parameter settings are still under debate. This thesis will contribute to further understanding
of these discussions (see section 1.3).

Two examples for potential problems related to aRCI are the extreme values for para-
meter setting, i.e. (a) a very high reactive current gain k1 = 5...10 p.u. on the one hand and
(b) a zero reactive current gain k1 = 0 p.u. on the other hand.

For a very high gain, simulations and practical experience showed undesired voltage and
power oscillations at the PCC of a WPPM when connected to a ‘modest’ or ‘weak’ network,
i.e. a short-circuit ratio of ≤ 10 [SKL12].

For a very low gain, [ESE+09,SKL12,Wei13b,Wei15] showed a risk of violation of the
steady state stability limit for a WPPM: in an alternating current (ac) system, the voltage
angle between sending and receiving nodes should be less than 90 degrees and this limits
the active power that a PPM can transfer to the network during voltage dips in a quasi
stationary situation. A related stability phenomenon observed when PPM that use voltage
source converters are connected to a network with a small short circuit power, was studied
in [DBB+12]. The so-called ‘loss of synchronism’ of VSC started like a voltage collapse
and ended like a loss of angle stability phenomenon. The critical short circuit power ratio
(SCR) was found to be below 2...4.

The problem was solved in [ESE+09] by adding a voltage dependent active current
injection limitation to the control system. It was reported that this would significantly reduce
the risk of network fault related ‘loss of synchronism’ of PPM. Control systems were also
proposed in [DBB+12] and allowed to maintain stable operation of the VSC down to SCR
of approximately SCR = 1.5.

What is missing is a system-wide analysis of these potential problems. This thesis will
contribute such a system-wide analysis.

Summary

The impact of DG on large disturbance voltage stability is technology, penetration level, and
location dependent but foremost subject to the respective protection and control and their
parameter settings.

All phenomena that are considered relevant for the impact of DG on large disturb-
ance voltage stability occur during the fault or within the few seconds following the fault
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clearance. According to [IEE04] this study period of interest relates to short-term large
disturbance voltage stability; this involves the dynamics of fast acting load components
such as induction motors and electronically controlled loads as well as the dynamics of the
power electronic converters applied in DG units. Action of on load tap changers (OLTC) of
HV/MV transformers are, therefore, only to be considered if they act very fast. This is the
case for some transformer models if the voltage deviation is large [A. 09]. Pre-fault OLTC
position must always be considered.

2.2.3 Impact on transient stability

Transient stability is understood in this thesis based on the definition given in [IEE04] as

the ability of the power system to maintain synchronism when subjected to a
severe disturbance, such as a short circuit on a transmission line. [IEE04]

Transient stability is a special class of rotor angle stability and, therefore, also called ‘large-
disturbance rotor angle stability’.

[IEE04] relates rotor angle stability to the ability of all synchronous machines of an in-
terconnected power system to remain in synchronism after being subjected to a disturbance.
Hence, if only one or even a group of synchronous machine(s) would lose synchronism, the
power system would be called ‘transient unstable’.

The transient stability of a power system is dominated by the dynamic behaviour of syn-
chronous machines and generators in large conventional (thermal) power plants connected
to the transmission system to transmission network faults.

Loss of synchronism of synchronous PGM in distribution systems

Loss of synchronism of synchronous power generating modules (type 1) in the distribution
system, however, mainly occurs for faults near their terminals in the distribution system
(close-up faults) which are out of the scope of this thesis. Given the typical clearance
time of transmission network faults of 90...120 ms and the fact that distant faults lead to
less severe voltage dips at distribution system level, [Cos10] showed for a typical Dutch
network that transmission network faults do not lead to loss of synchronism of medium
voltage connected CHP plants with directly coupled SG. The studies in [Ant08] quantified
the threshold of the retained voltage at the HV/MV substation above which MV connected
small-scale microturbines connected via conventional asynchronous generators (type 1 DG)
would not become transient unstable to 0.6 p.u. . In case of distributed synchronous PGM
with very low inertia however, such as LV connected micro-scale microturbines of type 1,
loss of synchronism following transmission network faults might be a problem. Hence,
the PGM protection systems have to be designed adequately in order to prevent their loss
of synchronism [Ant08], for example by reducing the reaction time of the undervoltage
relay. Alternatively, the stability of the PGM has to be improved [AE05], for example by
increasing the DG’s inertia via a fly wheel [BGK09].

Loss of synchronism of PPM

Due to the absence of (rotor) angular excursions in power park modules (which are connec-
ted to the network non-synchronously or through PEC), disconnection of PPM following
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severe disturbances is not considered a ‘transient stability’ problem of the power system in
this thesis.

Some authors, however, discuss ‘transient stability’ of PPM, such as WPPM [ESE+09],
but the underlying effects of their studies are related to the maximum active power that a
PPM can transfer to the network during voltage dips in a quasi stationary situation. Such
limiting factors are classified in the thesis as large disturbance voltage stability issues (see
section 2.2.2.

Indicators to assess the impact of DG on transient stability

Different indicator exist to assess the impact of DG on transient stability. The overspeeding
of the SG indicates how close these machines get to a rotor pole slip (rotor angle θ > π)
which would cause unacceptable mechanical stress. The higher the overspeeding, the less
transient stable is the system. The critical clearance time (CCT) of a power system for a
three-phase fault at a specific location defines the maximum duration of the respective fault
before at least one synchronous generator would have a pole slip. A small CCT may in-
dicate a transient stability issue for a given system. The oscillation duration of voltages,
angles, and powers indicate the damping of transients in the system and is more related to
small disturbance (or small signal) rotor angle stability. The longer the oscillation duration,
the less is the system damped. The dynamic response of motor loads in the area of interest
may serve as another indicator. As an ultimate transient stability indicator the maximum
rotor angle difference between any two synchronous generators in the power system can be
used. A gradual loss of synchronism can be expected when the maximum rotor angle differ-
ence approaches or exceeds 180°which would cause voltages at an intermediate point of the
network to drop rapidly [Kun94,MF10]. An absolute loss of synchronism is defined in prag-
matic terms once the maximum rotor angle difference between any two generators exceeds
360° [RKTB94,RERV+02]. Operational practices may vary between system operators with
respect to acceptable limits for the maximum rotor angle difference during contingencies.

Technology dependent impact

The impact of DG on transient stability is very much dependent on the DG technology. A
systematic comparison of the impact on transient stability of different DG technologies and
standard controllers, based on a limited set of simulations, was discussed in [SK02b] for the
dominant DG technologies in the year 2002, i.e. directly coupled synchronous generators,
conventional asynchronous (type 1) generator WPPM, and full converter interface units
(type 4) WPPM. A discussion based on this reference follows. This work was later extended
to doubly fed asynchronous generator (type 3) WPPM by [ESPM05, MBPE07, QH08].

DG based on directly coupled synchronous generators improves the transient stability
in terms of decrease of the overspeeding of the synchronous generators in transmission con-
nected conventional (thermal) power plants but seems to decrease the transient stability in
terms of increasing the oscillation duration. The former was explained in [SK02b] by the
contribution of distributed SG to the short circuit current which effectively supports the
network voltage and that, in turn, increases the synchronising torque for transmission con-
nected SG. However, the total impact of distributed synchronous PGM on transient stability
remains limited.

Similar, DG based on type 1 generators apparently does not have much impact on the
transient stability as well. This finding was explained in [SK02b] by two opposite effects
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related to generators near and remote of network faults which counterbalance (see sec-
tion 2.2.3) and this effect was confirmed in [Muh06]. However, DG of type 1 is very vul-
nerable to network faults regarding its own ability to stay in synchronism and can cause
voltage instability due to consumption of large amounts of reactive power in the fault and
post-fault period [SK02a].

Modern DG of type 3 and type 4 were found to improve transient stability if their un-
dervoltage protection settings allowed them to ride through faults and if their very fast and
flexible control systems were designed to support the voltage by an aRCI or even by a
closed-loop fast voltage control [ESPM05, QH08]. This finding also holds true for weak
transmission systems [MBPE07].

Penetration level dependent impact

The impact of DG on transient stability for different penetration levels depends very much
on the properties of the respective power system and the controls of DG. An exhaustive ana-
lysis of the impact of DG on transient stability, based on a large number of simulations and
sensitivities, was carried out in [Muh06]. The DG penetration level was varied between 0 %
and 33 % for the same unit commitment and up to 100 % by successively taking conven-
tional (thermal) power plants out of operation. The impact of a very high DG penetration on
transient stability was also analysed in [MF10] and a dependency on the pre-fault operating
point was found in [MNP08]. The impact of ac connected offshore WPPM was studied
in [SER09].

A modest increase of the DG penetration, while keeping the load constant, results into
an improved transient stability of the power system [Muh06, Eir10, MF10]. The reason for
this finding is that the in-feed from DG changes the pre-fault operating point of the power
system beneficially, i.e. it reduces the loading of transmission connected SG and potentially
also the power flows on transmission lines. In both cases, reduced loading leads to a wider
rotor angle stability margin [MNP08].

Once the DG penetration increases to a level that transmission connected SG are shut-
down, the transient stability can be affected adversely [Muh06]. However, while [Muh06]
and [MF10] have identified a DG penetration level of 30 % to 40 % as a turning point from
which the transient stability starts to decrease, [Eir10] has identified 60 % as that point.

For such high DG penetration levels, transient stability depends on the total kinetic
energy remaining in the system and the reactive power support scheme adopted [Muh06,
ESBR08]. Insufficient dynamic reactive power supply may lead to transient instability
[ESBR08]. System damping is significantly reduced at high penetration levels for type
3 and 4 DG, unless these provide an inertial response and damping capability [MF10]. De-
commitment of transmission connected SG also increases the electrical distances between
the remaining SG which reduces their electromechanical coupling [BGK09].

Therefore, the impact of DG on transient stability for high penetration levels remains
very dependent on the properties of the respective power system, since reactive power sup-
port depends on the network topology, the sequence in that conventional power plants are
de-committed, the strategy whether and how their corresponding reactive power support is
substituted, and the controls of DG [Muh06, ESBR08, Eir10].

From a long-term investment perspective, increased levels of DG may require more
flexibility in the conventional power plant portfolio. That could result in the installation
of highly flexible peak load power plants which usually have a lower rating than base load
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power plants. Hence, the synchronous generators of future power plants might become
‘smaller’ relative to the impedance of the grid which in turns strengthens the mutual elec-
tromechanical coupling between the large and improves the transient stability [SK03].

Pre-fault operating point dependent impact

The dependency of the impact of DG on transient stability on the pre-fault operating point
of DG is very complex and not straight forward. A general relationship cannot be defined,
except for the trivial effect on the loading of transmission connected SG and potentially
transmission lines mentioned above. The dependency varies with the DG type and its con-
trollers. While [MBPE07, MNP08] did not find any non-trivial effect of type 3 WPPM
pre-fault loading on transient stability, the following examples illustrate the complex de-
pendencies.

The network fault response of a type 3 WPPM with rotor circuit crowbar protection de-
pends on the WPPM’s pre-fault operating point and the distance to the fault. For close-up
faults, an ignition of the crowbar becomes more likely the higher the pre-fault WPPM load-
ing is; crowbar operation is likely to occur for close-up faults and WPPM loading of 50 %
of rated power and above [MF10]. Crowbar ignition turns the doubly fed asynchronous
generator (DFAG) into a conventional asynchronous generator. As a result, the WPPM con-
sumes significant reactive power and at the same time the active power in-feed is reduced
significantly. The consumption of reactive power by DFAG during crowbar operation has a
negative impact on the power system transient stability. What is more, [MF10] argues that
for high-load conditions close to the WPPM’s rated capacity, the wind turbine pitch angle
controller would reduce the wind power extraction significantly to limit the rotor speed dur-
ing crowbar operation. This action is confirmed and justified in [For13] by the fact that
the length of a network fault cannot be known at the moment it occurs and that, therefore,
action must always be taken to avoid excessive acceleration. [MF10] shows that the effect
of this action would be a delayed active power recovery after the fault is cleared and the
crowbar is deactivated. For medium and low-load conditions pre-fault, the pitch angle is
not changed as much and active power would recovery faster. The authors in [MF10] argue
that maintenance of high active power in-feed from WPPM improves the transient stability
of the power system.

Support of the network voltage during and after a voltage dip, on the other hand, can
improve the transient stability of the power system because synchronising torques between
transmission connected SG are better maintained. Such voltage support can be provided to
a certain extent also by distributed synchronous PGM and distributed PPM by additional re-
active current injection. The reactive current injected into the network, however, is limited
by the power electronic converter rating and any active current that is injected simultan-
eously. In absence of a control that would give the reactive current priority over the active
current, the pre-fault DG loading would directly determine how much reactive current can
be injected during and after the fault.

The limited voltage support, i.e. the limited positive impact on transient stability, due
to the PEC rating is partly relaxed by the smaller capacity credit of DG based on variable
energy resources such as wind and solar compared to conventional (thermal) power plants
[SER09]. The actual in-feed from WPPM and PVPPM can typically vary between zero and
the maximum coincidence factor times their total rated capacity. As a consequence, the total
rated DG capacity in operation will often exceed the total rated capacity of transmission
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connected synchronous generators whose generation is replaced. Thus, the total reactive
currents injected by WPPM and PVPPM during faults can be substantial.

Location dependent impact

The impact of DG on transient stability can depend significantly on the vertical and hori-
zontal location of the DG in the power system. In general, the impact of DG on transient
stability depends on the ‘relative electrical location’ of the DG to the fault location and the
transmission connected SG in the power system.

For WPPM (horizontally) located far away from load centres and, therefore, leading to
significantly changed power flows, i.e. increased tie-line flows, critical fault clearance times
were found to be considerably reduced and transient stability affected adversely [ESPM05,
SER09, MF10]. This finding can be explained by increased voltage angle differences pre-
fault and reduced dynamic reactive power availability close to the transmission connected
SG remaining in the system.

For WPPM (vertically) located at sub-transmission and distribution network level, a neg-
ative impact on transient stability was found [ESPM05, Muh06]. In [Muh06] the location
of the DG was accounted for by varying the magnitude of the distribution network imped-
ance between 0.035 p.u. and 0.08 p.u. and including a case with a high resistance value.
The finding was especially pronounced when such placement of DG would lead to reverse
power flows, i.e. very high penetration of DG in (parts of) the transmission system, and no
mitigation measures were taken [BvR+11b]. The observed deterioration in transient stabil-
ity is partly explained by the limited dynamic reactive power contribution from DG and,
thus, reduced short-circuit power at transmission system level. The limitation stems from
reactive power losses in sub-transmission and distribution systems and between the network
levels, due to increased equivalent impedances between the transmission network and the
DG connected ‘deeper’ into the sub-transmission and distribution networks [BvR+11b].

A related finding—which is of much interest for this thesis—is the influence of the
impedance angle, i.e. R/X ratio, of either the DG’s network connection line or the equivalent
impedance of the network ‘seen’ at the PCC. In [Muh06] a further decrease of transient
stability was found for the case with high resistance value (R/X = 0.33) in the distribution
network impedance. The analysis in [SER09] found that the injection of a real current can
impede the voltage support by reactive current injection for R/X ratios of higher than 0.25,
if no voltage dependent active current injection limitation control would be implemented.
Again, as a result, the transient stability of the power system would be reduced. The cited
reference, however, investigated the impact of large ac connected offshore WPPM and not
of DG on transient stability of power systems. Whether similar effects can be observed for
DG connected ‘deep’ inside the distribution system remains to be shown by this thesis.

With regard to the ‘relative electrical location’ of DG to transmission connected SG, an
analysis of the previously mentioned ambiguous impact of type 1 (conventional asynchron-
ous) generators on transient stability allows for a deeper understanding as follows. If these
are located near SG and many of the latter accelerate during a fault, the stator frequency of
the conventional asynchronous generators increases. As a result of this, the slip frequency is
reduced and thereby also the DG’s active power in-feed. The reduced active power in-feed
from DG inhibits the further acceleration of the SG. Hence, the transient stability is im-
proved. On the other hand, if the type 1 DG is located more distant to SG and are, therefore,
more weakly coupled to the latter, acceleration of the DG itself during a fault increases the
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slip frequency and thereby leads to an increased DG reactive power consumption. The in-
creased reactive power flows result in lower terminal voltages at the remote SG and thus in
a decrease of synchronising torque and a faster increase in rotor speed. Thus, the transient
stability is impaired. [SK02b]

Similar to the finding regarding the influence of the pre-fault operating point of type 3
WPPM with rotor circuit crowbar protection, the ‘relative electrical location’ of network
faults to those WPPM determines whether or not the crowbar is triggered and the DFAG
temporarily turns into a conventional asynchronous generator. For faults distant to type 3
WPPM that do not trigger the crowbar protection of numerous WPPM transient stability is
improved due to the capability of those WPPM to support the network voltage during and
after the fault [MF10]. However, if these faults are close to transmission connected SG and
then again cause the latter to lose synchronism, WPPM are not able to uphold, let alone
improve, the transient stability of the power system [MNP08, MF10].

Protection dependent impact

The impact of DG on transient stability is very much dependent on the DG protection and
its parameter settings. The most important protection device in this context is the under-
voltage protection relay that disconnects the DG if the voltage at its PCC or terminal falls
below a defined threshold, e.g. 0.8 p.u. . DG that disconnects at the quoted undervoltage
threshold are not able to run through low voltage events. The research in [Cos10] studied
a part of the Dutch transmission system that included a sub-transmission and distribution
network in a horticultural area to which CHP generating facilities were connected to at MV
level. The study showed that especially three-phase and two-phase-to-earth faults trigger the
undervoltage protection of the latter when applying the above mentioned threshold. Phase-
to-earth faults were found to lead only in a significantly smaller area of the transmission
system to a disconnection of CHP-plants.

In [SK02b] it was found that the disconnection of non-LVRT distributed generation
has a positive impact on transient stability: it decreases the overspeeding of transmission
connected synchronous generators. This was explained by the reduced active power in-feed
from DG, hence, a reduction of the SGs acceleration.

Similarly, [Muh06] found that if distributed PPM would perform LVRT but without fur-
ther supporting the voltage during and after the fault, the transient stability is decreased
compared to when these units disconnected during low voltage events. However, once the
disconnection of DG resulted in large voltage drops at some nodes in the transmission sys-
tem (as mentioned in section 2.2.2) transient stability would be reduced instead. Moreover,
disconnection of large amounts of DG would not be acceptable from a frequency stability
viewpoint (see section 2.2.1.

Control systems dependent impact

The previous discussion has already indicated that the impact of DG on transient stability is
very much dependent on the DG control and its parameter settings.

For distributed synchronous PGM as well as distributed PPM, the impact on the dur-
ation of the rotor speed oscillations depends on whether or not the DG is equipped with
voltage and frequency control [SK02b, Muh06]. By implementing adequate control sys-
tems it was shown, for example for type 3 WPPM in [HALJS05,For13], that DG can match
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the performance of SG regarding voltage control and the provision of network damping and
even improve on them. Similarly, for weak power systems as discussed in [MBPE07], it
was found that type 3 WPPM, equipped with PEC and LVRT capability, can be integrated
without reducing transient stability.

Power park modules can improve transient stability if they positively influence the
voltage magnitude and the active power balance in the system during and after faults. Higher
terminal voltages create higher electrical torque at synchronous generators and, thereby, de-
creases their acceleration. Reduced active current injection from PPM during and after
faults shifts the supply of system load to the synchronous generators which also decreases
their acceleration during a network fault and increases their deceleration after the fault.

On the contrary, too slow active power recovery after faults bears the risk of swing back
pole slip, especially in power importing areas [Wei13b]. It is important to note that transient
stability is not only about the change in rotor angle of a single generator but also about the
speed changes of the other synchronous generators in the power system that any generator
would swing against.

While control systems of distributed generation tend to improve the transient stability of
the power system, they require an appropriate choice of parameters to do so. If parameters
are not well chosen, the control systems of DG—as any other controls in the power system—
bear the risk to have adverse effects on power system stability. In the following, examples
are given for adverse effects on transient stability caused by DG control systems.

Impact of a deadband in the fast voltage controller—Simulations in [SER09, For13]
revealed that a deadband of vDB 6= 0 in the fast voltage controller of DG that would operate
during and shortly after network faults can cause oscillations in the post-fault voltage, real
and reactive power traces. The authors concluded that the power system performs better
without the deadbandin the controller, i.e. vDB = 0 . [For13] explained that the motivation
for using a deadband originated from the wish of distribution system operators (DSO) to
keep DG’s network fault related fast voltage control in distribution systems compatible with
the power factor control that DG use during steady state operation when the network voltage
is within the standard operating range.

With regard to additional reactive current injection, simulation in [SER09,Wei13b] have
also shown that increasing the reactive current gain k1 to values up to 7.5 p.u.—and thereby
far beyond the standard value of k1 = 2.0 p.u.—would significantly improve the transient
stability. Especially in case of less severe voltage dips caused by distant faults such high
reactive current gains would allow distributed PPM to support the network voltage stronger
than SG would do [FEK+09]. However, the question remains why such strong voltage
support would actually be necessary for these faults.

Prioritising and limiting the reactive current component at the same time—The total re-
active current injection from distributed PPM remains limited to the physical PEC rating, in
case of type 4 WPPM to 1.2...1.4 p.u. (depending on the WPPM configuration) [Ene13] and
in case of type 3 WPPM to 1.4...1.6 p.u. in over-excited mode (i.e. worst case), depending
on the network voltage [FEK+09]. Similar to the effect mentioned in section 2.2.2, limiting
the total reactive current to a value smaller than the physical limits, either by choosing a
very low value for the reactive current gain, e.g. k1 = 0.0 p.u. or by introducing a maximum
reactive current limit, e.g. iQ,max ≤ 1.0 p.u., may have a negative effect on the transient
stability of the power system, depending on the control structure and the R/X ratio of the
equivalent network impedance. If the control is designed such that the remaining current
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Figure 2.1: Classification of drivers related to the impact of DG on the network fault re-
sponse by time period.

margin is used to feed in an active current, the positive effect on transient stability achieved
by reactive current injection may be reversed for R/X ratios above 0.25 p.u. [SER09].

In order to overcome the adverse effect of active current injection during fault, a voltage
dependent active current control is proposed in [SER09]. The proposed control reduces the
active current reference set-point quadratically to the voltage dip depth once the voltage at
the DG terminals falls below 90 % of the pre-fault voltage. The simulations in [SER09]
showed that transient stability of the power system, in terms of rotor angle deviation and
oscillation duration, can be significantly improved by this measure. On the other hand, in
case of WPPM, the increased difference between electrical and mechanical torque causes
an increase of the rotational speed of the wind turbine. This calls for careful consideration
of speed limits or the dissipation of excess energy in a direct current (dc) chopper.

2.2.4 Summary of impact on power system stability

Figure 2.1 relates the classes of power system stability in the focus of the thesis to the time
periods: pre-fault, fault, and post-fault. Transient stability relates to the fault period but
stretches slightly into the post-fault period. Voltage stability relates to all periods, the pre-
fault, the fault, and post-fault period. Frequency stability relates to the post-fault period but
can also become relevant in the fault period for certain cases.

Based on this literature review, gaps in the existing state of the art have been identified
and the research questions for this thesis have been derived and presented in section 1.4.

Table 2.1 summarises the main findings on the impact of DG on power system stability
in a high-level tabular overview. If distributed generation leads to a decrease in short-circuit
power levels or if DG even consumes reactive power, voltage and transient stability are
negatively impacted. Frequency stability worsens if DG leads to reduced system inertia or a
loss of active power in the post-fault period, either from not performing FRT or due to a slow
active power recovery after a fault. On the other hand, the proximity of DG to loads and
a reduced loading of transmission lines at low and medium penetration levels will improve
voltage and transient stability of a power system. Both are improved even further, if DG
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injects a reactive (short-circuit) current during and after a fault because this supports the
voltage profile in the transmission and distribution system. If DG can ride through network
faults and their active power recovers sufficiently fast enough for the specific remaining
inertia in the system, frequency stability will be improved.

Table 2.1: High-level overview on negative and positive impact of distributed generation on
power system stability

Stability class Negative impact Positive impact

Frequency
stability

• if reduced system inertia • if synthetic or additional inertia
• if DG without FRT • if DG with FRT
• if slow P recovery post-fault • if fast P recovery post-fault
• if reduced reserves • if primary reserves from DG

Voltage
stability

• if reduced S′′k • if iq injection
• if increased Q consumption • if Q injection post-fault

• if close to loads

Transient
stability

• if (very) high penetration • if low to medium penetration
• if de-commitment of SG • if reduced loading of SG or lines
• if reduced S′′k • if iq injection
• if increased Q consumption • if Q injection post-fault
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2.3 Network Fault Response Requirements for DG

2.3.1 Grid codes

Grid connection requirements, also know as interconnection requirements, are the rules and
regulations with which grid-connected components have to comply. They provide a frame-
work of compatibility and quality for the power system. They place requirements on import-
ant factors such as acceptable voltages and frequencies in different situations. Equipment
vendors have to make sure that their products comply with grid connection requirement,
otherwise they are not allowed to sell them.

Grid connection requirements have evolved with increasing DGs penetration and as a
consequence of this, a number of DG classes with very different dynamic behaviour exist in
the power system (‘legacy’). Grid connection requirement are differentiated by individual
DG’s rated capacity in North America and by DG’s connection voltage level in Europe.

For power system stability studies, GCRs determine a performance framework for the
network fault response of individual DGs depending on their commissioning period, con-
nection level or size, and sometimes technology type.

2.3.2 Evolution

With regard to network fault response, the ‘get-out-of-the-way’ principle, used for example
in [Ver98, Ger01] for Germany and in [IEE03b] for North America, was first changed
by introducing low voltage ride-through (LVRT) requirements at transmission and sub-
transmission level as, e.g. , in [E.O01, Ver03, U.S05]. DGs were later required to actively
support the network voltage during faults by additional reactive current injection (aRCI) as
in [E.O03, VDN04, Ger09] for Germany. This was meant to improve voltage stability at
distribution system level and potentially help older installations without LVRT capability to
stay connected during shallow voltage dips [BEW06]. Finally, requirements related to the
post-fault real power recovery were found to be necessary in order to maintain frequency
stability after transmission network faults [Eir10,Wei13a,Wei15]. The evolution of network
fault response requirements are shown in Fig. 2.2 for Germany as one example jurisdiction.
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Figure 2.2: Historical overview of grid connection requirements in Germany for network
fault response [Ver07] [Ger09].
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Current grid connection requirements can be classified into the four categories (1) quasi-
stationary voltage control, (2) dynamic reactive support, (3) disturbance voltage support,
and (4) disturbance frequency support. A large variety of terms are used around the world
to describe these requirements. Table A.4 in appendix A.10 gives an overview of terms
that are widely used in the European and the North American context. From the four listed
above, disturbance frequency support is out of the scope of this research.

2.3.3 Quasi-stationary voltage control and dynamic reactive support

Quasi-stationary voltage control and dynamic reactive support requirements determine the
reactive power distributed generation may exchange with the network in order to control the
voltage at its point of common coupling (PCC). Control modes include:

• a fixed power factor cos(ϕ) = const.;

• a fixed reactive power Q = const. set-point in MVar;

• a reactive power/active power characteristic Q(P);

• a variable power factor/active power characteristic curve cos(ϕ) = f (P), see
Fig. 2.3; or

• a reactive power/voltage characteristic Q(U).

Quasi-stationary voltage control is a slow, often step-wise control with typical time
frames of 1 min to 10 min. Dynamic reactive support controls voltage fast and smoothly,
typically within the 1 s to 10 s time frame.

Figure 2.3 shows the characteristic of the control for low voltage (LV) and medium
voltage (MV) connected distributed generation. For the MV networks, substation connected
DG may have a reversed characteristic to provide capacitive reactive power to downstream
distributed generation.
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Figure 2.3: Dynamic power factor control characteristics [For11]
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2.3.4 Disturbance voltage support

Low voltage ride-through

Low voltage ride-through is the ability for distributed generation to remain connected to
the network and able to quickly restore current output after a voltage disturbance. Fig-
ure 2.4 visualizes the most stringent LVRT curves for MV connected DG as they are defined
by [EE13c, CEN15c] in Europe (dashed lines). Such requirements are nowadays regarded
as the state of the art for DG connected at MV level and above. However, most GCR around
the world do nowadays not require LVRT capabilities from LV connected DG. European
and North American standards, such as the European EN 50438:2013 [CEN15a], the Ger-
man VDE-AR-N 4105 [For11] and the North American IEEE Std. 1547 [IEE03b, IEE14a],
require (or allow) that small-scale LV connected DG trips if its terminal voltage drops below
the normal voltage band (solid line in Fig. 2.4).
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Figure 2.4: Low voltage ride-through (LVRT) curves based on [EE13c, CEN15c, For11].
New-to-be-installed synchronous generator (SG) and power electronic converter (PEC)
based DGs at medium voltage (MV) level (dashed lines) as well as existing and new-to-
be installed DGs at low voltage (LV) level (solid line)

With continued increase of LV connected DG installations, such as distributed photo-
voltaic (PV) systems, the discussion about LVRT requirements at LV level has started a few
years ago [IEE, ENT12b, For12]. The concern is that voltage dips caused by transmission
network faults would propagate to the LV grids in a wide area where they would potentially
lead to massive tripping of LV connected DG (common mode failure).

This risk of a significant post-fault active power imbalance motivated ENTSO-E to in-
clude LVRT capability requirements in the final version of the Network Code for Require-
ments for Grid Connection Applicable to all Generators (NC RfG) that was published in
March 2013 [EE13c]. However, these requirements were limited to ‘Type B’ generators,
which are medium-scale DGs with a capacity between 1 MW and 50 MW and that are
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typically not connected at LV level.
For LV connected, small-scale DG larger than 6 kVA, only Italy [Com14] and a re-

cently issued European equipment standard [CEN15b] require LVRT. Only in Japan micro-
scale DG, including LV single-phase connected PV systems, are soon to be required to ride
through voltage dips [Kob12,JEA13]. Notably, all of these LVRT requirements for LV con-
nected DG either allow the units to block the inverter current (‘momentary cessation’) or do
not further specify their fault response at all.

A detailed overview on the evolution of grid codes requirements related to the network
fault response of DG for the example of Germany is given in appendix E.2.1.

Low voltage ride-through with blocking mode

The distributed generation unit remains connected to the network and able to quickly restore
current output after a disturbance, but blocks the current output when the voltage drops
below a pre-defined threshold. This LVRT mode is commonly requested by distribution
system operators from distributed generation connected downstream of a feeder, so that the
LVRT operation of distributed generation does not interfere with the protection schemes of
the distribution system. This mode is sometimes referred to as ’limited dynamic voltage
support’ or ’momentary cessation’.

Low voltage ride-through with additional reactive current injection

The distributed generation unit remains connected to the network and injects a reactive
current component in proportion to the voltage deviation in addition to the pre-fault current
output. The DG unit can operate in additional reactive current injection (aRCI) mode during
the fault as well as in a pre-defined period shortly following a fault. Requirements for aRCI
have been justified in the past by:

• support PCC voltage to ensure voltage stability;

• providing short-circuit current to ensure fast and reliable operation of protection
schemes at HV and extra-high voltage (eHV) level;

• helping the DG themselves to ride through voltage dips, especially when these
would otherwise be prolonged due to fault-induced delayed voltage recovery
(FIDVR);

• improving transient stability under certain conditions;

• support distribution system voltage to maintain other devices online, like loads
and DG that cannot ride through voltage dips.

Appendix C.1.2 describes the aRCI control mode mathematically and with block dia-
grams. Since the function adds a reactive current component to the pre-fault current set-
point, it may initially reduce the total reactive current magnitude if the DG had operated
with inductive power factor prior to the fault. Once the total current limit of the DG is
reached, priority is given to the reactive current and active current is reduced accordingly.

Most grid connection requirement require an additional reactive current injection in the
positive-sequence only. Recent requirements in Germany, like the VDE-AR-N 4120 for
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HV connected generation units [For15b], also require an injection in the negative-sequence.
This aims at preventing undesired overvoltage conditions in healthy phases as well as con-
tributing sufficient short-circuit current during unbalanced faults [NWDE15]. Negative-
sequence control aspects are out of the scope of this research.

Figure 2.5 shows the characteristics of the LVRT with additional reactive current in-
jection requirements as they were defined in the German TransmissionCode (2007) [Ver07]
and the ancillary service ordinance SDLWindV (2009) [Ger09]. The deadband has typically
been set to ±10 % of the pre-fault voltage magnitude and the reactive current gain typically
equals k = 2 p.u. although it must be adjustable within k = [0...10] p.u..

A variation of the additional reactive current injection control mode is the less com-
monly described additional reactive/active current injection control mode [SBv+14,Ska14].
Refer to appendix C.1.3 for a mathematical description and control block diagrams.

Active power recovery after fault

Part of LVRT requirements is the specification of how fast DG should restore active power
shortly after sudden network fault. Depending on system size this requirement can range
from 0.5 s in island systems [Eir13] to 5 s in interconnected systems [Ver07]. Recent grid
connection requirement, like in the German VDE-AR-N 4120, require DG to restore active
power output ‘as fast as possible’ in order to stabilise system frequency shortly after network
faults [For15a]. Simulations from [Wei15] even recommend a restoration with 200 % to
1 000 % per second.

The active power recovery of DG also depends on the disturbance voltage support
strategy: whether priority is given to reactive over active current, the chosen reactive current
gain, and whether disturbance voltage support is continued over a pre-defined period after
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the voltage returns to the normal operating region.
For power system stability studies the most conservative assumption for the active power

recovery should be considered based on existing GCRs if details about the actual perform-
ance of DG are unknown.

High voltage ride-through

Overvoltage conditions may arise in a power system due to load shedding or unbalanced
faults [FEK+08] or at the instance when a fault is cleared due to tripping of induction motor
loads following a FIDVR event [NER09, LSS+15, NER15]. Short overvoltage conditions
may also occur at fault clearance if DG was injecting reactive current into the grid in order
to support the voltage during a fault. Nodes behind long radial lines or cables show a higher
risk for over-voltages than nodes in meshed networks.

The impact of overvoltage conditions on wind turbines and related high voltage ride-
through (HVRT) features of wind power park module (WPPM) have been discussed in
detail in [FEK+08]. Overvoltage conditions may lead to the reversal of the power flow in
the line-side converter (LSC) of DFIGs which eventually may increase the dc-link voltage
in the rotor circuit to an unacceptable value. All in all, HVRT requirements are becoming
more important.

To date, several countries have established HVRT. Most recently, the German VDE-AR-
N 4120 for customer installations connected to the 110 kV network specifies a HVRT cap-
ability which will enter into force in the year 2017. For inverter-based DG, the high voltage
ride-through profile prescribes immunity against an overvoltage in the highest phase-to-
phase voltage of up to 130 % of nominal voltage for a period of 100 ms as well as of up to
125 % of nominal voltage for a period of 60 s [For15b]. Besides Germany, other countries
like Australie, South Africa and Italy have HVRT requirement for DG. Other countries, for
example the U.S. are currently considering an inclusion in future GCRs [EPR15b].

A further discussion of HVRT is out of the scope of this thesis.

2.3.5 Summary of network fault response requirements for DG

Grid connection requirements determine a performance framework for the network fault
response of individual DGs depending on their commissioning period, connection level or
size, and sometimes technology type. In particular, network fault response requirements
for distributed generation have been evolving over time and therefore, a number of DG
classes with very different dynamic behaviour exist in the power system (‘legacy’). These
performance classes need to be adequately considered in power system stability studies.

From the disturbance voltage support requirements presented in this section, the oppor-
tunities and challenges related to requirements for LVRT with additional reactive current in-
jection are the least understood. The next section will discuss the theoretical limits of how
effective DG can support the distribution system voltage during and shortly after voltage
disturbances.
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2.4 Discussion of effectiveness of voltage support

The effect of wind power park module (WPPM) current injection during faults on the net-
work voltage has been quantified in [Mor06,ESE+09,REvD12] as a function of short-circuit
ratio and X/R ratio at the PCC. The following discussion closes the gap between these two
electrical parameters on one side and the DG rated penetration level ρDG,r and the related
network expansion on the other side.

In the following, the analysis of the fundamental relationships that quantify the effect-
iveness of voltage support presented in [ESE+09] are extended to multi-level active distri-
bution systems (ADSs). In step 1, the voltage at the PCC for a certain fault and with the
current injection by the WPPM will be derived in polar coordinates, see (2.4). In step 2, the
combined fault and load impedance is expressed as a function of the retained voltage during
the fault and the equivalent (Thevenin) impedance of the external network, see (2.5). In
step 3, the relationship between the latter and the WPPM penetration level will be derived,
see (2.8)–(2.10). That finally allows, in step 4, to express the effectiveness of voltage sup-
port from WPPM as a function of the WPPM rated penetration at different system levels,
see (2.17).

The rated penetration level is defined in (2.1) as

ρDG,r =
PDG,r

PLd,p
(2.1)

with PDG,r and PLd,p being the total rated DG and peak load active power within the
stated boundaries of the power system under study. For a definition of the instantaneous
penetration level, see equation (A.2) in appendix A.6.

Figure 2.6a presents a basic circuit diagram to quantify the effectiveness of voltage
support from WPPMs at distribution system (DS) level. With the PCC of a WPPM being
the only node in the system, the external network is represented by its Thevenin equivalent
(V0 = V0 · ejφ0 , ZG = ZG · ejφG ). Generator-oriented sign convention is used for the current
injected by the WPPM into the system at its PCC, i.e. IWP = IWP ·ejφWP . It is further assumed
that ZFlt represents the combined fault and load impedance which leads to a certain retained
voltage at the PCC. Since a large part of ZFlt is determined by the network quantities itself,
it can be assumed that ZFlt and ZG have the same phase angle φG (= arctan(XG/RG)).

Step 1: Have

VFlt = IFlt ·ZFlt

IFlt =
V0 +ZG · IWP

ZG +ZFlt

according to voltage divider theory, then (2.2) gives the voltage at the PCC for a certain
fault without the current injection by the WPPM

VFlt,0 =
ZFlt

ZG +ZFlt
V0 (2.2)

and (2.3) gives the voltage with the current injection by the WPPM:
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Figure 2.6: Circuit diagrams to quantify the effectiveness of voltage support

VFlt = VFlt,0 +
ZG ·ZFlt

ZG +ZFlt
IWP

︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=∆VFlt

. (2.3)

VFlt,0 is arbitrarily taken as the phase reference, hence VFlt,0 = VFlt,0. With ZFlt and ZG
having the same phase angle φG, then (2.2) gives also φ0 = 0. Expressing (2.3) in polar
coordinates gives

VFlt =VFlt,0 +
ZG ·ZFlt

ZG +ZFlt
IWP

︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=∆VFlt

·ej(φWP+φG). (2.4)

which is visualised in Fig. 2.7. It becomes clear that the maximum effectiveness of
voltage support is achieved for ∆VFlt =∆VFlt, i.e. when IWP has a phase angle of φWP =−φG.
The minimum effectiveness results if φWP = π−φG. In the following, the maximum voltage
support during fault is named ∆VFlt,max.

Step 2: Under the assumptions above, the combined fault and load impedance ZFlt is
a function of the (retained) voltage at the PCC during the fault period without the current
injection by the wind power park module VFlt,0, the Thevenin voltage V0, and the Thevenin
impedance ZG according to (2.5):

ZFlt =
VFlt,0

V0 −VFlt,0
·ZG . (2.5)
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Figure 2.7: Phasor diagram to visualise the effectiveness of voltage support by current in-
jection from WPPM

Step 3: In order to derive the relationship between the Thevenin impedance ZG and the
WPPM rated penetration level ρWP,r, one has to take into account the network planning
criteria as outlined in appendix E.3 as well as the ratio between minimum and peak load
(2.6):

γ Ld =
PLd,min

PLd,p
= 0.5. (2.6)

Line impedances are chosen to comply with voltage quality standards and for simplicity
are assumed to be uprated by the same factor as transformers when necessary.

Combined with the impedance of the transformers used in the test system (see table B.1)
and the distribution transformer overrating factor for load supply which is here assumed to
be

1
η Tr/Ld

=
SLd,DS,p

STr,DS,r
=

PLd,DS,p

cos(ϕ)Ld,DS,p ·STr,DS,r
, (2.7)

ZG can be derived from the transmission network’s short-circuit power at the TS/DS
interface S′′k,TS, and the equivalent system level impedances ZST and ZDS as follows:

ZTS =
(VTS)

2

S′′k,TS
(2.8)

ZST =
1

nTr,ST
·
(

ZTr,ST +ZLn,ST

)

(2.9)

ZDS =
1

nTr,DS
·
(

ZTr,DS +ZLn,DS

)

(2.10)

with nTr,x being the number of parallel transformers and lines based on the transformer’s
thermal rating calculated by
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nTr,ST = max
1





⌈

SDG,ST,r +SDG,DS,r −SLd,ST,min −SLd,DS,min

STr,ST,r

⌉



nTr,DS = max
1





⌈

SDG,DS,r −SLd,DS,min

STr,DS,r

⌉



and with (2.1), (2.6), and (2.7) rewritten to

nTr,ST = max
1





⌈

ρWP,ST,r − γ Ld
〈
cos(ϕ)ST

〉
·η Tr/Ld,ST

⌉

 (2.11)

nTr,DS = max
1





⌈

ρWP,DS,r − γ Ld
〈
cos(ϕ)DS

〉
·η Tr/Ld,DS

⌉

 . (2.12)

Step 4—With (2.1), (2.7), (2.11)–(2.12), and the split of total rated WPPM capacity
installed at sub-transmission (ST) and DS level being ξWP,ST + ξWP,DS = 1, then IWP be-
comes in per unit on the respective transformer base Sb,ST = STr,ST,r ⇒ Ib,ST = ITr,ST,r and
Sb,DS = STr,DS,r ⇒ Ib,DS = ITr,DS,r:

IWP,ST =
ρWP,ST,r

η Tr/Ld,ST
·
(

ξWP,ST · e
jφWP,ST +ξWP,DS · e

jφWP,DS

)

−
Ib,DS

Ib,ST
· IWP,DS (2.13)

IWP,DS =
ρWP,DS,r

η Tr/Ld,DS
· ejφWP,DS . (2.14)

Neglecting the system load impedances ZLd,ST and ZLd,DS but considering any ‘inter-
mediate’ current injection from WPPMs, then (2.4) gives for multi-level active distribution
systems

∆VFlt,ST =

[
ZTS ·ZFlt

ZTS +ZFlt
+ZST

](

IWP,ST + IWP,DS

)

∆VFlt,DS = ∆VFlt,ST +ZDS · IWP,DS .

Placing (2.5), (2.8)–(2.10), and (2.11)–(2.12) into (2.4) gives

∆VFlt,ST =













(VTS)
2

S′′k,TS

1+
VTS −VFlt,0

VFlt,0
︸ ︷︷ ︸

1st term

+
1

nTr,ST
·
(

ZTr,ST +ZLn,ST

)













·
ρWP,ST,r

η Tr/Ld,ST
· ejφWP,ST (2.15)
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∆VFlt,DS = ∆VFlt,ST +
1

nTr,DS
·
(

ZTr,DS +ZLn,DS

)

·
ρWP,DS,r

η Tr/Ld,DS
· ejφWP,DS . (2.16)

The latter can be further simplified as follows. For ‘strong’ transmission systems, the
1st term in (2.17) is ≈ 0. It is also assumed that φDS ≈ φST—which is reasonable for MV
networks only but not so much for LV networks—hence φWP,DS ≈ φWP,ST. A special case
is considered where ρWP,ST,r = ρWP,DS,r—i.e. all WPPMs installed at DS level and as many
equivalent DS networks as required to reach the same penetration value in the ST network—
hence Sb,ST = Sb,DS. Then (2.17) and (2.16) can be combined into the final result of:

∆VFlt,ST =

[(
ZTr,ST +ZLn,ST

)
+
(
ZTr,DS +ZLn,DS

)]

·
ρWP,DS,r

η Tr/Ld,DS ·nTr,DS
· ej(φWP,DS+φDS)

with

nTr,ST = nTr,DS = max
1





⌈

ρWP,DS,r − γ Ld
〈
cos(ϕ)DS

〉
·η Tr/Ld,DS

⌉



(2.17)

Typical values for the impedances in (2.17) are given in table 2.2. It is assumed that
the line impedances comply with the network planning criteria in order to maintain voltage
quality. In this special case where φDS ≈ φST, the maximum voltage support ∆VFlt,max is
achieved when for the phase angle holds φWP,DS =−φDS.

Table 2.2: Typical values for the impedances in (2.17)

Impedance Typical value [p.u.]

ZTr,ST 0.12
ZLn,ST 0.05*

ZTr,DS 0.12
ZLn,DS 0.04*

*Note: these values are based on network planning
criteria, in order to maintain voltage quality.

Based on the values given in table 2.2 and γ Ld = 0.5, η Tr/Ld,DS = 0.6, then Fig. 2.8
gives exemplary results for IWP, ∆VFltWP, and nTr as a function of the rated penetration level
ρWP,DS,r. Note that IWP is given on the base of total transformer rating Ib,DS = nTr,DS · ITr,DS,r

and it is assumed that the current injection by the WPPMs is limited to their rated current
IWP,r.

It can be seen that the number of transformers is upgraded only when the penetration
level ρDG,DSr exceeds 210%. Just before this first transformer upgrade, the voltage support
reaches its highest effectiveness of ∆VFltWP ≈ 0.4 p.u.. Whenever an additional transformer
is added, the effectiveness is reduced significantly due to the step-wise decrease of that
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impedance. For very high penetration levels, the current injected by the WPPMs is ap-
proaching a value of 1 p.u. on the total transformer’s rated current base Ib,DS. The reason
is that the active distribution system is being more and more transformed into a collecting
network that exclusively exports the WPPMs power. At these penetration levels, the voltage
support is approaching a value of ∆VFltWP ≈ 0.33 p.u..

The relationship between the effectiveness of fast voltage control and network exten-
sion is presented in Figure 2.8 as a function of the rated penetration level ρWP,DS,r. A major
assumption in the derivation of this relationship was to neglect the system load imped-
ances ZLd,ST and ZLd,DS. Considering these load impedances at different voltage levels in
the system would likely reduce the effectiveness of a fast voltage control compared to the
values shown in Fig. 2.8. Furthermore, the assumption that WPPMs would inject rated cur-
rent IWP,r to support the distribution system voltage only holds for predominantly inductive
systems. For these systems, priority would be given to reactive current injection which is
independent from a WPPM’s available wind resource. Especially for distribution-connected
WPPMs where the X/R ratio at the PCC was smaller than one and a combined additional
reactive/active current injection would support the voltage better than a pure additional re-
active current injection, the effectiveness of fast voltage control may then be limited by the
WPPM’s available wind resource. These superimposing factors make it difficult to quantify
the relationship between the effectiveness of fast voltage control and network extension
as a function of the instantaneous penetration level ρWP,DS,i in general terms. Eventually,
the quantitative results presented in Fig. 2.8 should be regarded as the upper boundary of
expected effectiveness of fast voltage control.

From the derivation of the fundamental relationships and calculations this exemplary
calculation it can be concluded that the voltage support is highest for rated penetration levels
that result into a maximum reverse power flow but do not yet trigger distribution network
extensions. A voltage support from DS level connected WPPMs of more than 0.3 p.u. to
0.4 p.u. should not be expected as long as the existing network planning criteria are applied.
Voltage support for similar values of instantaneous penetration levels are expected to be
smaller than the ones presented here for rated penetration levels.
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2.5 Conclusions

The impact of distributed generation (DG) on transient stability, large disturbance voltage
stability, and frequency stability has been investigated in the literature extensively. It was
found that this impact is influenced by five factors, of which the network fault response
related protection and control with their respective parameter settings are the most important
ones. These are stipulated in grid connection requirement.

The existing grid connection requirements (GCRs) for distributed generation have been
developed under the implicit assumption of a ‘strong’ transmission system. The massive
insertion of DG into distribution systems leads to new challenges like the regular occur-
rence of reverse power flow (RPF) situations from the distribution to transmission level, the
potential increase of the inductive reactive power demand when DG control their terminal
voltage, and local stability problems with the connection of DG to ‘weaker’ points of com-
mon coupling (PCCs). With DG being located very close to the loads, it is also more likely
to be exposed to fault-induced delayed voltage recovery (FIDVR) eventsA.13 than transmis-
sion and sub-transmission connected generating facilities. Hence, nowadays GCRs may
have undergone insufficient technical impact assessment for these new system conditions.

Furthermore, common practices among distribution system operators, like the ones in
Germany, do often not exploit the full potential of the existing GCRs. For example, the
majority of the MV connected WPPMs are required to ride through voltage dips in blocking
mode although modern WPPMs are capable of a LVRT with additional reactive current
injection.

Even though the effectiveness of disturbance voltage support at distribution system level
is limited by basic circuit theory, as it was shown in the last part of this chapter, its potential
opportunities and challenges deserve further investigation for power systems with very high
penetration of distributed generation.



Chapter 3

Modelling of System Elements

This chapter describes the power system element models used throughout this thesis. It
reviews the state of the art and specifies model types, parameters and major assumptions
taken. A comprehensive methodology of distributed generation (DG) aggregation and dy-
namic equivalencing is proposed to derive highly accurate, equivalent dynamic models of
active distribution systems (ADSs). The contribution of this chapter is to define the min-
imum level of detail that is necessary to accurately model ADSs in bulk power system sta-
bility studies with very high penetration of DGs (i.e., more than approx. 50 % system-wide
instantaneous penetration, regional reverse power flows from distribution to bulk system
level). The proposed methodology considers the ADSs’ composition of DG classes not
only in terms of technology but also grid connection requirement (GCR) performance.

The methodology presented in this chapter can inform ongoing activities in a IEEE/
PES/ PSDP Task Force that seeks the contribution of DG connected at the distribution net-
work to the control and stability of the bulk transmission system [IEE14b]. It can also
inform ongoing activities in CIGRÉ JWG C4/C6.35/CIRED that strive for recommenda-
tions on developing equivalent dynamic electrical simulation models of clusters of same
and different types of DG technologies [YC13].

The methodology presented was developed under the umbrella of a research project
[Del14] by the German Forum network technology / network operation in the VDE (FNN).
It can serve as a practical guideline for transmission system planning engineers as well as
software vendors to include modular ADS elements into their planning tools. The proposed
method has also been successfully applied for dynamic stability analysis of the German
power system considering all voltage levels [AW15].

3.1 Introduction

Modelling modern bulk power systems with a detailed dynamic representation of a large
number of DGs at distribution system level would increase the complexity and dimension of
stability models beyond practical limits in terms of computational time, operability, and data
availability [RMM13]. Therefore, a certain degree of simplification is needed. Defining
the best trade-off between model accuracy and simplicity calls for deriving a thorough un-
derstanding of the critical success factors for derived equivalent models of ADSs.

39
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One of these success factors is the accurate representation of the dynamic behaviour of
ADSs in the periphery region (annulus) of a voltage funnelA.14 at transmission system level.
Here, the retained voltage is very close to the undervoltage protection threshold of DG, see
Fig. 3.1.

The annulus can have a very large geographic extension. The number of DG units in
the annulus can be very large compared to the number of DG units that will obviously trip
because they are located near the fault.

The accurate modelling of the voltage contour that delineates all system nodes where the
retained voltage is smaller than the DG’s undervoltage protection threshold will determine
significantly the bifurcation point of the system-wide stability response: the aggregate MW-
value of DG units that trip (power at risk) will be quite sensitive in high DG penetration
scenarios to the modelling assumptions, network representation, and network fault response
of individual DG units.

The dynamic behaviour of DGs, e.g., the (in-)capability for low voltage ride-through
(LVRT) and full dynamic voltage support, significantly influences the voltage values at DG
terminals at distribution system level. As illustrated in Fig. 3.1, the post-fault active power
imbalance due to undervoltage tripping of DG will be larger in the case shown in subfig-
ure 3.1a than in the case shown in subfigure 3.1b.

Without the right minimum level of modelling detail for the ADSs models and their
included DGs, DG power at risk would be easily over- or underestimated.

area where retained voltage stays above DG’s 
undervoltage protection threshold

fault location

periphery region

(annulus)

contour that delineates all system nodes where the retained voltage is 

smaller than the DG’s undervoltage protection threshold

(b)(a)

Figure 3.1: Voltage funnel with periphery region (annulus)

3.2 DG models

For power system dynamic studies, explicit distributed energy resource (DER) models de-
termine the performance details for the network fault response of specific DERs technology
classes.

After almost a decade of scientific research and discussion on wind turbine generator
(WTG) models [Pöl03,NWJ03,SHPK03] and [CIG07,Ell09,WEC10], common agreement
on generic models of WTG suitable for power system stability studies has been reached
in [IEC15].

Generic stability models of photovoltaic (PV) systems have not yet been standardised
at IEC level but are still under scientific debate. Various generic PV models have been pro-
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posed, among others in [SED+12, NE12, YDG+11, NP14]. Reaching consensus is getting
closer with notable publications like [WEC11,WEC12,FGW14]. Accurate modeling of un-
desired behavior such as tripping of single-stage PV systems at fault clearance as reported
in [Kob12] needs further research.

Modelling of large-scale directly-coupled synchronous generator (SG) and their excit-
ation systems in power system stability studies is a well-known exercise for which widely
accepted recommendations exist [Kun94, IEE06]. Modelling of medium to small-scale,
low-inertia, distributed combined heat and power (CHP) plants is a less investigated field
[Cos10] although some older publications exist [EDML00, Gut02, TQLA+06]. A relevant
publication from recent years, [Kli09], models the network fault response of a medium-scale
diesel-driven synchronous generator.

The following sections describe in more detail how the various DGs are modelled in this
thesis.

3.2.1 Wind power generating facilities

Positive-sequence, fundamental frequency, rms models are used to simulate the dynamic
behaviour of the wind power park modules (WPPMs) in the time domain. The WPPM
models used in this study are based on standard PowerFactory models [DIg11b], [DIg11a].
The models are capable of capturing system behaviour in the stability time frame, with the
aim of identifying transient and voltage instability issues. Further details on the WPPM
models can be found in appendix C.2. Two types of wind turbines are used:

• Full converter interface units (FCs)

• Doubly fed asynchronous generators (DFAGs)

For the study performed in chapter 5, turbines of both types have the same rating within
each voltage level, and if possible there are equal amounts of DFAG and FC generators in
the system. In case of an uneven number of turbines, the remaining turbine is a FC. On the
MV level, the realistic size of a wind park was used as installation size (5 MW). These wind
parks are represented by two 2.5 MW turbines.

Full converter interface unit

These models are used for the studies described in chapter 4 as well as in chapter 5.
The WPPM models are generic models of type 4 wind turbine generators included in

the DIgSILENT PowerFactory software package [DIg11b]. The control systems of the full
converter have been extended with additional LVRT control modes.

Doubly fed asynchronous generator

These models are used only for the study described in chapter 5.
The WPPM models are generic models of type 3 wind turbine generators included in the

DIgSILENT PowerFactory software package [DIg11a]. The control system of the doubly
fed asynchronous generator have remained unchanged.
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WPPM operating mode

The response of the WPPM is studied by considering different settings for the operating
modes in the pre-fault, fault, and post-fault period. A state machine determines which oper-
ating mode is active at a certain moment and a set of rules specifies the transition between
the states. In order to design a control mode that is robust for a wide range of pre-fault
power flow situations as well as variations of control parameters, the control characteristics,
parameters, and transition rules are identified based on some theoretical considerations. The
state diagram presented in Fig. 3.2 summarises the states and transition rules of the control
systems for an LVRT with blocking mode and an LVRT with fast voltage control. Details
and justifications are given below.

p = fMPPT(PM); q = 0 p.u. or q = cos( )(p)

Normal operating mode

id = 0 p.u.; iq = 0 p.u.

Fault operating mode

V > 0.11 p.u.

V < 0.09 p.u.

id =  i/ t´ ramp

Post-fault mode

(a) LVRT with blocking mode

p = fMPPT(PM); q = 0 p.u. or q = cos( )(p)

Normal operating mode

id = fd( V); iq = fq( V)

Fault operating mode

V > 0.11 p.u.

V < 0.09 p.u.

id = i/ t´ ramp; 

iq = fq( V) for [ms]

Post-fault mode (TC)

(b) LVRT with fast voltage control

Figure 3.2: State diagram with used operating modes and transition rules. Notes: lower
case quantities in per unit value on machine base, dashed post-fault state only in TC mode.
Abbreviations: maximum power point tracking (MPPT), prime mover (PM).

—Pre-fault period— The GCR for the quasi-stationary voltage control determines pre-
fault the operating point of a WPPM in normal state. In this thesis, the following two
control modes based on the German GCR [BDE08, For11] are investigated:

• a fixed power factor cos(ϕ) = 1;

• a variable power factor/active power characteristic curve cos(ϕ) = f (P), see
Fig. 2.3 in section 2.3.3.

In the cos(ϕ)(P) control mode, WPPMs operate in underexcited mode whenever their
active power output exceeds 0.5 p.u.. The exchange of inductive Vars with the network
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requires the reactive power to be generated at higher voltage levels. This causes substantial
additional reactive power flows. Depending on the voltage control scheme of the distribution
system, this changes the initial transformer tap-changer positions pre-fault.

—Fault period— The transition from normal to fault operating mode occurs when the
voltage deviation at the WPPM terminals ∆V is larger than 0.11 p.u. In fault mode, the
performance is determined by the functions fd(∆V ) and fq(∆V ). These functions vary for
different GCRs and are not necessarily exhaustively defined. In the following, three differ-
ent fault modes will be tested:

• blocking mode (BM): a common distribution system operators (DSOs) practice
fault mode labelled ‘blocking mode’ during which the set-points for Id and Iq are
set to zero;

• additional reactive current injection (aRCI): a state-of-the-art fault mode with
two variants for fast voltage control according to TransmissionCode (2007) [Ver07]
or SDLWindV (2009) [Ger09]; and

• additional reactive/active current injection (aRACI): a new fault mode that com-
bines a voltage-dependent active current reduction as proposed in [ESE+09]
and recommended in [Wei13b], and a reduced voltage deadband as suggested
in [For13].

The fast voltage control of the state-of-the-art fault mode variants is realised by an aRCI.
The function fd(∆V ) is fully specified by (3.1) and the function fq(∆V ) depends on the
current limitation strategy etc. The additional reactive current ∆ I is added to the pre-fault
1-minute-average current value Ī0 (T = 1min). Further details are given in appendix C.1.2.

IFlt = Ī0 +∆ I(∆V ) (3.1)

with

∆ I(∆V ) = ej(φG+
Π
2 ) ·

{

0 , |∆V | ≤VDB

kRCI · [∆V ∓VDB] , |∆V |>VDB

∆V =V−V̄0

Ī0 =
1
T

∫ t

t ′−T
I(t ′)dt ′

V̄0 =
1
T

∫ t

t ′−T
V(t ′)dt ′

—Post-fault period— The transition from fault to normal operating mode occurs when
the voltage deviation at the WPPM terminals ∆V is smaller than 0.09 p.u. Whether or not
a specific post-fault mode is used, depends on the respective grid connection requirements
(see Fig. 3.2):
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• Cease the reactive current injection after the clearance of a fault has been de-
tected (SDLWindV 2009 mode) or continue it for a time T (TransmissionCode
2007 mode), here T = 500 ms;

• Restore the active power instantly after the clearance of a fault has been detec-
ted (SDLWindV 2009 mode) or restore it with a delay, e.g. with a pre-defined
linear ramp of ∆ i/∆ t ′ (blocking mode and TransmissionCode 2007 mode), here
∆ i/∆ t ′ = 2 p.u./s.

The setting of ∆ i/∆ t ′ = 2 p.u./s chosen for the post-fault active power ramp in the
blocking mode and TransmissionCode 2007 mode restores the active power ten times faster
than it is required in the respective GCRs [Ver07]. This is motivated by the relatively small
inertia of the test system and allows for scaling the time axis of the result figures to a few
seconds.

Grid code performance classes

In compliance with table E.10, all MV WPPMs are able to ride through faults. They however
do not provide full dynamic support, i.e. they do not inject additional reactive current during
the fault.

Installation capabilities depend on historic installation dates and the upgrading of tur-
bines which has taken place as a result of the ‘SDL-bonus’ [EDBI13] (see appendix E.2.2).
With the exception of the oldest turbines in the HV network, all machines have LVRT cap-
ability. The old turbines use an undervoltage relay that disconnects them from the network
100 ms after the voltage has dropped below 0.8 pu.u. Table 3.1 gives an overview of the
naming convention and characteristics of the wind turbines used in the test system.

Type PF control LVRT cap-
ability

aRCI capability
and P recovery

MV LVRT dynamic yes no
NEW dynamic yes yes, no

HV OLD constant no no
EEG constant yes yes, acc. [Ver07]
SDL constant yes yes, acc. [Ger09]
NEW constant yes yes, acc. [Ger09]

Table 3.1: Wind turbine types.

3.2.2 Photovoltaic power generating facilities

The PV model used in this thesis is based on the stability-type (root mean square (rms))
model described in [SED+12]. The model was validated in comparison with an PSCAD
instantaneous-values (electro-magnetic transient value (emt)) model. The PLL algorithm
and the MPPT are included in the original model, as well as active and reactive power
control.
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To simplify the PV model, the DC link dynamics are removed and the DC voltage is
kept at a constant value. This simplification is reasonable for the stability-type simulations
and time-frame considered in this thesis.

The PV model has four types of network fault control as shown in the state diagram of
figure 3.3. The nLVRT and three LVRT modes are described below. Mathematical descrip-
tions of the control modes are provided in appendix C.1.

Steady-state 

controller

Id = f(Vdc)

Iq = f(cos(ϕ))

V < 0.8 p.u.

Fault mode 

setting
LVRT

Fault mode 

setting

No LVRT

Voltage 

deviation

V > 0.8 p.u.

V > 0.9 p.u.

> 60 s

No LVRT

Id = 0

Iq = 0

aRCI

ΔV < 0.1 p.u.

aRCI

Id = f(Imax,Iq)

Iq = f(Vac)

aRACI

aRACI

Id = f(Vac, Iq, ϕ)

Id = f(Vac, Iq, ϕ)

ZPM

ZPM

Id = 0

Iq = 0

Post-fault 

active power 

ramp function

0.2 PN/s

ΔV < 0.1 p.u.

ΔV > 0.2 p.u.

0.1 s

time delay of 

protection 

relay

Figure 3.3: State diagram of PV system control [Ska14]

No low-voltage ride through

The nLVRT control mode reflects the status quo. In this control mode, PVs disconnect when
the voltage drops below 0.8 p.u. (see section 2.3). GCR demand that the PVs disconnect
within 200 ms. To comply with this requirement, the relay opens 100 ms after the voltage
drops below the threshold. If the voltage returns above the threshold and stays there for 60
s, the PVs reconnect. This mode represents the current practice.

Figure 3.4a shows the PV behaviour with nLVRT mode during a fault (id current in red,
iq current in blue). The fault occurs at 0 s, and the PV disconnects 100 ms later.
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Blocking mode

In BM, the PV system remains connected to the system, but stops exchanging any (active
or reactive) power with the network as soon as possible after a fault is detected. This beha-
viour does not interfere with the protection schemes that are implemented in the distribution
networks. As soon as the voltage at the PCC is restored, power infeed is restored.

Figure 3.4b shows the id and iq currents for the BM. When the fault occurs at 0 s, both
currents are driven to zero. They stay there until the fault is cleared and voltage is restored.
At fault-clearance, there is a spike in the iq current as the controller switches operation
mode, and the pre-fault operating point is restored with a delay. As per GCR, the delayed
active power recovery (dAPR) post-fault occurs at 20 percent of rated power per second.
The reactive power follows later, according to the reactive power characteristic. It should be
noted that due to the lack of relay response time, the BM reaches zero power output much
quicker than the nLVRT mode.

Additional reactive current injection

The aRCI mode actively aims to raise the voltage during the fault by injecting additional
reactive current into the network. This injection of additional reactive current during a fault
was introduced in the MV network in [BDE08]. Since HV and MV networks tend to have
low R/X ratios, reactive current has the strongest impact on voltage. The additional reactive
current infeed is achieved by adding an additional reactive current component to the pre-
fault operation point. Equations are given in appendix C.1.2.

Figure 3.4c shows that at the occurrence of the fault, the converter starts injecting react-
ive current instead of consuming it. When the fault is cleared and voltage is restored, the
pre-fault operating point is restored.

Additional reactive & active current injection

The last network fault control mode is the additional reactive & active current injection
(aRACI) mode. Its operation is similar to the aRCI mode, but adds an additional active
current injection component. In the LV networks, R/X ratios are usually higher than in the
higher voltage levels. This means that active power has a larger effect on voltage in the
LV network than it does elsewhere. The angle at which the additional current is injected
is adjustable. In this thesis the angle is set at the impedance angle at the point of common
coupling (PCC). Equations are found in appendix C.1.3.

Figure 3.4d shows how during the fault, less reactive current is injected into the network
than in the aRCI case. It also shows clearly the additional injection of active power during
the fault.

Table 3.2 gives an overview of the naming convention and the characteristics of each
PV installation type present in the test system.
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Figure 3.4: 2022 LV connected PV fault control modes (active power infeed to network is
positive, capacitive reactive power infeed to network is negative).

Type PF control LVRT cap-
ability

aRCI capability and
P recovery

LV PF100 constant no no
PFPOW dynamic no no
NEW dynamic yes yes, Prec = 20 %/s

MV PF100 constant no no
LVRT dynamic yes no, Prec = 20 %/s
aRCI dynamic yes yes, Prec = 20 %/s
NEW dynamic yes yes, Prec = 20 %/s

Table 3.2: PV system types.
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3.2.3 Micro-CHP generating facilities

Modelling of large-scale directly-coupled SG and their excitation systems in power sys-
tem stability studies is a well-known task for which widely accepted recommendations
exist [Kun94, IEE06]. Modelling of medium to small-scale, distributed and mostly CHP
plants, however, is a less investigated field [Cos10] although some older publications exist
[EDML00, Gut02, TQLA+06]. Relevant publications from recent years are notably [Kli09,
Erl13].

In this study, all CHP generators are modelled as directly coupled synchronous gener-
ators. The dynamic model developed by Coster (2010) is used [Cos10], which includes
a governor and an automatic voltage regulator (AVR). These are modelled with standard
DEGOV1 and EXAC1A respectively. Due to the time frame of interest, the governor is
deactivated in the simulations, i.e. the prime mover stays constant. Generator parameters
are taken as much as possible from commercially available machines with ratings close to
the used generator ratings. Detailed non-standard parameters can be found in appendix C.4.

Table 3.3 lists the power factor control and LVRT capabilities of the CHP models which
are later used in the test system presented in chapter 5.2.4. Only the latest and future CHPs
installed at the MV level have LVRT capability. These generators do not have an under-
voltage protection, but care must still be taken so that they do not become transiently un-
stable. To this end, a simple out of step (OOS) relay model was developed. The model
allows for the disconnection of a generator when the voltage angle between the generator
and its PCC becomes too large. The tripping angle is set to 120 degrees, because early
simulations showed that generators become unstable shortly after this angle is reached.

All other CHP types use the same undervoltage protection as the photovoltaic power
park modules (PVPPMs) and WPPMs without LVRT capability. A voltage drop below
0.8 p.u. at the PCC causes disconnection of a CHP 100 ms later.

Type PF control LVRT cap-
ability

LV PF100 constant no
NEW constant no

MV PF100 constant no
PF095 constant (=1) no
LVRT constant yes
NEW constant yes

HV PF100 constant no

Table 3.3: CHP installation types.

3.3 Load models

The importance of load behaviour in identifying the correct dynamics for the voltage recov-
ery after network faults is well known [Nav05]. Therefore, two different load models are
used in the analysis. The static load model considers the voltage and/or frequency at any
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point in time to determine the active and reactive power consumption at that instant. The
dynamic load model also takes into account the time history of voltage and/or frequency
and is, therefore, a state-space model.

The static part of the load is represented in the exponential form, see equations D.1 and
D.2 in appendix D. A voltage deviation causes a change in power from the initial value. The
parameter values used in the test system are listen in table D.1 in appendix D. With the ex-
ponents chosen as eaP = eaQ = 2.0, the static part effectively becomes a constant impedance
load model. Because no representative data was found for the frequency dependency of the
loads, this dependency is ignored.

The dynamic part of the load is either represented in a simplified way in the DIgSILENT
general (composite) load model [DIg08] with a linear representation or in a more detailed
way by a standard single cage induction motor model [DIg12a] and a motor-driven machine
model [DIg12b]. See equation D.3 in appendix D for the torque-speed characteristic. Para-
meters are given in tables D.2 and D.3 in appendix D. The time constant for the simplified
linear dynamic loads is chosen to be 0.1 s.

3.4 Aggregation and Equivalencing of DG

The review of existing models of DERs shows that a number of sophisticated stability
models are available for WPPMs, PVPPMs and CHP plants. However, modelling mod-
ern bulk power systems with a detailed dynamic representation of a large number of DERs
at distribution system level would increase the complexity and dimension of stability mod-
els beyond practical limits in terms of computational time, operability, and data availabil-
ity [AE04, RMM13]. Therefore, a certain degree of simplification is needed.

Defining the best trade-off between model accuracy and simplicity calls for deriving
a thorough understanding of the critical success factors for derived equivalent models of
ADSs.

3.4.1 State of the Art

Until a few years ago, only little research has been published on dynamic equivalencing of
stability models of active distribution systems that comprise significant amounts of DERs
[BGK09]. Notable publications in early years were [MWA01, AE03, MY03, GILM03,
PHS05]. Publications from recent years include include an analytical method of equival-
encing the collector system of large DERs [MBE+06, SKMC14] into a single equivalent
impedance, an analytical system reduction method of distribution systems with PV systems
for transient stability studies [CTN+14] and a reduced stability model of DERs in distribu-
tion systems considering partial loss of DER in-feed [SKN+10,WEC12] as well as a CIGRÉ
Technical Brochure on the development and operation of ADSs [CIG11]. Parallel informat-
ive activities have been performed in the field of microgrids as summarised in [Ce14,RL07].

An ‘equivalent impedance’ can be used to represent the propagation of a voltage dip
from the transmission to the distribution level [WEC11]. This voltage difference is depend-
ent on multiple factors, including the types of ADSs (rural, suburban, urban, residential,
commercial, industrial, etc.), the dominant type of DERs (solar PV, CHP, etc.), spatial dis-
tribution of DERs and loads along a given distribution feeder as well as the highly non-linear
nature of the DERs responding to voltage a voltage dip (undervoltage tripping of ‘legacy’
DERs versus modern DERs with LVRT and dynamic reactive support (DRS), etc.). The
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equivalent impedance can, therefore, not be computed analytically as it was possible in the
simpler case of a collector system in [MBE+06] or when DERs tripping and DRS were
neglected as in [CTN+14]. It may rather be determined by the use of parameter identifica-
tion techniques based on dynamic simulations. While the existing literature suggests some
default values for equivalent impedances (see top line of Table 3.7), a systematic analysis
that derives values to adequately model the weighted average voltage difference between a
substation and the terminals of all DERs located in different types of ADSs is missing.

Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC)’s distributed PV model does model
the uneven voltage dip propagation in an ADS by use of a special protection block but it is
currently not widely applied in the practice and lacks further validation.

Publication [RMM13] summarizes the state of the art for the application of dynamic
equivalencing methods to derive aggregated models of ADSs: Classic approaches such as
modal analysis and coherency based methods [IMK07, FLB07] are nowadays regarded as
unsuitable for this exercise. Modal analysis is based on linear models that cannot adequately
capture nonlinear power system dynamics following major disturbances, e.g. network faults.
And coherency based methods are restricted to conventional power systems, comprised of
a number of large-scale synchronous generators that are concentrated within a few areas.
Instead, nonlinear system identification techniques in measurement based approaches have
shown promising results with artificial neural networks (ANNs) being the most prevalent
method, as for example used in [AE04] . Such black box modeling based on artificial
neural networks is applicable especially when physical insights are too limited for selecting
a suitable model structure based on physical insight. But training an ANN can be very time
consuming.

Therefore, a consensus is evolving that grey box modelling is recommended for equi-
valent modelling of ADSs when sufficient physical knowledge is available [RMM13]. Not
only the computational challenges are significantly reduced but these composite models can
also be easily integrated in dynamic simulation tools.

3.4.2 Limitations of existing approaches

The review of the state of the art shows that stability models for different DERs technolo-
gies are available and that these can accurately model the evolving grid code (GC) related
performance requirements. Further research, however, is needed to enhance existing grey
box model structures and parameter identification techniques as proposed and validated
in [MM13a, MM13b] by explicitly considering the ADS’s composition with regard to the
grid code related performance framework and the explicit modeling of the low voltage (LV)
and medium voltage (MV) equivalent impedances. The methodology described in this
chapter is intended to fill these gaps.

3.5 Proposed Methodology

3.5.1 Overview

Figure 3.5 gives a high-level overview on the proposed six-step methodology to derive val-
idated equivalent models of ADSs. This approach is limited to networks that are radially
operated (unmeshed) such as LV and MV networks and should not be used for meshed high
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voltage (HV) networks. After defining a set of representative inputs and assumptions, de-
tailed ADS models are created bottom-up (1). An equivalent ADS model is then constructed
by clustering of DERs which are represented by equivalent generator models including their
control systems (2). The equivalent impedance is then estimated based on the input data (3)
and iteratively adapted until the equivalent ADS performance is satisfactory (4).

Representative 

active distribution 

system (ADS) data

1. Bottom-up 

construction of 

detailed ADS

2. Bottom-up 

construction of 

equivalent ADS by 

clustering of DERs

3. Determination of 

equivalent 

impedance in 

equivalent ADS

4. Satisfactory

validation of equivalent 

ADS performance?

Validated equivalent 

ADS with multiple

voltage levels

No

5. Highest

voltage level of 

unmeshed ADS

reached?

Yes
Equivalent ADS of 

certain voltage level(s)

No

6. Connect 

equivalent ADS to 

detailed ADS of next 

higher voltage level

Figure 3.5: Overview on the proposed six-step methodology to derive validated equivalent
models of ADSs

The dynamic ADS equivalent of each voltage level is validated against its correspond-
ing detailed ADS model with time-domain simulations for a number of relevant voltage
dips resulting from short-circuits in the bulk power system. Validation for other kind of
responses can be performed as needed. As long as the highest voltage level, below which
all networks are operated radially (unmeshed) is not reached (5), the obtained equivalent
ADS is connected to the detailed model of the ADS of the next higher voltage level (6).
This bottom-up approach is repeated until a validated equivalent ADS with multiple voltage
levels is obtained.

3.5.2 Inputs and assumptions

Figure 3.6 gives a more detailed insight into the required inputs and assumptions to create
the detailed ADSs models.

—Analysis of existing datasets and information— Datasets of structural information on
the existing DERs in the power system are used to derive technology classes, DER rated
capacity classes, connection point classes (voltage level, substation or feeder) and commis-
sioning dates.

The relevant past and present GCs are differentiated regarding the voltage level or DER
rated capacity they are applicable to, and their dates of entry into force. To these classes
the corresponding requirements for normal operation (e.g., quasi-stationary voltage control,
see Fig. 3.7) and fault operation (e.g. LVRT, aRCI, and post-fault real power recovery, see
Table 3.5 and Fig. 3.11) are attributed.

The quasi-stationary voltage requirements shown in Fig. 3.7 refer to a real power-
dependent power factor control [For11] with settings that depend on the DER location in
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Figure 3.6: Inputs and assumptions for building detailed models of active distribution sys-
tems

the network as well as the DER’s rated apparent power Sr. They determine the pre-fault
operating point of DERs and must be considered.

Distribution network datasets contribute information on network topology and paramet-
ers of network elements. The latter comprise line, load, and transformer parameters and
also operating data of the transformers’ on load tap changers. In order to reduce the num-
ber of different distribution networks that have to be modeled, clustering techniques, such
as k-means may be applied, based on DER penetration [Ger12a], distance between houses
and transformer rating [KW08] or other characteristics [CIG14], to derive representative
distribution networks, e.g., an urban network, suburban network, and rural network.
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Figure 3.7: Quasi-stationary voltage control requirements [For11].
1Note: cos(ϕ) = 0.95 applies to DERs with rated apparent power
Sr > 13.8 kVA and cos(ϕ) = 0.90 applies to DERs with Sr ≤ 13.8 kVA

—Definition of future scenarios for DER— Future scenarios define the technology-
specific distribution of new DER capacity among the voltage levels. The system region’s
rated DER capacity PDG,r and the system region’s peak load PLd,p determine the system
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region’s future DERs rated penetration level (3.2) per voltage level. Anticipated changes in
the typical rated capacity classes may have to be considered as necessary.

ρDG,r =
PDG,r

PLd,p
(3.2)

—Network extension / planning criteria— The future detailed ADSs are extended ac-
cording to pre-defined planning criteria and voltage quality standards as defined, for ex-
ample, in [Ger12a, Eur08]. Voltage deviation and quality issues are the primary constraints
at distribution level whereas equipment thermal loading is less stringent. The network may
have to be reinforced to limit the voltage increase caused by DER to 2–3 % or to keep the
steady state voltage deviation caused by MV and LV lines and MV/LV transformers for
different generation/load situations below ±10 %.

3.5.3 Definition of detailed active distribution system models

The detailed ADSs can now be defined based on the previously described inputs and as-
sumptions. If detailed information is missing, individual DER systems that are connected
along the feeder are distributed homogeneously among the network (Fig. 3.8a). Each DER
system is represented by its own stability model and respective controller for normal and
fault operating mode. The transition between the control states is determined by the local
voltage at either the point of common coupling (PCC) or generator terminal, depending on
the grid code requirement.
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Figure 3.8: Determination of the equivalent distribution network impedance Zeq by cluster-
ing of loads and DERs

3.5.4 Definition of equivalent active distribution system model

—Clustering of loads and DERs— The loads and DERs of similar class at each voltage
level of the network are aggregated behind a single ‘equivalent’ impedance and modelled
as described in section 2.3 (Fig. 3.8b). The transformers between the voltage levels are kept
unchanged for the equivalent network.

—Determination of equivalent impedance for each of the voltage levels— The value
of the ‘equivalent’ impedance in Fig. 3.8b represents the lines in the detailed network of
a specific voltage level. It is determined by using an optimization based technique such
that the equivalent ADS would respond to an external network fault similarly to the detailed
network model. Optimization techniques, either classical such as the Gauss-Newton method
or Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, or heuristical can be used to minimize the error values
for the model validation described in subsection E. In this thesis, the equivalent impedances
are determined for a set of typical distribution systems that represent different topologies.
Due to the non-linear nature of DG responding to a voltage dip, general rules or analytical
calculations cannot be applied for typical distribution systems.

—Bottom-up construction of multiple voltage levels— The equivalent ADSs are con-
structed from the lowest to the highest voltage level:
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• An equivalent version of the detailed LV network is constructed and validated
(see below);

• In the detailed MV system, the equivalent LV network is used to substitute the
original LV (distribution) loads;

• An equivalent version of the detailed MV network (including a single LV net-
work equivalent) is constructed and validated.

The equivalent MV networks are then connected to a HV sub-transmission network.
The HV network is not reduced, as this is often a meshed system with multiple connections
to the extra-high voltage (eHV) level.

—Final result— As the final result, an equivalent model of the ADS with technology
and grid code performance related equivalent models of DERs is obtained as illustrated in
Fig. 3.9.
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Load LVRT
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aRCI NEW
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PF100 LVRT
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HV HV
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Load
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CHP / Bio

Wind

Photovoltaic

Class

Class specifies 
the fault behviour

Medium voltage active distribution system equivalent

Low voltage
active distribution 

system equivalent

Figure 3.9: Example equivalent model of an ADS comprising of different technology and
grid code performance related equivalent models of DERs
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3.5.5 Validation method

The response of an ADS equivalent is compared with the response of its detailed represent-
ation to a number of external network faults. Voltage dips with a retained voltage at the high
voltage side of the ADS transformer (i.e. HV/MV transformer for the medium voltage ADS
and MV/LV transformer for the low voltage ADS in Fig. 3.9) of VDS = 0.75 p.u., 0.5 p.u.,
0.25 p.u. and 0 p.u. are recommended to represent a wide range of transmission network
faults.

The validation method presented in [FGW14] is used to quantify the accuracy of the
equivalent ADSs models for network fault studies. That method is typically used to validate
DER stability models against measurements from real machines. Here, the measurement
input is replaced by the modeled network fault response of a detailed ADS. Two metrics are
used to compare the response of the systems at the high voltage terminal of the respective
ADS transformer:

1. real power, P;

2. reactive power, Q;

Each of these metrics is assessed for the pre-fault (A), fault (B) and post-fault (C) period
by the calculation of corresponding error values F1, F2, F3, and FG as defined in (3.3)–(3.5)
and illustrated in Fig. 3.10. Within each of the periods A, B and C, there may be a further
distinction between transient and (quasi-)steady state sub-periods. While periods A, B and
C are determined by the voltage curve (plot at the top of Fig. 3.10), the distinction between
transient and (quasi-)steady state periods is made for each measured value separately.

For the stability studies investigated in this study, determining the largest loss of gener-
ation contingency, the validation can be limited to the following periods and sub-periods:

A consists of only a stationary part (A1 in Fig. 3.10);

B consists of a transient part (B1) and may contain a (quasi-) stationary part (B2), based on
conditions;

C consists of only a stationary part (C1).

The unlabeled, transient part in the post-fault period (C) in Fig. 3.10 is disregarded
because only the post-fault real power balance is of concern.

Three error values are defined as follows with time steps i, ‘measurement’ values from
the detailed ADS indicated by subscript m, and ‘simulation’ values from the equivalent ADS
indicated by subscript s:

F1 is the error for the average value in a (quasi-) stationary period and

F2 is the error for the average value in a transient period, both of which are defined by (3.3):

F1,2 =

∣
∣
∣
∣

1
km,End − km,Begin

km,End

∑
i=km,Begin

xm(i)−

1
ks,End − ks,Begin

ks,End

∑
i=ks,Begin

xs(i)

∣
∣
∣
∣

(3.3)
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areas for measurement and simulation, based on [FGW14].
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F3 is the maximum instantaneous error for positive sequence values in a (quasi-)stationary
period:

F3 = max
i=kBegin,...,kEnd

|xm(i)− xs(i)| (3.4)

In case there are multiple (transient and/or (quasi-) stationary) sub-periods within each
of the periods A, B or C, errors F1 and F2 are weighed according to the duration of each
sub-period to obtain the error for the complete period. For the overall error FG, the errors in
all periods are weighted:

FG = 0.1FA +0.6FB +0.3FC (3.5)

The allowable maximum error values for a successful validation of the equivalent ADS
models are given in table 3.4 according to [FGW14].

Table 3.4: Allowable maximum error values [FGW14].

F1 F2 F3 FG

Real power ∆P/PN 0.10 0.20 0.15 0.15
Reactive power ∆Q/QN 0.07 0.20 0.10 0.15

3.6 Results and Validation

3.6.1 Case study

In this section, the proposed methodology to derive equivalent models of active distribution
systems is applied to example future rural and suburban ADSs comprising of MV and LV
networks, loads and DERs. These distribution grids have been based on an extensive ana-
lysis of grids in Germany. Results for the equivalent impedances are shown for all grids
while result from the validation with time-domain, rms, stability-type, positive-sequence
simulations are only shown for the rural grids due to space restrictions.

The grid code performance composition of the rural system is shown in Fig. 3.11 with
the classes defined in table 3.5. The peak load of the combined rural LV and MV networks
is 12.6 MW. The installed DERs reflect penetration levels expected for the year 2022.
For rural networks, a regional analysis suggests a median penetration at MV level of about
ρDG,r = 300% [vBR+14]. Further details on the installed DERs are provided in table 3.6
including the DER technology classes considered.
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Figure 3.11: Grid code performance framework composition of the example rural active
distribution test system. For the performance of new to be installed DER (NEW) refer to
Table 3.5 and the text.

Table 3.5: grid code classes performance shown in Fig. 3.11

Class name Pre-fault control mode Fault control mode

PF100 fixed power factor cos(ϕ) = 1 no LVRT

PF095 fixed power factor cos(ϕ) = 0.95
(underexcited)

no LVRT

PFPOW variable power factor/real power
characteristic curve cos(ϕ) = f (P),
see Fig. 3.7

no LVRT

LVRT fixed power factor cos(ϕ) = 0.95
(underexcited)

LVRT in BM1

aRCI fixed power factor cos(ϕ) = 0.95
(underexcited)

LVRT with aRCI

NEW at MV same as PF095 LVRT with aRCI

NEW at LV same as PFPOW nLVRT/BM/ aRCI2

1 DER ceases to energize for PCC voltages below 0.8 p.u.
2 fault control mode depends on study case, refer to subsection B.
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3.6.2 Study cases

The model validation is performed for a number of voltage dips of different severity at
the HV side of the 110/20 kV transformer. In this section, special attention is given to the
validity of the models around the 0.8 p.u. disconnection threshold of existing LV-connected
DERs (Fig. 2.4).

DERs at MV level to be installed between the base year (2012) and the target year (2022)
are assumed to comply with the latest MV performance requirements, i.e. low voltage ride-
through (LVRT) with additional reactive current injection (aRCI). The accuracy of the mod-
els to reflect the particular behavior of different network fault control strategies for new to
be installed DERs at LV level is analyzed for three cases:

1. nLVRT mode (‘tripping’): No LVRT, permanent disconnection of the DER for
PCC voltages below 0.8 p.u.

2. BM mode (‘momentary cessation’): LVRT with BM, i.e. the DER ceases to en-
ergize for PCC voltages below 0.8 p.u. but stays connected and ready to resume
service post-fault.

3. aRCI mode (‘smart LVRT’): DER rides through faults with additional reactive
current injection.

The in-feed of the DERs is chosen to be high (0.8 p.u. on their rated power base) in
the cases with nLVRT and BM mode. This requires the LV-connected DER, thus the ADS,
to consume reactive power pre-fault, according to the GCs introduced in section 2.3 and
presented in Fig. 3.7 . In the case with aRCI mode the in-feed of the DERs is chosen to be
low (0.4 p.u.). Thus, the LV-connected DER do not consume reactive power prior to the
fault and the effect of the aRCI mode can be studied independently.

3.6.3 Dynamic equivalents

The heuristically computed values for the equivalent impedances for the equivalent ADSs
are shown in table 3.7.
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Table 3.7: Equivalent impedances computed for the equivalent active distribution systems.

Voltage level R [p.u.] X [p.u.] Z [p.u.] R/X [-]

Rural network, solar PV dominated

MV 0.03325 0.03325 0.04725 1.0
LV 8.18750 0.87500 8.18750 9.4

Suburban network, solar PV dominated

MV 0.00625 0.00625 0.00885 1.0
LV 5.18750 0.81250 5.25000 6.4

Suburban network, CHP dominated

MV 0.01375 0.01375 0.01925 1.0
LV 2.43750 1.00000 2.62500 2.4

Per unit values based on Sbase = 100 MVA and Vbase = 20 kV for MV and
Vbase = 0.4 kV for LV networks.

3.6.4 Simulation results

The result plots at the top of the subfigures in Fig. 3.12 show the voltages (V ) at the 20 kV
side of the 110/20 kV transformer and, for further insight, also shows the downstream end
of the equivalent MV and LV impedances of the equivalent ADS (dashed black lines) as
well as at the individual PCCs of MV and LV connected DERs in the detailed ADS (solid
gray lines). The plots in the middle show the real power (P) and the plots at the bottom
show the reactive (Q) power at the 110 kV side of the 110/20 kV transformer.

First, the response of the ADS for an ‘uncritical’ voltage dip with 80 % retained voltage
and the nLVRT mode is shown in Fig. 3.12a. The results for the detailed and the equivalent
network are almost in perfect alignment.

For this voltage dip, no in-feed from DER is lost after the network fault is cleared. The
DERs with power electronic converters (PECs) are able to keep their real power output
constant during this shallow voltage dip by increasing the value of their direct-axis current.
The voltage dip leads to a temporary increase in reactive power in-feed during the fault, due
to the dynamic behavior of the integrated CHP plants.

Second, the response of the ADS is shown for a ‘critical’ voltage dip with 76 % retained
voltage and the nLVRT mode in Fig. 3.12b. The results for the detailed and the equivalent
network again match very well. This voltage dip triggers the loss of about 65 % of the pre-
fault in-feed from DERs immediately after the fault is cleared. With regard to the temporary
increase of reactive power in-feed the results show an additional increase about 100 ms into
the fault. In that moment, the existing LV-connected DERs with PECs disconnect. Because
they had been required to consume reactive power in the pre-fault period (see Fig. 3.7), this
reactive power becomes ‘suddenly’ available and leads to an ‘indirect’ voltage support in
the remaining fault period.

Third, the response of the ADS is shown for the same ‘critical’ voltage dip with 76 %
retained voltage but now with the BM mode in Fig. 3.12c. Again, the results for the detailed
and the equivalent network match very well. As in the previous case, the voltage dip
triggers the loss of about 65 % of the pre-fault in-feed from DERs immediately after the
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Figure 3.12: Validation results for 2022 MV rural network for various sensitivity cases
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fault is cleared. Because the DERs reduce their d- and q-axis currents in BM mode to zero
within about 30 ms after the fault occurs, the ‘indirect’ voltage support occurs much faster
compared to the nLVRT case. Most importantly, the real power export from the ADS ramps
up within a 5-second period after fault clearance. At the end of the post-fault recovery
period, only 45 % of the pre-fault in-feed from DERs remains lost. That is an improvement
by 31 % compared to the nLVRT case.

Fourth, the response of the ADS is shown once again for the same ‘critical’ voltage
dip with 76 % retained voltage in Fig. 3.12d. But this time the new LV-connected DERs
operate at a low real power output of 0.4 p.u. and unity power factor prior to the fault and
operate in aRCI mode during the fault. The equivalent model is less accurate than in the
previous cases. The closer the simulated retained voltage gets to the threshold of 0.8 p.u.,
the less accurate the equivalent model becomes. This is attributed to the ‘active’ behavior
of the DERs during the fault period and the induced error when combining different DERs
on a feeder into a single equivalent. In this case, the voltage dip triggers a loss of about
35 % of the pre-fault in-feed from DERs for the detailed model and 44 % for the equivalent
model. In the former, the terminal voltage of some of the DERs is increased by the aRCI
just above the disconnection threshold. Thus, the behavior of the equivalent ADS models
can be considered as conservative.

3.6.5 Discussion

The simulation results allow for a discussion of the strength and limitations of the proposed
methodology. First, the performance-driven approach to explicitly model DERs at each
voltage level behind an equivalent impedance can produce highly accurate results for the
dynamic response of active distribution systems to external faults. Second, the method
is modular in the sense that DERs can be differentiated 1) per resource type in order to
derive meaningful dispatch scenarios, 2) per applicable interconnection requirement in order
to consider the dynamic response to abnormal voltage and frequency conditions, and if
necessary 3) per connection interface type, e.g., inverter-based DER versus directly-coupled
synchronous generator-based DER, in order to represent the technology-specific dynamic
response. Third, without compromising modelling accuracy, computational performance is
improved and data requirements with regard to distribution system properties are minimised.
These strength make the proposed methods particularly suitable for commercially-available
power system analysis tools.

On the other hand, the proposed methodology has the following limitations. First, the
method loses accuracy for distribution systems that are operated non-radially but meshed
because reactive power loop flows may change the voltage magnitude in the detailed ADS
compared to the equivalent ADS. Additional research is required to quantify this effect.
Second, the method is more computational challenging than other reduced-order dynamic
equivalencing approaches such as WECC’s distributed PV (PVD1) model [WEC14] which
disregards the dynamic behaviour during the fault period or the generic ADS model pro-
posed in [MM13a, MM13b]. Despite the significant reduction in the order of the derived
ADS models by aggregation of loads and DG behind a single equivalent impedance, the
simulation runs for the IEEE 39-bus, 10-machine New England test system over a study
period of approximately ten seconds presented in chapter 5 may take several hours on a
standard workstation.

The proposed method would still work for non-radial distribution systems but lose accur-
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acy given reactive power loop flows that will change the voltage magnitude in the detailed
ADS compared to the equivalent ADS.

3.7 Conclusions

In bulk power system stability studies, the dynamic behavior of active distribution systems
(ADSs) has to be accurately accounted for to properly reflect their influence on the overall
dynamic performance of the system. This thesis proposes an improved methodology of
dynamic equivalencing of ADSs for bulk system stability studies using grey box modeling.
This methodology can contribute to ongoing activities in IEEE/PES/PSDP [IEE14b] and
CIGRÉ JWG C4/C6.35/CIRED [YC13].

For stability studies of bulk systems with more than approx. 50 % system-wide instant-
aneous penetration, it is recommended to explicitly model the equivalent impedances of
for radial low voltage and medium voltage ADSs and to consider the evolving grid code
(aka interconnection) requirements (‘legacy’) by explicitly modelling dedicated perform-
ance classes of DERs. Based on this approach, the derived equivalent ADS models were
validated against detailed models of ADSs and showed a high accuracy. The validation was
performed for very high regional DER penetration levels that caused pre-fault reverse power
flows, i.e. export from the ADS.

The derived models confirmed the expectation that requiring LV-connected DERs to ride
through voltage dips significantly improves the post-fault real power balance and that an
‘active’ voltage support from DERs during the fault period can further reduce the post-fault
real power imbalance. It should be noted that for the latter operating mode the accuracy of
the models reduces slightly but shows a conservative behavior which is regarded as suitable
for bulk system reliability studies.



Chapter 4

Network Fault Response during

Reverse Power Flow Situations

This chapter contributes to the understanding of the network fault response of (parts of)
the power system during reverse power flow situations (RPFs). The first part describes
the simple test system used and the sensitivity analyses performed in this study. In the
results parts, the first sensitivity analysis focuses on the system impact with low voltage ride-
through (LVRT) in ‘blocking mode’. The second sensitivity analysis investigates the system
impact with fast voltage control and proposes a new fault control mode that shows robust
performance under a large number of system conditions and control parameter variations.
The third sensitivity analysis finally tests the new control modes for shallower voltage dips
and further develops it into an adjusted fault control mode to mitigate the impact of a point
of common coupling (PCC) with smaller short-circuit ratio (SCR) and/or a lower X/R ratio.

The methodology section 4.3 and section 4.4 that presents the results for the first sens-
itivity analysis are based on a journal paper published by IET Renewable Power Genera-
tion [BRG+15].

4.1 Introduction

Wind power park modules (WPPMs) are the dominating distributed generation technology
at medium voltage (MV) level and, therefore, in the focus of this chapter. While the network
fault response has been studied in the past for individual WPPM and other power electronic
converter (PEC) coupled distributed generation (DG), this chapter adds a comprehensive
analysis at system level for very high penetration scenarios. The fundamental principles
discussed in this chapter are also valid when distributed generation (DG) is connected at
low voltage (LV) level. These will actually be analysed in detail in the next chapter by
taking photovoltaic systems as the dominating DG technology at that level.

Common practices of distribution system operators (DSOs) with regard to network fault
response requirements are investigated and critically reviewed in this chapter. The influence
of induction motor loads and transformer tap-changers on the WPPM’s network fault re-
sponse is studied. A new robust fast voltage control during faults is proposed that performs
well for a large number of realistic sensitivity cases from a system-wide stability viewpoint.

67
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An additional improvement is trying to be achieved by adjusting the current injection to the
magnitude and angle of the network impedance at the PCC of a MV connected DG. The
results are obtained from time domain simulations of a HV-MV benchmark system. For
an analytical discussion of the effects by use of phasor diagrams and circuit analysis it is
referred to the previous chapter 2.

4.2 Challenges under Reverse Power Flow Situations

The previous chapter has described the state-of-the-art network fault response requirements
for distributed generation. Many of the latter have been thoroughly assessed only for
‘strong’ (sub-)transmission systems and ‘normal’ power flow scenarios. Furthermore, com-
mon practices among distribution system operators—for example in Germany [RWE14]—
may often diverge from these requirements, for example when WPPMs are required to ride
through low voltages in ‘blocking mode’. All of these practices have not shown any notice-
able negative effects when the WPPMs penetration is small.

With wind power serving a large share of load, however, the control systems of wind
power park modules for normal (quasi- stationary) and abnormal (transient) states increas-
ingly influence the power system response to transmission network faults. In order to un-
derstand in what way they influence the system response, one must consider the following
effects which are related to the distributed nature of future WPPM:

• The regular occurrence of reverse power flow (RPF) situations from the distribu-
tion to transmission level [Tho00, LKP05, CT07];

• The increase of the inductive reactive power demand of a distribution system due
to some quasi-stationary voltage control requirements for distributed generation
in order to maintain the distribution system’s operating voltage limits [BAL09];
and

• The connection of WPPMs to ‘weaker’ points of common coupling (PCCs), i.e.
reduced short-circuit power ratios (SCRs) [MBPE07, SSS13], and also to net-
works with a lower X/R ratio [DBB+12, GTB+14].

• the potential exposure of WPPM to fault-induced delayed voltage recovery, es-
pecially in North American distribution systems [NER12]. FIDVR events are
known as a depressed voltage for 5 s to 30 s following a network fault and are
caused by the presence of large amounts of induction motor loads at distribution
level.

The objective of this chapter is to investigate the network fault response of wind power
park modules in sub-transmission and distribution systems during reverse power flow situ-
ations and to quantify the impact on power system stability.

4.3 Methodology

Time domain analysis (positive-sequence, rms) is carried out with WPPM models integ-
rated into a simplified test system. The description of the models for the various power
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system components is given in the following subsections. A solid, three-phase short-circuit
at the transmission system load’s busbar occurs at t ′ = 0.2 s and is cleared 200 ms later. A
sensitivity analysis is performed to understand the differences in the system response seen
between normal and reverse power flow scenarios, the impact of the WPPM’s pre-fault,
fault and post-fault control modes and their settings, the impact of the initial positions of
transformer tap-changers, and the load modelling. The performance of the test system is
assessed by its frequency response, the voltage magnitudes and voltage angles. The voltage
magnitude is measured at the WPPM terminals which is the reference for the fast voltage
controller. The voltage angles are measured at the WPPM PCC which is located inside of
the sub-transmission or distribution system. Also synchronous generator (SG) internal rotor
angles δi are shown.

Simulation results for selected cases are presented in comparative time domain graphs
for system frequency, voltage magnitudes, the WPPM’s active and reactive power output.
Frequency quality defining parameters for the Continental Europe (CE) Area are used ac-
cording to Table 4.1 and indicated as horizontal (grey) lines in the frequency plots. The
simulations are carried out with DIgSILENT PowerFactory.

Table 4.1: ENTSO-E Frequency Quality Defining Parameter for Continental Europe Area

Frequency Quality Defining Parameter Abbreviation Value in CE

Standard Frequency Range F_STD ±50 mHz
Maximum Instantaneous Frequency
Deviation

F_INST 800 mHz

Maximum Steady State Frequency Deviation F_STEAD 200 mHz

Source: ENTSO-E Network Code on Load-Frequency Control and Reserves
(2013) [EE13b]

4.3.1 Test system definition

The simple test system used represents a regional sub-transmission network (110 kV) with
very high penetration of distributed generation connected to a part of a ‘weak’ transmis-
sion system (220 kV). The external network is represented by a 1,315 MVA/1,050 MW
constant-voltage-behind-transient-reactance model that includes the mechanical equations
of an equivalent synchronous generator with Ta = 10 s. It provides frequency containment
reserve of 15 % of its nominal active power at 49.8 Hz. A 6th order model is used to repres-
ent the one synchronous generator which is connected to that ‘weak’ part of the transmission
system and provides no reserves.

The medium and low voltage distribution networks (20 kV and 0.4 kV) connected to
the sub-transmission network, including their respective WPPMs, are represented in an ag-
gregate way with a single machine per case. The WPPMs are modelled as described in
section 3.2.1 and a load model as described in section 3.3 is used.

The WPPM’s rated penetration at sub-transmission (ST) or distribution system (DS)
level (ratio of installed generating capacity to ST or DS peak load) was chosen to 285 %
which is in line with mid- to long term scenarios for DG in some parts of Germany [Deu13,
Ger12b]. The distribution network has been upgraded to incorporate this high amount of
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DG. The respective planning criteria were based on [Ger12a]:

1. Thermal overloading (max. loading depends on voltage level and power flow);

2. Voltage deviation from the situation without any DG installed;

3. Voltage quality at end-user.

The single line diagram of the resulting test system is shown in Fig. 4.1. The system
data is given in Table B.1 in the appendix.

Four different scenarios are investigated. The feeder in Fig. 4.1a (indice ‘ST’) repres-
ents large-scale wind parks that are connected to a ‘weak’ sub-transmission network. The
feeder in Fig. 4.1b (indice ‘DS’) represents medium-scale wind parks connected to ‘weak’
distribution networks. The scenarios indicated with ‘EXP’ represent a typical setup where
the wind parks exclusively export their power to the (sub-)transmission system; here, the
load in the sub-transmission or distribution system is set to zero. The scenarios indicated
with ‘RPF’ represent a realistic setup where the power generated by the wind parks is partly
consumed locally.

Table 5.4 lists the two load cases that are used in the analysis and their respective com-
position.

Case Static load Dynamic load

Zstat 100 % 0 %
Zdyn 80 % 20 %

Table 4.2: Load composition for the two load cases.

The results have been confirmed with validated, manufacturer-specific models. Because
those models were provided as a black box for confidentiality reasons and did not allow for
an adaptation of the control systems, the validation results are not shown.
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(dashed loads)
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4.3.2 Sensitivity analysis for system impact of LVRT modes

The system impact of LVRT modes is investigated by means of a sensitivity analysis. The
sensitivity parameters are described in the following and table 4.3 gives an overview on the
sensitivity cases. The corresponding case numbers are given in brackets:

Three different scenarios are investigated

• ‘ST_NPF’ (1–2): sub-transmission connected WPPM and normal power flow
situation

• ‘ST_RPF’ (3–4, 9–17): sub-transmission connected WPPM and reverse power
flow situation

• ‘ST_EXP’ (5): sub-transmission connected WPPM and exporting power flow
situation;

• ‘DS_RPF’ (6–8, 18–23): distribution connected WPPM and reverse power flow
situation.

Two different cases for the load behaviour are investigated:

• ‘Zstat’ (3): an exclusive static load case;

• ‘Zdyn’ (4–16): a mixed static and dynamic load case.

Also, two different quasi-stationary voltage control modes are investigated:

• cos(ϕ) = 1 (2–7, 9–16): a fixed unity power factor case;

• cos(ϕ) = f (P) (8, 18–23): a variable power factor case.

The fast voltage control reactive current gain is varied for:

• kRCI = 0 p.u. (11–13): deactivation of fast voltage control;

• kRCI = 2 p.u. (21–23): standard gain according to grid connection requirements
(GCRs);

• kRCI = 6 p.u. (9–10, 14, 16, 18–20): high gain for strong voltage support even
for distant faults.

Further, two different transformer tap changer cases are studied:

• ‘Tap0’ (6): taps being unchanged from normal power flow situations;

• ‘Tap1’ (3–5, 7–23): taps adapted to keep the WPPM PCC voltage at 1.0 p.u.
pre-fault.

Finally, the system impact with LVRT and four different fault control modes will be
analysed:

• ‘BLOCK’ (3–8): ‘blocking mode’;
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• ‘TC’ (9, 11): fast voltage control mode according to TransmissionCode (2007);

• ‘SDL’ (10, 12): fast voltage control mode according to SDLWindV (2009);

• ‘NEW’ (13–15): a new robust fast voltage control mode;

• ‘ADJ’ (16–23): an adaptation of the new robust fast voltage control mode adjus-
ted to the local network conditions at the PCC.

While this potentially makes several hundreds of different cases, only a subset of 23
cases is presented to explain the main effects of interest. Table 4.3 lists the presented cases,
their sensitivity parameters and the related figures the results are presented in.
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Table 4.3: Presented sensitivity cases

Case Scenario Fault mode Load Trf.

taps

cos(ϕ) Figure(s)

1 ST_NPF BLOCK Zstat Tap1 1 Fig. 4.2
2 ST_NPF BLOCK Zdyn Tap1 1

3 ST_RPF BLOCK Zstat Tap1 1 Fig. 4.3
4 ST_RPF BLOCK Zdyn Tap1 1 /
5 ST_EXP BLOCK Zdyn Tap1 1 Fig. 4.4

6 DS_RPF BLOCK Zdyn Tap0 1 Fig. 4.5
7 DS_RPF BLOCK Zdyn Tap1 1 /
8 DS_RPF BLOCK Zdyn Tap1 f (P) Fig. 4.6

9 ST_RPF TC, k=6 Zdyn Tap1 1
Fig. 4.7

10 ST_RPF SDL, k=6 Zdyn Tap1 1

11 ST_RPF TC, k=0 Zdyn Tap1 1 Fig. 4.8–
Fig. 4.1012 ST_RPF SDL, k=0 Zdyn Tap1 1

13 ST_RPF NEW, k=0 Zdyn Tap1 1 Fig. 4.11 &
Fig. 4.1214 ST_RPF NEW, k=6 Zdyn Tap1 1

15 ST_RPF NEW, k=10 Zdyn Tap1 1
Fig. 4.1516 ST_RPF ADJ, k=10, dAPR Zdyn Tap1 1

17 ST_RPF ADJ, k=10, STAB Zdyn Tap1 1

18 DS_RPF ADJ, k=6, ψaRACI = 90 Zdyn Tap1 f (P)
Fig. 4.1719 DS_RPF ADJ, k=6, ψaRACI = 75 Zdyn Tap1 f (P)

20 DS_RPF ADJ, k=6, ψaRACI = 45 Zdyn Tap1 f (P)

21 DS_RPF ADJ, k=2, ψaRACI = 90 Zdyn Tap1 f (P)
Fig. 4.18 &
Fig. 4.19

22 DS_RPF ADJ, k=2, ψaRACI = 75 Zdyn Tap1 f (P)
23 DS_RPF ADJ, k=2, ψaRACI = 45 Zdyn Tap1 f (P)
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4.3.3 System performance criteria

The criteria, according to which the performance of the control modes is compared to,
are presented in Table 4.4. The maximum system frequency deviation ∆Fmax is assessed
using the ENTSO-E frequency quality defining parameters [EE13b] shown in Table 4.1
(horizontal grey lines in Fig. 4.3a and subsequent frequency plots). The time until the
voltage recovers into the voltage deadband TFIDVR as well as the occurrence of voltage
oscillations iVO are used as an indicator for the voltage stability. The maximum deviation of
the synchronous generator’s rotor angle ∆δi,max indicates the effect on the system’s transient
stability. And the deviation of the local voltage angle at the WPPM PCC ∆φmax hint at the
synchronism between the transmission and distribution system.

Table 4.4: Control modes performance criteria

Criterion Symbol Unit

System frequency deviation (max.) ∆Fmax [Hz]

Fault-induced delayed voltage recovery TFIDVR [s]
Voltage oscillations i_VO [YES/NO]

Voltage angle deviation (max.) ∆φmax [degree]
Rotor angle deviation (max.) ∆δi,max [degree]

Note: For frequency quality defining parameters see also Table 4.1.

The system frequency is derived from the speed of the equivalent generator that repres-
ents the external network. Due to its simplified representation and the high penetration of
WPPM, its speed does not increase during the fault.

4.4 System impact with LVRT and ‘blocking mode’

The following section describes the impact of a low voltage ride-through control with
’blocking mode’ on the system frequency response. This control mode means that the
WPPM ceases any exchange of active and reactive power with the network during the fault
period. This mode is actually a very common requirement of distribution system operators
in Germany [RWE14] since the injection of a short-circuit current would impact the exist-
ing distribution network protection scheme. Hence, only those medium voltage connected
WPPM which are connected directly to a substation ride through low voltages and activate
a fast voltage control. Their installed capacity equals about 10 percent of the total capacity
installed at MV level. The ‘blocking mode’ (‘BM’) is used by the other 90 percent. The full
set of controller parameters can be found in table C.3 in appendix C.2.2.

4.4.1 Impact of loads

The impact of dynamic loads on the response of WPPMs to transmission network faults
during normal and reverse power flow situations and the resulting system performance is
studied for the sub-transmission connected WPPM (scenarios ST). First, the relevance of
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dynamic loads at transmission and distribution system level is studied for the normal and
the reverse power flow situations by comparison of results for a 100 % constant impedance
load model (‘Zstat’) and a dynamic load model (20 % induction motors, ‘Zdyn’). Then, the
difference whether local distribution system load is present or not is shown for the dynamic
load model by comparing the two cases with exclusive export (‘ST_EXP’) and with reverse
power flow (‘ST_RPF’).

Simulation results for the system frequency, the WPPM terminal voltage, active and re-
active power are presented. The WPPM is assumed to ride through a voltage dip in blocking
mode. This assumption is consistent with common DSO practice in Germany. The pre-fault
operating point of the WPPM is set to cos(ϕ) = 1. The transformer tap-changer positions
are adapted to keep the WPPM PCC voltage at 1.0 p.u. (‘Tap1’).

Impact of dynamic loads

Simulation results for the normal power flows cases for the sub-transmission connected
WPPM and either static or dynamic load model are presented in Fig. 4.2. From these, the
impact of dynamic loads at transmission and sub-transmission system level can be observed
for the normal power flow situation.

The results show only very minor differences between the static and the dynamic load
cases in normal power flow situations. In both load cases, the WPPMs switch into fault
operating mode and block active and reactive current exchanges as long as the voltage stays
below the deadband of 0.1 p.u., indicated by grey horizontal lines in Fig. 4.2b. Once the fault
is cleared and the WTG terminal voltages return into the deadband, the pre-fault operating
point is restored while respecting the active power ramp rate.

Simulation results for the same system variables are presented comparing the static (grey
solid line) against the dynamic (dashed black line) load model case during reverse power
flow situations in Fig. 4.3.

The results show a significant frequency drop below the lower maximum steady-state
frequency deviation limit in both cases. This results from an active power deficit in the fault
and post-fault period, due to the very high penetration scenario and the blocking mode of
WPPM during faults which result in ceasing their active power in-feed. As this active power
deficit is the net sum of reduced WPPM output and reduced load consumption during and
following the fault, this deficit would be even higher if the load was not voltage dependent.

During the fault period, the rate of change of frequency (ROCOF) is higher and the
frequency drops lower in the static load case than in the dynamic load case (49.65 Hz versus
49.75 Hz). This is attributed to the inertia that dynamic loads add to the system in the
latter case. The frequency, however, stays well above the lower maximum instantaneous
frequency deviation limit. Hence, there is little risk of load-shedding in both cases.

When the loads at transmission and at distribution system level are 100 % static loads,
the voltage at the WTG terminals recovers immediately at the fault clearing into the dead-
band and the WPPMs transition to normal operation with a pre-set active power ramp of
∆ i/∆ t ′ = 2 p.u./s. The maximum frequency deviation in the static load case is ∆Fmax =
−0.4 Hz. However, when the load at the transmission and distribution levels includes 20 %
of induction motors, the voltage recovers about TFIDVR = 200 ms later into the deadband
than in the static load case (grey solid line). The transition from the WPPM’s fault into
normal operating mode is delayed by the same time. Thus, in the dynamic load case
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Figure 4.2: Impact of load type during normal power flow situations. Sub-transmission
connected scenario and WPPM control with blocking mode (ST_NPF).

(black dashed line), the results show a prolonged low voltage ride-through operation of
the WPPMs.

The prolonged LVRT operation in the dynamic load case results in a sustained active
power deficit in the post-fault period. That drives down the system frequency in the post-
fault period to a lower value than for the static load case. In this particular system setup,
the frequency drops to 49.5 Hz (∆Fmax = −0.5 Hz). Hence, the relative increase of the
maximum frequency deviation from the static to the dynamic load cases is 25 %.
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Figure 4.3: Impact of load type during reverse power flow situations. Sub-transmission
connected scenario and WPPM control with blocking mode (ST_RPF).

Impact of local distribution system loads

The impact of local distribution system loads on the response of WPPMs to transmission
network faults during reverse power flow situations and the resulting system performance is
studied for the sub-transmission connected WPPMs (scenarios ST).

Simulation results are presented in Fig. 4.4 for the previously presented reverse power
flow (RPF) case (RPF, dashed black line) as well as for the exclusive export case (EXP, solid
grey line) case.

The results are similar to the ones previously presented in Fig. 4.3. Again, there is
little risk of load-shedding in both cases. However, the results also show that the prolonged
LVRT operation of the WPPMs only occurs when the loads with 20 % of induction motors
are located close to the WPPMs as in the reverse power flow case. When the induction
motor loads are located in the transmission system only, as in the exclusive export case, the
WPPMs are less exposed to fault-induced delayed voltage recovery.

From the results, one can conclude that the presence of local induction motor loads can
cause a prolonged LVRT operation of DG. While the delay was only TFIDVR = 200 ms in the
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Figure 4.4: Impact of local dynamic sub-transmission load. Sub-transmission connected
scenario and WPPM control with blocking mode (ST_Zdyn).

presented cases, a much longer delay of active power recovery could occur in combination
with a fault-induced delayed voltage recovery (FIDVR) event.

4.4.2 Impact of PCC and transformer tap changer positions

The impact of the point of common coupling and the transformer tap changer position on
the response of WPPMs to transmission network faults during reverse power flow situ-
ations and the resulting system performance is studied for the sub-transmission and distri-
bution connected WPPMs and the 80 % static/20 % dynamic load case (scenario DS_RPF,
Zdyn cases). The X/R ratio of the equivalent network impedance at the point of common
coupling is smaller in this case than for the previously studied sub-transmission connected
WPPMs. Simulation results are presented in Fig. 4.5 for the sub-transmission connected
WPPMs (grey line) and the distribution connected WPPMs (black lines) with two differ-
ent tap-changer cases where the taps are either unchanged from their position in normal
power flow situations (‘Tap0’) or where taps are adapted to keep the WPPM PCC voltages
at 1.0 p.u. pre-fault (‘Tap1’). The WPPM fault mode is kept as ‘blocking mode’ and all
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other parameters are kept unchanged from the previously presented cases. The pre-fault
operating point of the WPPMs is set to cos(ϕ) = 1.
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Figure 4.5: Impact of connection location (scenario ST vs. scenario DS) and distribution
transformer tap-changer positions (Tap0 vs. Tap1) during reverse power flow situations.
WPPMs control with blocking mode (ST_RPF_Zdyn and DS_RPF_Zdyn). Pre-fault oper-
ating point of the WPPM was in both cases set to cos(ϕ) = 1.

The results for the distribution connected WPPMs (black lines) show a more severe fre-
quency drop than for the previously presented sub-transmission connected WPPMs (grey
line). The system frequency drops close to the lower maximum instantaneous frequency
deviation limit of 49.2 Hz (49.24 Hz to 49.28 Hz). That stems from an even more pro-
longed LVRT operation of the distribution connected WPPMs compared with the the sub-
transmission connected WPPMs. The risk of load shedding is high in these cases.

The longer delay can be explained by the lower X/R ratio of the equivalent network im-
pedance at the PCC in the distribution system compared to the one in the sub-transmission
system. In the former, the blocking of active power during the fault leads to a longer depres-
sion of the WTG terminal voltages than in the sub-transmission connected WPPM cases.
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The results further show a small difference in the amount of time when the WPPMs
transition from fault to normal operating mode depending on the initial transformer tap-
changer positions (see Table B.2 in appendix B.1). This effect is particular in RPF situations;
however, it is much smaller than the influence of the X/R ratio at the PCC. When the taps
are kept unchanged from a normal power flow situation, this causes a small increase of the
initial voltage to 1.03 p.u. In that case, the WTG terminal voltages reach the deadband at
t = 1.25 s and the WPPMs start to ramp up their active power at the same time. When
the taps are adapted to keep the WTG terminal voltage at 1.0 p.u.,the results show that the
WPPM terminal voltage recovers about 1 s later into the deadband.

From the results, one can conclude that the LVRT operation of MV-connected WPPMs
would be substantially prolonged if they were set to ride through faults in ‘blocking mode’
in very high penetration scenarios. Furthermore, a LVRT with ‘blocking mode’ would have
to be coordinated with the voltage control by transformer tap-changers present in the dis-
tribution system. For example, power electronic assisted on load tap changer (OLTC) with
very short response times in the order of 200 ms [CBW+14] should be used, if a substantial
amount of WPPMs ride through faults in ‘blocking mode’ in a certain network area.

4.4.3 Impact of pre-fault reactive power exchange

The impact of the reactive power exchange determined by different quasi-stationary voltage
control modes is studied for the same distribution connected WPPMs cases as in the previ-
ous section (scenario DS_RPF with Zdyn cases). Simulation results are presented in Fig. 4.6
for the previously presented unity power factor case (cos(ϕ) = 1, solid grey line) as well
as for the underexcited operation case (cos(ϕ) = f (P), dashed black line). The WPPMs
fault mode is kept as ‘blocking mode’ and all other parameters are kept unchanged from the
previously presented cases. The transformer tap-changer positions are adapted to keep the
WPPM PCC voltage at 1.0 p.u. (case ‘Tap1’).

The results show that the pre-fault reactive power exchange has a high impact on the
response of MV-connected WPPMs to transmission network faults. The frequency per-
formance is much better when the WPPMs exchange inductive Vars with the network prior
to the fault (cos(ϕ) = f (P)) because the transition from fault to normal operating mode oc-
curs almost immediately, as compared with a duration of T f idvr = 1.05 s in the cos(ϕ) = 1
case. The WPPMs start to ramp up their active power output earlier so that the post-fault
active power deficit remains smaller and the system frequency stays within the allowable
steady-state deviation limits. The observed overfrequency at t ′ = 1 s is caused by the fast
active power recovery of the WPPMs and the active power swings of the transmission sys-
tem (TS)-connected synchronous generator that have not damped out by that time and create
a temporary surplus of active power in the system.

This finding can be explained by an ‘indirect’ voltage support that results from a com-
bination of the ‘blocking mode’ during the fault with this specific pre-fault reactive power
control mode. However, this positive impact on system performance can only be exploited
if the controller responsible for the fault mode acts fast enough to change the reactive power
set-point to zero before the fault is cleared. Therefore, it is recommended to chose a small
time constant in the range of Tq,RCI = 30 ms to 60 ms.

From the results, one can conclude that the prolonged LVRT operation of MV-connected
WPPMs in ‘blocking mode’ will be reduced if WPPMs exchange inductive Vars with the
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Figure 4.6: Impact of pre-fault reactive power exchange (cos(ϕ) = f (P) vs. cos(ϕ) = 1)
during reverse power flow situations. Distribution connected scenario and WPPM control
with blocking mode (DS_RPF_Zdyn). Taps were in both cases adapted to keep WPPM
terminal voltage at 1 p.u. (Tap1).

network prior to the fault (cos(ϕ) = f (P)).
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4.5 System impact with LVRT and fast voltage control

The impact of the fault control mode and its parameter settings on the response of WPPMs
to transmission network faults during reverse power flow situations and the resulting system
performance is studied for the sub-transmission connected WPPM (scenario ST). The ‘ST’
scenario is used in this section to illustrate the key pros and cons of the state-of-the-art fast
voltage control modes and propose improvements. In the following section 4.6 additional
adjustments will be analysed for distribution connected WPPMs. Simulation results are
presented in the following for the reverse power flow case in combination with the following
three fault modes:

1. state-of-the-art control mode TransmissionCode 2007 (TC);

2. state-of-the-art control mode SDLWindV 2009 (SDL); and

3. a new robust control mode (NEW).

First, results for two different settings for the reactive current gain (standard value of
kRCI = 2 p.u. according to [Ver07, Ger09]) are presented for the two state-of-the-art control
modes (kRCI = 6 p.u. and kRCI = 0 p.u.) and related effects are analysed. The latter rep-
resents an alternative practice of German DSOs to ‘mimic’ a LVRT with ‘blocking mode’
if the respective WPPM does not provide such mode. As will be seen, that approach can
have adverse effects on the WPPM’s PCC voltage angles. Based on the analysis, a new
robust control mode (NEW) is proposed that performs well for a large number of real-
istic sensitivity cases, including normal and reverse power flow situations and any value of
kRCI = [0...6] p.u. The transformer tap-changer positions are adapted to keep the voltage at
the WPPM’s PCC at 1.0 p.u. (‘Tap1’) and the pre-fault operating point of the WPPM is set
to cos(ϕ) = 1. While the latter is a simplification from reality, it was chosen to eliminate
any impact of pre-fault reactive power exchange from this analysis. The full set of controller
parameters can be found in table C.3 in appendix C.2.2.

4.5.1 Impact with state-of-the-art requirements and kRCI = 6 p.u.

The impact of the fault control mode (‘TC’ vs. ‘SDL’) on the response of sub-transmission
connected WPPMs to transmission network faults during reverse power flow situations and
the resulting system performance is studied for a reactive current gain of kRCI = 6 p.u.
Simulation results are presented in Fig. 4.7 for the reverse power flow case. The fast
voltage control is realised by an additional reactive current injection (aRCI), see (3.1) and
appendix C.1.2 for further details.

The results show that the fault control mode can have a significant impact on the sys-
tem performance. For both control modes, the frequency deviation is smaller than in the
reverse power flow case with dynamic loads at transmission and sub-transmission level
(ST_RPF_Zdyn) and an LVRT with ‘blocking mode’ (Fig. 4.4). In the TC mode case, the
system frequency drops just below the lower maximum steady state frequency deviation
limit due to the delayed active power recovery in that control mode. In the SDL mode
case, the active power is restored immediately at fault clearance and the system frequency
increases quickly with an overshoot close to the upper maximum steady state frequency de-
viation limit of 50.2 Hz. The latter is regarded as a critical threshold at which distributed
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Figure 4.7: Impact of fault control mode (TC vs. SDL) during reverse power flow situations
on sub-transmission connected WPPM control and system performance (ST_RPF_Zdyn)
with reactive current gain kRCI = 6 p.u. Taps were in both cases adapted to keep WPPM
terminal voltage at 1 p.u. and the pre-fault operating point of the WPPM was in both cases
set tocos(ϕ) = 1.

generation in the German power system might trip [Eco11, EDBI13] and should, therefore,
not be surpassed.

The results further show that if the WPPM supports the local voltage via a fast voltage
control, the transition from fault to steady-state operating mode occurs immediately at the
fault clearance (t ′ = 0.4 s) for the SDL mode and, as required, T = 500 ms later at t ′ = 0.9 s
for the TC mode (Fig. 4.7c–d). Interestingly, for the chosen steady-state reactive power
control time constant Tq = 0.5 s, the voltage support in the post-fault period is higher for
the SDL than the TC mode. This is attributed to the fact that the internal state value of
that controller increases substantially during the fault period and decreases only slowly in
the post-fault period. Since this has a positive effect on the voltage, a large reactive power
control time constant is recommended. In the TC mode, however, the large time constant
results in a jump of the voltage at the WPPM terminals at the instance when the WPPM
switches from the continued fault control mode to the steady-state control mode (t ′ = 0.9 s,
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Fig. 4.7b). As long as the voltage stays within the deadband of VDB = ±0.1 p.u., this
behaviour is acceptable.

The results also show an undesired transient overvoltage at the WPPM terminals in the
moment of fault clearance for both fault control modes that exceeds 1.1 p.u. in this very
high penetration scenario. A closer look reveals that the transient overvoltage is slightly
lower for the TC mode than SDL mode (1.245 p.u. vs. 1.254 p.u.) due to the delayed active
power ramp in the former. The only way to mitigate such transient overvoltage effectively
is to make the detection of the fault clearance or the controller for the fast voltage control
faster. A detection time of TFRT_detect < 10 ms (half a period in 50 Hz power systems) or
a reactive current control rise time Tq,RCI < 30 ms both seem technically infeasible. Thus,
a fast transition between fault and normal operating mode can only be achieved at the cost
of a 30 ms to 40 ms transient overvoltage at the WPPM terminals following the instance of
fault clearance.

From the results one can conclude that a fast voltage control during fault successfully
mitigates the risk of a prolonged LVRT operation of sub-transmission connected WPPM.
Consequently, the risk of load shedding is significantly reduced for high penetration scen-
arios. However, the described system benefit comes at the cost of a 30 ms to 40 ms local
transient overvoltage at the WPPM terminals following the instance of fault clearance.
Given the importance of the overall system performance and the transient nature of the over-
voltage, this drawback seems to be acceptable. The power quality standard EN 50160:2008-
04 [Eur08] allows for such transient overvoltages.

The conclusions drawn from the presented results also hold for distribution connected
WPPM. The main difference is that the transient overvoltage can reach even higher values
for a LVRT operation with fast voltage control. But these will still be acceptable from a
power quality viewpoint.

4.5.2 Impact with state-of-the-art requirements and kRCI = 0 p.u.

The impact of the fault control mode (TC vs. SDL) on the response of sub-transmission
connected WPPMs to transmission network faults during reverse power flow situations and
the resulting system performance is studied for a reactive current gain of kRCI = 0 p.u.
The latter represents an alternative practice of German DSOs to ‘mimic’ a LVRT with
‘blocking mode’ if the respective WPPM does not provide such mode. Simulation results
are presented in Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9 for the reverse power flow case.

The results show that a reactive current gain of kRCI = 0 p.u. can have a negative impact
on the system performance in the post-fault period under the given conditions. The system
frequency is driven above the upper maximum steady state frequency deviation limit of
50.2 Hz. While this is acceptable from a frequency quality viewpoint [EE13b], this could
trigger distributed generation in the German power system to trip [Eco11, EDBI13] and
should, therefore, be avoided. The results further show no substantial differences in the
impact on the system performance between the two fault control modes.

In both fault control modes, the WPPMs restore their pre-fault active power set-point
within 30 ms to 40 ms from fault clearance. The active current (Id) was not significantly
reduced during the fault period because the reactive current (Iq) remained small due to
kRCI = 0 p.u. The changes in the active and reactive power shown in Fig. 4.8c–d are attrib-
uted to the change of the WPPM terminal voltage magnitude VWTG and voltage angle at PCC
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Figure 4.8: Impact of fault control mode (TC vs. SDL) during reverse power flow situations
on sub-transmission connected WPPM control and system performance (ST_RPF_Zdyn)
with reactive current gain kRCI = 0 p.u. Taps were in both cases adapted to keep WPPM
terminal voltage at 1 p.u. and the pre-fault operating point of the WPPM was in both cases
set to cos(ϕ) = 1.

φWP. Furthermore, the sub-transmission system voltage recovers slowly in the post-fault
period and enters the deadband not earlier than t ′ = 300 ms after fault clearance (t ′ = 0.7 s,
Fig. 4.8b). The slow voltage recovery can be explained with extraordinarily high reactive
power consumption by the sub-transmission connected induction motors in the post-fault
period.

As Fig. 4.9b reveals, the active power injected by the WPPM during the fault of initially
PWPPM = 0.2 p.u. (see Fig. 4.8c) caused an large excursion of the voltage angles in the sub-
transmission system. As a consequence, the steady state stability limit for the power transfer
from the sub-transmission connected WPPMs to the transmission system is violated during
the fault period (φWP > π

2 ). One could say that the sub-transmission system with WPPMs
looses its synchronism with the transmission system and the sub-transmission voltage col-
lapses (declining slope in Fig. 4.8c during the fault). Therefore, the electrical torque of the
sub-transmission connected induction motors is heavily decreased during the fault period
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Figure 4.9: Impact of fault control mode (TC vs. SDL) with reactive current gain
kRCI = 0 p.u. during reverse power flow situations on the transient stability of the transmis-
sion connected synchronous generator and the excursion of the voltage angle at the WPPM
PCC.
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Figure 4.10: Impact of fault control mode (TC vs. SDL) with reactive current gain
kRCI = 0 p.u. during reverse power flow situations on the response of sub-transmission con-
nected induction motor load.

which causes them to decelerate further than in the case with kRCI = 6 p.u. where the sub-
transmission voltage is supported by the WPPMs. The heavy slow-down of the induction
motors increases their slip s and causes them to consume almost four times as much reactive
power QLd,dyn for a period of 1 s after the fault (t ′ = 0.4 s to 1.4 s, Fig. 4.10b). This period
is twice as long as in the case with kRCI = 6 p.u. (t ′ = 0.4 s to 0.8 s, Fig. F.2b in appendix F).
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The active part of the sub-transmission system load remains below its pre-fault value as
long as the post-fault undervoltage subsists (see Fig. 4.10a). Combined with the fast recov-
ery of the WPPM’s active power PWPPM and the active power swings of the TS connected
synchronous generator that have not damped out by that time, the surplus in the system’s
active power balance leads to an overfrequency in the period of t ′ = 0.6 s to 1.2 s after the
fault.

For the fault period, a comparison of these results with the ones previously presented
(for kRCI = 6 p.u.) shows an almost similar system frequency response. That already hints
at a finding that a fast voltage control at distribution system level has only a small effect on
the system frequency during the fault period, especially when compared to the influence of
the load. As will be shown in section 4.6.3, however, the fast voltage control can influence
the transient stability of transmission connected synchronous generators positively. Both
control modes result in the same response of the rotor angle δi of the transmission connected
SG present in the studied area (in relation to the reference machine) as seen in Fig. 4.9a.

The results confirm previous works presented in [ESE+09, REvD12, SKL12]. These
works also showed a large excursion of the local voltage angle at the PCC of the WPPM for
inductive networks with a high X/R ratio if the active current injection during the fault was
high. However, no system wide effects were analysed in these previous works as it has been
the case in the presented case study. Recommendations on how to mitigate the observed
voltage angle excursion will be presented in section 4.5.3.

From the results one can conclude that ‘deactivating’ the fast voltage control of WPPM
during fault by setting the reactive current injection gain to kRCI = 0 p.u. could cause un-
desired effects both at distribution and transmission system level. While an increased risk
of load shedding was identified for cases where a prolonged LVRT operation would occur
(section 4.4), the risk of an overfrequency above 50.2 Hz that could potentially trigger the
tripping of distributed generation in the German power system [Eco11,EDBI13] was iden-
tified in the present case of sub-transmission connected WPPMs with a state-of-the-art fault
operating mode and kRCI = 0 p.u. One should, therefore, refrain from setting kRCI = 0 p.u.
If really necessary, an appropriate ‘blocking mode’ should be used during LVRT operation
as analysed in section 4.4 and the resulting impact on the system performance should be
studied by the relevant transmission system operator.

4.5.3 Impact with new robust control mode

The impact of the new robust fault control mode (NEW) on the response of sub-transmission
connected WPPM to transmission network faults during reverse power flow situations and
the resulting system performance is shown for two different reactive current gains of kRCI =
6 p.u. and kRCI = 0 p.u. Simulation results are presented in Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12 for the
reverse power flow case. This new control mode was designed heuristically based on the
previous analysis of the state-of-the-art control modes.

Table 4.5 shows the modifications regarding control characteristics, parameters, and
transition rules implemented for this control mode.

In the following analysis, the fast voltage control is set to be continued over a period of
T = 500 ms after fault clearance and the voltage deadband is reduced from VDB =±0.1 p.u.
to ±0.05 p.u.. The Id current is reduced to a value proportional to the square of the retained
voltage, i.e. Id = Īd,0 · (VFlt ∓VDB)

2. The active power recovery after fault is delayed with a
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Problem Solutions

voltage jump for high
kRCI ≥ 6 at operating mode
transition (t ′ = t ′Flt +T )

• use SDL instead of TC curve

poor post-fault voltage
recovery for SDL curve

• continue fast voltage control over period
of T post-fault

• reduce deadband

voltage angle instability for
kRCI = 0 p.u.

• use voltage dependent Id reduction

transient overvoltage at fault
clearance

• continue fast voltage control over period
of T post-fault

• delayed active power recovery with
∆ i/∆ t ′

Table 4.5: Overview and motivation of modifications in NEW mode

ramp of ∆ i/∆ t ′ = 2 p.u./s which is about ten times faster than the standard ramp given for
the TC mode in [Ver07] but significantly slower than the instantaneous recovery requested
for the SDL mode in [Ger09].

The results show that the new fault control mode overcomes some of the problems that
were found for the state-of-the-art control modes during reverse power flows. The system
performance is enhanced for both values of kRCI = 6 p.u. and kRCI = 0 p.u. The new fault
control mode also performs well for normal power flow and exporting power flow situations
(not shown here).

In both cases, the frequency deviation stays almost completely within the upper and
lower maximum steady state frequency deviation limits. For kRCI = 0 p.u. the frequency
drops two times below the lower maximum steady state frequency deviation limit for a
small period at t ′ = 0.4 s and t ′ = 0.8 s. For kRCI = 6 p.u. it stays above this limit and
then increases much faster than in the previous case. In both cases, the system frequency
recovers into the standard frequency range within 1.3 s after the fault clearance (t ′ = 1.7 s).
The critical threshold of 50.2 Hz is not surpassed for neither of the reactive current gain
values studied. In conclusion, the new fault control mode performs better than the state-of-
the-art control modes from a system frequency performance viewpoint in this test system.

The results further show that the restoration of active power in-feed starts immediately
at the fault clearance (t ′ = 0.4 s) for both values of the reactive current gain. The reason
is the implemented voltage dependent Id reduction. This controller reduces the Id current
in proportion to the square of the retained voltage. Whenever the terminal voltage VWTG

increases again, the controller will also increases the WPPM’s direct-axis current again.
With the combination of the SDL characteristic curve and a reduced deadband of VDB =
±0.05 p.u., the fault control mode continues until t ′ = 1.17 s to 1.25 s in both cases and then
for an additional T = 500 ms. For that whole period, the WPPM continues the fast voltage
control in the case with kRCI = 6 p.u. by injection of a small amount of reactive power
into the network. No voltage jump at the time of transitioning from fault to steady-state
operating mode (t ′ = 1.67 s to 1.75 s) can be observed. Compared to the previously shown
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Figure 4.11: Impact of fault control mode (NEW) and reactive current gain (kRCI = 0 vs. 6)
during reverse power flow situations on sub-transmission connected WPPM control and
system performance (ST_RPF_Zdyn). Taps were in both cases adapted to keep WPPM
terminal voltage at 1 p.u. and the pre-fault operating point of the WPPM was in both cases
set to cos(ϕ) = 1.

results for the TC and SDL control modes, the improved transition between the operating
modes comes at the cost of a slightly poorer voltage recovery at the WPPM terminals.

While most of the former are improvements over the state-of-the-art fault control modes,
the new control mode still causes a local transient overvoltage at the WPPM terminals at the
time of the fault clearance for kRCI = 6 p.u. As stated earlier, technical limits do not allow
for fully mitigating that transient overvoltage. Therefore, a fast transition between fault
and normal operating mode can be achieved only at the cost of a 30 ms to 40 ms transient
overvoltage at the WPPM terminals following the instance of fault clearance. As stated
earlier, such transient overvoltage is deemed acceptable from a power quality viewpoint.

With regard to the excursion of the voltage angle at the WPPM PCC Fig. 4.12b proves
that the new control mode does not cause a large excursion of the voltage angle even for the
kRCI = 0 p.u. case.

As Fig. 4.11a reveals, an overfrequency can be observed at t ′ = 1 s. However, compared
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Figure 4.12: Impact of fault control mode (NEW) and reactive current gain (kRCI =
0 p.u. vs. 6 p.u.) during reverse power flow situations on the transient stability of the trans-
mission connected synchronous generator and the excursion of the voltage angle at the
WPPM point of common coupling.

to the overfrequency observed for the state-of-the-art control modes with kRCI = 0 p.u. as
presented in Fig. 4.8a, the new control mode leads to a smaller frequency overshoot. This is
due to the delayed active power recovery after fault which reduces the active power surplus
in the power system that would have otherwise occurred when interacting with the active
power swings of the TS connected synchronous generator.

The benefit of a fast voltage control (kRCI > 0) for the transient stability of transmission
connected synchronous generators can be observed in Fig. 4.12a. For the present con-
trol mode, a higher value for the reactive current gain kRCI results into a slightly smaller
excursion of the rotor angle δi of the transmission connected SG present in the studied
area (in relation to the reference machine). This confirms findings from previous works
in [SER09, Wei13b].

From the results one can conclude that the new fault control mode performs better for
both low and high reactive current gains kRCI in terms of system frequency and local voltage
angle than the two state-of-the-art control modes. In terms of local voltage magnitude, the
improved transition between the operating modes comes at the cost of a slightly poorer
voltage recovery at the WPPM terminals in the post-fault period. Due to the reduced voltage
deadband VDB used for the control following the SDL characteristic curve, the post-fault
voltage still recovers into the normal operating range of V = (1±0.1) p.u. and is, therefore,
acceptable. The main disadvantage of the new control mode is a risk of local transient
overvoltage at distribution system level over a duration of 30 ms to 40 ms which can actually
be of substantial value in the range of 1.2–1.4 p.u. Therefore, a reactive current gain kRCI

close to the standard value of kRCI = 2 p.u. should be used for WPPM at a PCC with a small
short-circuit ratio.
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4.6 Impedance adjusted control mode

In this section the previously introduced new fault control mode (NEW) is tested against
the state-of-the-art fault control modes for shallower voltage dips and further developed
into an adjusted fault control mode (ADJ) to mitigate the impact of a PCC with smaller
SCR and/or a lower X/R ratio. The objective is to further justify some of existing control
schemes and to further improve the response of WPPMs to transmission network faults
during reverse power flow situations with the ADJ fault control mode. The focus is put
on the ‘effectiveness’ and the ‘stability’ of supporting the WTG terminal voltage (which is
similar to the WPPM’s PCC voltage). Impacts on the other performance criteria listed in
table 4.4 are highlighted where necessary.

The resulting system performance is first studied for sub-transmission connected wind
power park modules (scenario ST) for high values of the reactive current gain kRCI. Then,
the performance is studied for distribution connected WPPMs (scenario DS) with an addi-
tional reactive/active current injection (aRACI) fault control mode. This is believed to lead
to higher effectiveness and stability than a pure reactive current injection due to the lower
X/R ratio at the PCC of the latter.

Results for three faults that lead to different values of the retained voltage VFlt are presen-
ted (VFlt = 0.25 p.u., 0.5 p.u., and 0.75 p.u.). Simulation results are presented for normal
and reverse power flow cases in comparative voltage plots. The adjustments are outlined
and motivated in table 4.6. For block diagrams and a mathematical description of the ad-
justments in the controller refer to appendix C.1.3.

Problem Solutions

switching between normal
and fault mode during fault
period, see Fig. 4.13

• use SDL instead of TC curve

• use hysteresis
• continue fast voltage control over period

of T post-fault

voltage oscillations during
fault period for shallow
voltage dips and high
kRCI > 6, see Fig. 4.14 and
Fig. 4.15

• delayed active power recovery with
∆ i/∆ t ′

• use voltage dependent Id reduction

limited effectiveness of
voltage support at PCC with
low X/R ratio, see Fig. 4.17

• injection of additional reactive/active
current dependent on the angle ψaRACI

of the equivalent network impedance at
PCC

Table 4.6: Overview and motivation of controls in ADJ mode
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4.6.1 Switching between operating modes during fault period

Figure 4.13 shows the WTG terminal voltage response for a normal and reverse power flow
situation with certain modifications of the state-of-the-art fault control modes for a very
high reactive current gain of kRCI = 10 p.u. and a shallow voltage dip with VFlt = 0.75 p.u.
The TC mode was modified by deactivating the hysteresis, i.e. setting ∆VFRT_DB_FAULT =
∆VFRT_DB_CLEAR = 0.1 p.u., and the continuation of voltage support after fault, i.e. setting
iFRT_CI_CONT = 0. The SDL mode was modified by changing the characteristic curve to the
TC curve, i.e. setting iFRT_CI_MOD = 0.
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(b) RPF with kRCI = 10 p.u.

TC mode without hysteresis and iFRT_CI_CONT = 0 (—— solid grey)

SDL mode with TC curve, i.e. iFRT_CI_MOD = 0 (– – dashed black)

Figure 4.13: WTG terminal voltage [p.u.] impact of pre-fault power flow direction (NPF vs.
RPF) for modified TC and SDL fault control modes for sub-transmission connected WPPM
(ST_RPF_Zdyn) and VFlt = 0.75 p.u. Taps were in both cases adapted to keep WPPM ter-
minal voltage at 1 p.u. and the pre-fault operating point of the WPPM was in both cases set
to cos(ϕ) = 1.

The results show oscillations of the WTG terminal voltage for both the normal and
reverse power flow situation. These oscillations are more pronounced in the SDL variant.
In the normal power flow situation, they are hardly noticeable in the TC variant.

An analysis of the internal states of the WPPM fault mode controller showed that the
observed oscillations result from a switching between fault and normal operating mode dur-
ing the fault period. The high reactive current gain of kRCI = 10 p.u. lifts the WTG terminal
voltage for a shallow voltage dip back into the voltage deadband VDB = (1±0.1) p.u. Due
to the fault controller’s design, it erroneously detects a fault clearing and switches to normal
operating mode. The voltage support is ceased, the voltage drops out of the deadband and
the controller switches to fault operating mode again. That process is repeated until the
actual end of the fault.

From the results one can conclude on the importance of the three settings varied. The
continuation of the voltage support after fault prevents the WPPM from switching from fault
to normal operating mode too early. The SDL characteristic curve ensures that the voltage
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is not lifted into the deadband. As an additional safety measure, the hysteresis creates an
additional security margin between the voltage threshold for the fast voltage support and the
transition from fault to normal operating mode. The proposed new control mode considers
these factors. This is explained in the next section.

4.6.2 Impedance magnitude adjusted control mode

Figure 4.14 shows the WTG terminal voltage response for a normal and reverse power
flow situation for the SDL fault control mode with a very high reactive current gain of
kRCI = 10 p.u. The voltage plots compare the response of the sub-transmission connected
WPPM for different voltage dip depths, i.e. VFlt = 0.25 p.u., 0.5 p.u., and 0.75 p.u.
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(b) RPF with kRCI = 10 p.u.

VFlt,0 = 0.25 p.u. (—— solid grey) VFlt,0 = 0.50 p.u. (– – dashed black)

VFlt,0 = 0.75 p.u. (- - - dotted black)

Figure 4.14: WTG terminal voltage [p.u.] impact of pre-fault power flow direction (NPF vs.
RPF) for SDL fault control mode for sub-transmission connected WPPM (ST_RPF_Zdyn).
Different voltage dip depths VFlt = 0.25 p.u., 0.5 p.u., and 0.75 p.u. Taps were in both cases
adapted to keep WPPM terminal voltage at 1 p.u. and the pre-fault operating point of the
WPPM was in both cases set to cos(ϕ) = 1.

The results show oscillations of the WTG terminal voltage for a shallow voltage dip
with VFlt = 0.75 p.u. in the reverse power flow situation. For deeper voltage dips or in the
normal power flow situation, these oscillations do not occur.

An analysis of the internal states of the WPPM fault mode controller showed that the
observed oscillations do not result from a switching between fault and operating mode dur-
ing the fault period. In order to identify the underlying reasons and to develop potential
solutions, further modifications to the SDL fault control mode were applied. These results
are presented in Fig. 4.15.

Fig. 4.15b indicates that reducing the reactive current gain from kRCI = 10 p.u. to kRCI =
6 p.u. can mitigate the observed voltage oscillations in reverse power flows. Fig. 4.15c sug-
gests that activating the delayed active power recovery (dAPR) in the SDL mode by setting
iFRT_CI_dAPR = 1 can mitigate the voltage oscillations even for a very high reactive current
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SDL with kRCI = 10 p.u. and

iFRT_CI_dAPR = 1, iFRT_CI_STAB = 0
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Figure 4.15: WTG terminal voltage [p.u.] impact of reactive current gain (kRCI =
10 p.u. vs. 6 p.u.) and active current control strategy (iFRT_CI_dAPR, iFRT_CI_STAB) during re-
verse power flow situations for sub-transmission connected WPPM (ST_RPF_Zdyn). Taps
were in both cases adapted to keep WPPM terminal voltage at 1 p.u. and the pre-fault oper-
ating point of the WPPM was in both cases set to cos(ϕ) = 1.

gain of kRCI = 10 p.u. Finally, Fig. 4.15d suggests that activating the voltage dependent
direct-axis Id current reduction can also mitigate the voltage oscillations for a very high
kRCI.

The identified mitigation measures suggest the finding that the voltage oscillation results
from an interaction between the two controllers for the reactive current and the active current
during the fault mode. The oscillations always seem to occur when a very high kRCI causes
large changes of the reactive current Iq and the active current Id is adjusted very quickly
thereafter. The fault controller is designed such that the Iq current has a rise time of 30 ms
whereas the Id current has a rise time of only 2 ms. An additional analysis has shown that
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the oscillations did not occur when the rise time of the Iq current was reduced to 2 ms.

From the results one can conclude that very high values of the reactive current gain such
as kRCI = 10 p.u. in the SDL fault control mode may result in local voltage oscillations at
the WTG terminals in case of shallow voltage dips during reverse power flows. With the
design of the adjusted fault control mode these voltage oscillations do not occur, because
the active current Id is reduced during the fault depending on the retained voltage VFlt and its
recovery is delayed by a ramp of ∆ i/∆ t ′. Strictly speaking, only one of these two measures
would already be sufficient to prevent the voltage oscillations.

4.6.3 Impedance angle adjusted control mode

—Influence of X/R ratio— The X/R ratio at the WPPM PCC determines for which angle
ψaRACI between current and voltage at the WTG terminals the highest voltage support can
be achieved (see also section 2.4). The X/R ratio of the equivalent network impedance at
a given PCC in the distribution system is determined by all upstream network elements as
well as the X/R ratio of and the position on the adjacent network line (Fig. 4.16). Typical
values for the X/R ratio of line elements at different voltage levels are given in table 4.7.

Table 4.7: Ranges for the X/R ratio of line elements at different voltage levels

Voltage level X/R ratio Ψ

HV > 10 > 84°
MV 0.7...3.3 35°...73°
LV 0.4...0.5 22°...27°

Typical values for the X/R ratio at the PCC are given in table 4.8. Compared to values
of 10 in high voltage (HV) networks, the X/R ratio of a PCC in the German MV distribution
system can be as low as 3.3 (ψG,MV = 73°) and in the LV distribution system as low as 0.5–
1 (ψG,LV = 27° to 45°). Further analytical considerations on the influence of the X/R ratio
(= tan(φG)) on the effectiveness of disturbance voltage support can be found in section 2.4.

Table 4.8: Ranges for the X/R ratio of the equivalent network impedance at the PCC for
different voltage levels

Voltage level X/R ratio ψG

HV > 10 > 84°
MV 3.3 73°
LV 0.5...1 27°...45°

—Control mode— The proposed control mode from section 4.5.3 is adjusted such that the
angle ψaRACI of the additional current injection in the fault operating mode can be chosen.
Equation (3.1) is replaced by (4.1)–(4.2) and the resulting total current I⋄Flt is scaled by
a factor Fmax that maintains the resulting total current angle. Further details are given in
appendix C.1.3.
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Figure 4.16: Dependence of X/R ratio of the equivalent network impedance at the PCC on
the position on the adjacent network line

I⋄Flt = Ī0 +∆ I(∆V ) = I⋄d,Flt + jI⋄q,Flt (4.1)

IFlt = I⋄Flt ·Fmax = Id,Flt + jIq,Flt (4.2)

with

∆ I(∆V ) = ej(φG+ψaRACI) ·

{

kRACI · [∆V ∓VDB] , |∆V | ≤VDB

0 , |∆V |>VDB

∆V =V−V̄0

Ī0 =
1
T

∫ t

t ′−T
I(t ′)dt ′

V̄0 =
1
T

∫ t

t ′−T
V(t ′)dt ′

—Results— Figure 4.17 shows the WTG terminal voltage response for a medium voltage
dip with VFlt = 0.50 p.u. for the ADJ fault control mode with a reactive current gain of
kRCI = 6 p.u. in a reverse power flow situation. The angle of the additional reactive/active
current injection ψaRACI is varied for the distribution connected WPPM (ψaRACI = 45°
vs. 75° vs. 90°). The angle of the equivalent network impedance at the WPPM’s PCC is
ψG,MV = 73° (see table B.1).

The results show that the ‘effectiveness’ of the fast voltage control depends on the addi-
tional reactive/active current injection angle ψaRACI. For a small value of ψaRACI = 45°, the
least voltage support is achieved. For a value of ψaRACI = 90° (exclusive reactive current
injection) the maximum voltage support is achieved. The latter is a surprising finding since
from the discussion in section 2.4 it was to be expected that the maximum voltage support
would be achieved when ψaRACI = ψG,MV, hence ψaRACI = 73° in this case. The under-
lying reason for why this does not hold here will be analysed in the following by use of
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Figure 4.17: Impact of additional reactive/active current injection angle (ψaRACI =
45° vs. 75° vs. 90°) for kRCI = 6 p.u. on WTG terminal voltage during reverse power flow
situations for distribution connected WPPM (DS_RPF_Zdyn). Medium voltage dip with
VFlt = 0.50 p.u. Without (left column) and with (right column) voltage dependent direct-
axis current Id reduction. Taps were in both cases adapted to keep WPPM terminal voltage
at 1 p.u. and the pre-fault operating point of the WPPM was in both cases set to cos(ϕ) = 1.

Fig. 4.18. From Fig. 4.17 it can be further noted that the difference between ψaRACI = 75°
and ψaRACI = 90° is negligible when the voltage dependent active Id current reduction is
activated.

Figure 4.18 shows the WTG terminal voltage response for a various voltage dip depths
(VFlt = 0.25 p.u., 0.5 p.u., and 0.75 p.u.) for the ADJ fault control mode with a reactive
current gain of kRCI = 2 p.u. (instead of kRCI = 6 p.u.) in a reverse power flow situation.
The angle of the additional reactive/active current injection ψaRACI is again varied for the
distribution connected WPPM (ψaRACI = 45° vs. 75° vs. 90°). The angle of the equivalent
network impedance at the WPPM’s PCC is ψG,MV = 73° (see table B.1). The left column
shows results without voltage dependent Id reduction and the right column results where
this function is activated. Additional results for the system frequency f , the transmission
connected SG rotor angle δi and the WPPM’s PCC voltage angle φWP are helpful for the
further understanding and can be found in appendix F.

The results show that an exclusive additional reactive current injection, i.e. ψaRACI =
90°, achieves the most effective voltage support in all fault cases and independent from the
direct-axis current control strategy. For very deep voltage dips with a retained voltage of
VFlt ≤ 0.25 p.u., the voltage angle instability described in section 4.5.2 can be identified
for any ψaRACI ≤ 75° without voltage dependent direct-axis Id current injection. If that
function is activated, the voltage angle instability only occurs for any ψaRACI ≤ 45° (see
also additional results in appendix F). Hence, the combination of voltage dependent direct-
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axis Id current reduction and aRACI improves the voltage stability significantly.
Having in mind that for RPF situations, any short-circuit current injection from WPPMs

with a direct-axis Id current component unequal to zero will inevitably increase the voltage
angle of the WPPM’s PCC, the unexpected results for medium and shallow voltage dips
can be explained as follows. As has been reported in [Zho13], the tracking of the local
voltage angle by a WPPM’s phase locked loop (PLL) in a ‘weak’ system (SCR < 5) can
be poor. Consequently, the Id and Iq reference values do not correspond to the active and
reactive part of the current any longer. Since the WPPM has only the local voltage as a
phase reference, the pre-set aRACI angle ψaRACI will not result in the desired effectiveness
of voltage support. Future research should investigate whether a reduction of the gains of
the WPPM’s PLL or a blocking of the PLL below a certain value of VFlt can increase the
effectiveness of an aRACI.

Results for the transmission connected SG’s rotor angle δi shown in Fig. 4.19 indic-
ate that for a deep voltage dip without voltage dependent direct-axis Id current reduction
(Fig. 4.19e), the transient stability of that SG is reduced for any ψaRACI 6= 90°. This result
confirms previous results from [SER09]. From a TS viewpoint, an aRACI is not a preferred
control mode.

From the analysis of the results regarding an impedance angle adjusted control mode
(aRCI) one can conclude that this should not be a preferred control mode in future GCR.
First, its effectiveness in very high penetration scenarios and RPF situations is limited.
Second, this mode bears the risk of a local voltage angle instability. And third, the aRACI
mode can have a negative impact on the transient stability of transmission connected SG.
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(c) VFlt = 0.50 p.u. without Id red.
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(d) VFlt = 0.50 p.u. with Id red.
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(f) VFlt = 0.25 p.u. with Id red.
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Figure 4.18: Impact of additional reactive/active current injection angle (ψaRACI =
45° vs. 75° vs. 90°) for kRCI = 2 p.u. on WTG terminal voltage during reverse power flow
situations for distribution connected WPPM (DS_RPF_Zdyn). Shallow (top row), medium
(middle row) and deep (bottom row) voltage dip. Without (left column) and with (right
column) voltage dependent direct-axis current Id reduction. Taps were in both cases adap-
ted to keep WPPM terminal voltage at 1 p.u. and the pre-fault operating point of the WPPM
was in both cases set to cos(ϕ) = 1.
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Figure 4.19: Impact of additional reactive/active current injection angle (ψaRACI =
45° vs. 75° vs. 90°) for kRCI = 2 p.u. on transmission connected SG rotor angle δi during
reverse power flow situations for distribution connected WPPM (DS_RPF_Zdyn). Shallow
(top row), medium (middle row) and deep (bottom row) voltage dip. Without (left column)
and with (right column) voltage dependent direct-axis current Id reduction. Taps were in
both cases adapted to keep WPPM terminal voltage at 1 p.u. and the pre-fault operating
point of the WPPM was in both cases set to cos(ϕ) = 1.
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4.7 Conclusions

The objective of this chapter was to investigate the network fault response of wind power
park modules connected to sub-transmission and distribution systems with a significant
amount of induction motor loads during reverse power flow situations. The power system
stability was assessed by using the system frequency as the major performance indicator.
Local voltage stability was assessed by the local voltage angle at the WPPM’s point of
common coupling.

—Impact of pre-fault power flow direction— The results show significant differences
between normal, exporting and reverse power flow situations (Fig. 4.2–4.4). Wind power
park modules transition between normal and fault operating mode based on their terminal
voltage. Fault-induced delayed voltage recovery, as it can be caused by large amounts of
induction motor loads in an area, tends to be more pronounced in reverse than in normal
power flow situations with high penetration of distributed generation.

—Prolonged LVRT operation with ‘blocking mode’— For reverse power flow situations,
the simulation results suggest that the LVRT operation of sub-transmission and distribution
connected WPPMs can be prolonged if they ride through low voltages below 0.9 p.u. in
‘blocking mode’. The effect does not seem to be specific of WPPMs and could potentially
occur for any DG in an active distribution system that is prone to fault-induced delayed
voltage recovery. Depending on the system inertia and frequency containment reserves
available, the resulting sustained active power deficit in the power system can trigger a
large frequency deviation in the post-fault period and, thereby, increase the risk of load
shedding. Hence, these findings challenge current implementation practices of distribution
system operators.

—New fast voltage control mode— A fast voltage control of WPPMs during the fault
and post-fault period can mitigate their prolonged LVRT operation. A hysteresis for the
transition between operating modes and a current injection ‘in addition to’ the pre-fault
current set-point prevents undesired switching between the operating modes. An increase of
the reactive current injection gain above its standard value of kRCI > 2 p.u. further improves
the post-fault voltage recovery. A reduction of the direct-axis current dependent on the
retained voltage reduces the risk of violation of the WPPM’s steady-state stability limit and
a local voltage collapse. The robust performance of the new fault control mode was shown
for a large number of system conditions and control parameter variations.

—Influence of WPPM’s connection location— Wind power park modules connected to
PCCs with low X/R ratio are more prone to the prolonged LVRT operation than WPPMs
connected to PCCs with high X/R ratio. On the other hand, undesired voltage oscilla-
tions may occur when WPPMs that are connected to ‘weak’ PCCsA.12 ride through shallow
voltage dips with fast voltage control and a very high reactive current gain (kRCI > 6 p.u.).
Delaying the active power response during the fault operating mode or activating a terminal
voltage dependent reduction of the WPPM’s direct-axis current may mitigate these oscilla-
tions.
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—Combined active and reactive current injection during fault— For WPPMs connected
to PCCs with low X/R ratio, a combined injection of reactive and active current aligned to
the angle of the equivalent network impedance seen from the PCC was expected to show the
most effective voltage support. This expectation, however, was not confirmed. The aRACI
mode was found in reverse power flow situations to support the voltage less effectively
than an exclusive reactive current injection, to bear a higher risk of violating the WPPM’s
steady-state stability limit, and also to negatively impact transmission connected synchron-
ous generator’s transient stability. Therefore, the aRACI mode should not be considered as
a preferred option in future grid connection requirements.

The new fault control mode was adjusted according to these additional findings with
terminal voltage dependent reduction and delayed recovery of the active current (Id) and,
therefore, shows a very good performance also for WPPMs connected ‘deep’ into the dis-
tribution system.





Chapter 5

Network Fault Response

Requirements for LV Connected

DG

This chapter investigates the network fault response of large amounts of low voltage (LV)
connected distributed generation (DG) and its impact on post-fault active power balance
following transmission system faults. Photovoltaic (PV) installations in low voltage net-
works are in the focus of this chapter. The main contribution of this chapter is to identify
minimum grid connection requirements (GCRs) for LV connected DG and to analyse the
opportunities and challenges of a full dynamic voltage support from distribution connected
DG for system-wide stability.

In order to quantify this network fault response, a test system is constructed with DG
penetration representative of a 2022 scenario for Germany. The test system comprises all
voltage levels from low voltage to extra-high voltage (eHV), with the low and medium
voltage levels simplified by means of aggregation as described in chapter 3.

The presented research was carried out in a research project funded by the German
Forum network technology / network operation in the VDE (FNN) [Del14]. Parts of the
results were published in a contribution to the International Solar Integration Workshop
2014 [vBR+14].

5.1 Introduction

Until today, most grid connection requirement around the world do not require low voltage
ride-through (LVRT) capabilities from LV connected DG (see chapter 2 for more details).
With continued increase of LV connected DG installations, such as distributed PV sys-
tems, the discussion about LVRT requirements at LV level has started a few years ago
[IEE, ENT12b, For12]. The concern is that voltage dips caused by transmission network
faults propagate to the LV grids in a wide area where they would potentially lead to massive
tripping of LV connected DG.

For LV connected, small-scale DG larger than 6 kVA, only Italy [Com14] and a re-
cently issued European standard [CEN15b] require LVRT. Only in Japan micro-scale DG,

105
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including LV single-phase connected PV systems, are soon to be required to ride through
voltage dips [Kob12, JEA13]. Notably, all of these LVRT requirements for LV connected
DG either allow the units to block the inverter current (‘momentary cessation’) or do not
further specify their fault response at all.

In-depth and system-wide stability studies of the network fault response of LV con-
nected DG have been rare to date. Recent results have been published in [TGTB13] and
[Ska14], primarily focusing on system voltage performance. The sensitivity of the retained
voltage at LV distribution level to different power flow situations analysed by NationalGrid
(UK) in 2005 [JT05, ENT12a]. Studies that adequately assess the ‘legacy’ of existing DG
installations in the system and the opportunities that new-to-be connected DG installations
can provide to the system are still missing. Hence, in order to prevent problems similar
to those caused by unfavourable frequency protection settings [BBZ+11], [EE13a], the ad-
equacy of current and recently proposed grid connection requirements with respect to the
network fault response LV connected DG is investigated in the following.

The focus of this chapter lies on the impact of large amounts of PV installations in LV
networks on post-fault active power balance following transmission system faults. The ap-
proach is based on representative modelling of real power systems. Two research questions
are formulated:

1. How much active power in-feed from LV connected DG is lost due to a transmis-
sion system fault in a worst case scenario if current GCRs remain unchanged?

2. If a LVRT requirements for new LV connected DG proved necessary, should
these units ride through voltage dips and block the inverter current (‘limited dy-
namic voltage support’) or should they support the voltage by feeding a reactive
and/or active current into the grid (‘full dynamic voltage support’)?

5.2 Stability Simulation on a HV-MV-LV Power System

The research is conducted through time-domain simulations on a test system based on the
IEEE New England (NE) 39-bus test system [Kun94, Mol12]. The test system is exten-
ded to include low voltage (0.4 kV), medium voltage (20 kV) and high voltage (110 kV)
subsystems which are built based on current (2012) and forecasted (2022) data for the Ger-
man network [Deu13], [Fed11]. Modelling the system in this new integrated way across all
voltage levels allows for obtaining results that depend on interactions between the voltage
levels and consider the response of active distribution system (ADS) at the periphery region
(annulus) of a large-area voltage dip.

Modelling a complete power system would, however, lead to unacceptable computing
burden for running time domain simulations. Therefore, the dynamic equivalencing tech-
nique proposed in chapter 3 is used for the LV and medium voltage (MV) levels. DG tech-
nologies included in the test system are photovoltaic power park modules (PVPPMs), wind
power park modules (WPPMs) (full converter interface unit and doubly fed asynchronous
generator) and combined heat and power plants. Details on the used ADSs are given in
appendix E.

The problem is analysed in the time domain using positive-sequence, root mean square
(rms) simulations for a transmission network fault that causes the retained voltage at trans-
mission level to drop close to the existing DG’s undervoltage protection settings. From a
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modelling perspective, this is a case where accurate modelling of the network fault response
of ADSs is very important as discussed in chapter 3. While a balanced three-phase transmis-
sion fault with a high fault impedance is assumed in this study, it may represent three-phase
transmission faults distant to the analysed system area or (more common) phase-to-earth
faults in reality.

Multiple operational scenarios (dispatches) are considered to study the effects of pre-
fault operating point, LV connected DG fault control modes (CMs) and MV connected DG
low voltage ride-through operation with additional reactive/active current injection (‘full
dynamic voltage support’) settings. Results are compared by merit of their post-fault active
power balance and voltage quality.

5.2.1 Test system overview

A high-level overview of the complete test system is given in Fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Overview of test system networks.

The used IEEE 39-bus, 10-machine New England test system model was developed for
the IEEE Task Force on Benchmark Systems for Stability Controls in [Mol12]. The origin-
ally North American based model was adapted to operate at European nominal frequency
(50 Hz) and eHV voltage level (380 kV).

A total of nine sub-transmission ring systems (110 kV) based on [BvR+11a] are con-
nected to the transmission system in three different areas. These three areas represent a
rural and two distinct suburban regions with their corresponding dynamic ADS equivalents
connected to each sub-transmission ring system. The suburban distribution systems (DSs)
differ in their dominant DG technology at LV level. This distinction is important because of
the fundamentally different dynamic behaviour between PVPPMs and combined heat and
power (CHP) units. Hence, a total of three ADS types are integrated into the test system at
the locations illustrated in Fig. 5.2:

• in Area 1, suburban CHP networks integrate CHPs as the only DG technology
on the LV network (green circles).
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• in Area 2, suburban PV networks integrate PVPPMs as the only DG technology
in the LV network (blue circles).

• in Area 3, rural networks integrate large amounts of PVPPMs and small amounts
of CHPs in the LV network (red circles).
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Figure 5.2: Schematic overview New England System, adapted from [Gal13].

The complete test system model represents approximately 12 500 LV systems with DG
in an aggregated way, consists of about 950 (equivalent) DG models and 5 500 controllers.
The simulations are performed with DIgSILENT PowerFactory© v15.1.

5.2.2 Test system DG penetration

The total capacity of transmission connected generation is 6 360 MW. With significant
amounts of DG integrated into the test system, only a fraction of this capacity is used.
Table 5.1 gives the rated DG penetration levels. These have been obtained from a statistical
analysis based on [Deu13] as further explained in appendix E.1.
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Suburban PV Suburban CHP Rural

[%] HV MV LV HV MV LV HV MV LV

All DG 2012 80 95 60 50 55 5 140 155 100
All DG 2022 115 135 100 70 65 5 245 285 180
PV 2012 35 50 60 5 10 0 65 95 100
PV 2022 55 85 100 10 10 0 110 165 170
Wind 2012 35 30 0 35 30 0 55 40 0
Wind 2022 45 30 0 45 30 0 100 80 0
CHP 2012 10 15 0 10 15 5 20 20 0
CHP 2022 15 25 0 15 25 5 35 45 10

Table 5.1: Test system penetration.

5.2.3 Integration of ADSs into the transmission system

The test system is divided into three areas. In the original NE test system, areas 1 and 2
import power, while area 3 exports power.

Area 1 has the highest power import in the original test system. Since the suburban CHP
distribution system has the lowest penetration out of the three distribution networks, it is
most suited to be connected in area 1. Similarly, the rural distribution system has the highest
penetration and is thus connected at the power exporting area 3. Wherever a distribution
system is connected to the transmission system, the original load at the transmission busbar
is reduced by the total installed amount of load in the distribution system. This way, the
installed load at the busbar is kept constant and power flows are minimally altered from the
original New England transmission system.

An overview of the DS connection points is given in table 5.2 and illustrated in Fig. 5.2.
It should be noted that theoretically, this method of placing the aggregated distribution sys-
tems would allow for a total of 23 (11 suburban PV, 5 suburban PV and 7 rural) networks.
However, only nine systems are used to keep simulation times reasonable.

Any lack or excess of power in the test system is balanced by the generators in the NE
system. Active power is balanced by distributed slack generators, whereby the original dis-
patch is optimised for cost. Each area has one fictitious slack generator that can represents
interconnections with areas outside of the modelled power system.

Area Busbars Type

1 18, 25, 27 Sub_CHP
2 04, 08, 39 Sub_PV
3 15, 20, 29 Rural PV + CHP

Table 5.2: Sub-transmission system connection points.

The high in-feed of active and reactive power from the distribution networks causes
overvoltages at the transmission level. These are mitigated by placing shunt reactors at
the substations located at nodes 16 and 26. Each shunt reactor has a rated capacity of
300 Mvar and the number of shunts in operation is adjusted to keep the network voltage
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within acceptable limits.
Further New England test system details are given in appendix B.2.

5.2.4 DG modelling

For power system dynamic studies, DGs models determine the performance details for the
network fault response of specific DGs technology classes. In this case study, the PVPPMs,
WPPMs, and CHP plants are modelled as described in section 3.2.

Existing DG is modelled according to their actual performance defined by GCR in place
when they went into operation. This holds for fault response, as well as for (dynamic)
power factor control. The only exception are the MV connected wind turbines, as 50 per-
cent of these were retrofitted to give them LVRT capability to prevent massive disconnec-
tion of wind power in case of a transmission system fault [PKD+13]. This creates multiple
‘clusters’ of e.g. MV connected PVPPM, each with different settings. The resulting clusters
and their installed capacities in the aggregated networks are presented in Fig. 5.3 with the
performance classes as defined in Table 3.5 in chapter 3.
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Figure 5.3: Grid code performance framework composition of the test system. Legend:
PF100, PF095, PFPOW: various reactive power capabilities and steady state voltage control
modes but no LVRT capability; LVRT, aRCI: low voltage ride-through capability with
either inverter blocking or additional reactive current injection; NEW: fault response based
on sensitivity case. Refer to Table 3.5 in Chapter 3 for further details.

In the base case, the reactive current injection gain (k-factor) of the MV connected
PVPPMs and WPPMs is set to 0.2 p.u. This reflects current distribution system oper-
ator (DSO) operating practices that only allow MV connected DG connected at a substation
to provide full dynamic voltage support through additional reactive current injection (aRCI).
Those DG connected to a further downstream MV feeder are required to use the blocking
mode (BM). According to the statistical analysis there is only very little substation connec-
ted DG in the ADSs.
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5.2.5 Load modelling

The DIgSILENT general load model with an exponential representation of the static load
and a linear representation of the dynamic load is used for representation of aggregated
loads [DIg08]. The equations for the load model, D.1 and D.2, are given in appendix D.
The parameter values used in the test system are listed in table 5.3.

Because no representative data was found for the frequency dependency of the loads,
this dependency is ignored. In the time frame of interest of up to ten seconds, system
frequency does not change significantly. The extra-high voltage loads in the New England
system are of constant impedance.

HV Loads MV loads LV loads
Mixed Commercial/ industrial Residential Commercial

aP 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
eaP 1.0 1.4 1.7 1.4
aQ 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
eaQ 3.2 5.5 4.7 5.5

Table 5.3: Exponential load parameters [Ska14].

Table 5.4 lists where the different load types are used, as well as their respective dynamic
parts. The time constant for the linear dynamic loads is assumed to be 0.1 s.

Type [-] Dynamic
[%]

Static
[%]

LV Residential 0 100
MV Commercial/

industrial
20 80

HV Mixed 20 80

(a) Suburban

Type [-] Dynamic
[%]

Static
[%]

LV Commercial 20 80
MV Commercial/

industrial
20 80

HV Mixed 20 80

(b) Rural

Table 5.4: Installed load types in representative networks.
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5.3 Study Cases

In each of the study cases, a balanced three phase fault is introduced after 0.1 s, and cleared
150 ms later. The fault occurs in the middle of NE system line 9 and has an impedance of
12 Ω .

Two study years, three operational scenarios (OSs) and, for 2022, four LV connected
PVPPM fault control modes and two reactive current gains (k-factors) of MV connected
DG are considered. In total 27 study cases were investigated. An overview of the study
cases is provided in figure 5.4.

With this approach, the system impact of the different control settings in 2022 could be
compared for three typical scenarios with very different instantaneous penetration levels.
The 2012 cases serve as a base and show the ‘current’ state of the system.

Network

2012

OS 2

„windy, 

cloudy“

OS 1

„warm 
afternoon“

OS 3

„windy, 

sunny“

2022

OS 2

„windy, 

cloudy“

OS 1

„warm 
afternoon“

OS 3

„windy, 

sunny“

New LV connected PV fault control modes

CM 1

nLVRT

CM 2

BM

CM 3

aRCI

CM 4

aRACI

Full dynamic voltage support in MV networks

Base Case

only new DG at HV/MV-substation

Alternative Case

all new DG in MV networks

Figure 5.4: Overview of study cases. OS is operational scenario. nLVRT, BM, aRCI and
aRACI denote no low voltage ride-through, blocking mode, additional reactive current in-
jection and additional reactive and active current injection respectively.

5.3.1 Operational Scenarios

The three dispatches are selected to investigate the network in the extremes of its normal
operating envelope. The dispatch for the three OSs are presented in figure 5.5.

Table 5.5 shows how the three OSs are set up. ‘H’ stands for high, ‘L’ stands for low
in-feed from the respective DG. High and low are further quantified in table 5.6 for the
suburban and rural networks.

Pset = Prated ·Multiplier ·Coincidence f actor (5.1)

Since it is unlikely that all installations of a certain technology are at full generating
capacity even in favourable conditions (some PV modules might be shaded by trees even if
it is sunny), a coincidence factor is also applied for the generation (table 5.7). The active
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Figure 5.5: Dispatch settings for study cases (see figure 5.4).

Load PV Wind CHP

OS 1 H L L L
warm summer afternoon
OS 2 H L H H
windy, cloudy fall day
OS 3 L H H H
windy, sunny spring day

Table 5.5: Operational scenarios.

High Low

Load 1.0 0.5
Generation 1.0 0.5

(a) Rural

High Low

Load 0.9 0.5
Generation 1.0 0.5

(b) Suburban

Table 5.6: Load and generation multipliers.
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power setting of the installations are calculated by multiplying the appropriate coincidence
factor and multiplier for each operational scenario:

Technology Coincidence factor

PV 0.80
Wind 0.90
CHP 0.85

Table 5.7: Coincidence factor for different DG technologies [EDBI13].

Appendix F.2 gives a summary of total generation, load and generation share from DGs
for each scenario. Additionally, it provides the active and reactive power flows for between
all voltage levels per region type and for the complete test system.

5.3.2 Low Voltage Photovoltaic Systems Control Modes

The LV connected PVPPMs labelled as ‘NEW’ (installed between 2012 and 2022) can be
set to four control modes:

1. nLVRT mode (‘tripping’)—grey colour: No LVRT, permanent disconnection of
the PVPPM for point of common coupling (PCC) voltages below 0.8 p.u.

2. BM mode (‘momentary cessation’)—red colour: LVRT with BM, i.e. the photo-
voltaic power park module ceases to energize for PCC voltages below 0.8 p.u.
but stays connected and ready to resume service post-fault.

3. aRCI mode (‘smart LVRT’)—blue colour: PVPPM rides through faults with
additional reactive current injection.

4. aRACI mode (‘smarter LVRT’)—green colour: PVPPM rides through faults
with additional reactive/active current injection

The reactive current gain of LV connected PVPPMs (proportional gain kRCI for aRCI
and kRACI for aRACI modes) is set to 6 p.u. to increase the impact of the network support.
All LVRT control modes for the PVPPMs use a delayed active power recovery (dAPR)
according to GCRs, i.e. active power is restored post-fault with a ramp of 20 percent per
second of the pre-fault value.

MV connected PVPPMs use a k-factor of 0.2 p.u. In practice only HV/MV substation
connected PV systems provide full dynamic support during a fault with a k-factor of 2 p.u.
These account for approximately 10 % of installed MV connected PV capacity. Simula-
tions are performed with a k-factor of 0.2 p.u. and 2 p.u. to consider the consequences of
operating all MV connected PVPPMs with full dynamic support.
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5.4 Results

All simulations were run for 10 s which was deemed sufficient for the transient stability time
frame. Results are presented for the first 5 s for sake of readability. No further transients
occur after 5 s. The most important results for OSs 2 and 3 in 2022 are discussed here, as
these represent moderate and very high instantaneous penetration of DG. Results will only
be shown for these and all other results can be obtained from [van14].

Table 5.8 shows that in OS2, WPPM and CHP output are high, while PVPPMs output is
low. Load consumption is also high. Large reverse power flows occur in OS3, with all DG
output set high while load is low. Voltage profiles are shown for the LV busbar connected
to high voltage (HV) busbar number 3, connected to eHV busbar 20 (see figure 5.2). At
this busbar, different control modes lead to voltage dips either below or above 0.8 p.u.,
illustrating that they can make the difference between DG disconnecting or staying online.

Table 5.8: Multiplication factors for rated capacity (including coincidence factors) for op-
erational scenarios 2 and 3.

PV Wind CHP Loadsuburban Loadrural

OS2 0.40 0.90 0.85 0.90 1.00
OS3 0.80 0.90 0.85 0.45 0.50

5.4.1 Case 1: year 2022 and OS2

In OS2, the PVPPMs are set to a low power output and therefore any PVPPMs with dy-
namic power factor control do not exchange any reactive power with the network.

Figure 5.6a shows the voltage in the selected LV busbar for the four control modes of the
new LV connected PVPPMs. Pre-fault voltage is 1.00 p.u.. The fault occurs at 0.1 s and is
cleared after 150 ms. The voltage drop during the fault is virtually identical for the nLVRT
and BM modes. During the first 100 ms of the fault, the voltage drops just below 0.80 p.u.
After 100 ms, the nLVRT LV connected DGs disconnect and a further voltage drop occurs,
down to 0.79 p.u.. This sudden voltage drop is caused by the lack of active power injection
in the LV network upon disconnection of DG. To maintain the power balance, power has to
be imported from the MV network, causing a voltage drop over the impedance between the
networks. The aRCI and aRACI modes deliver full dynamic network support by injecting
additional current during the fault. The purely reactive power injection by the aRCI mode
results in a slightly higher voltage during the fault. Since the LV network has a high R/X
ratio this is an unexpected result but confirms the findings from chapter 4. After 100 ms,
the voltage with both modes is 0.83 p.u. The voltage then drops a further 0.01 p.u. for the
aRACI mode. For the aRCI mode however, the voltage remains at 0.83 p.u. In this case the
second voltage drop is caused by disconnection of old nLVRT LV connected DG in other
LV networks, causing larger power flows in the higher voltage levels.

Post-fault, the voltage drops to 0.98 p.u. and 0.99 p.u. for the nLVRT and BM cases re-
spectively. The voltage returns to 1.00 p.u. for the aRCI and aRACI modes. The differences
are caused by the amount of disconnecting DGs in the system. The temporary overvoltage
occuring immediately after fault clearance and subsequent undervoltage in the system is
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caused by the behaviour of the large synchronous generators and their power system stabil-
isers in the eHV system. The slight slope in steady-state post-fault voltage for the nLVRT
and BM modes is caused by the lack of governor models for central power plants and related
frequency drop in the system.

The active power output by all LV connected DG (PV, CHP) is shown in figure 5.6b.
Pre-fault power output is equal for all control modes at 519 MW. After the initial drop in
power, the power output rises for all modes except the BM. For the nLVRT mode, this is
caused by the increase of active current by LV connected PV systems. For the aRCI and
aRACI modes, the injection of additional current in the LV network contributes as well since
the PV systems were only loaded half pre-fault. The BM has the largest initial power loss as
the active current setpoint is driven to zero almost immediately after fault occurrence. Post-
fault however, the BM almost returns to the same value as the aRCI and aRACI modes. The
difference arises from the fact that the voltage boosting by the aRCI and aRACI modes has
kept some of the old nLVRT DG at the outskirts of the voltage dip online by keeping the
voltage above 0.80 p.u. during the fault. The BM does not boost the voltage significantly in
OS2 and thus not all old DGs inject power post-fault. The aRCI and BM show the post-fault
active power ramp for the PV systems. The aRACI mode does not show a ramp in active
power post-fault, as the setpoint during fault is even higher than in steady-state. The total
power output post-fault by the LV connected DG is 208 MW for the nLVRT mode, 313 MW
for BM and 338 MW for the aRCI and aRACI modes. This translates to a loss of power
compared to the pre-fault condition of 60, 40 and 35 percent respectively.
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Figure 5.6: 2022 OS2 results
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5.4.2 Case 2: year 2022 and OS3

In OS3, PV system output is high, meaning all installations with dynamic power factor con-
trol are operated with an inductive power factor and thus consume reactive power pre-fault.

Figure 5.7a shows the voltage in the selected LV busbar. The lowest voltage reached
in the nLVRT case is 0.78 p.u. The voltage rises at disconnection of nLVRT DG due to
the pre-fault reactive power consumption of the DG and confirms findings from [SBv+14].
For the same reason, in OS3 the BM actually ‘indirectly’ boosts the voltage during the
entirety of the fault, keeping the voltage above 0.80 p.u. As a result, fewer old nLVRT PV
systems disconnect. The aRCI and aRACI modes again deliver maximum voltage boosting
of 0.04 p.u.

The temporary post-fault overvoltage for all modes is greater than in OS2 at 1.08 p.u.
for the nLVRT and BM modes and 1.07 p.u. for the aRCI and aRACI modes. This is
caused by the combination of large reverse power flows and the transformer tap-changer
settings [BRG+15] as well as pre-fault reactive power consumption. Post-fault steady state
undervoltage for the nLVRT mode is larger than in OS2 at 0.05 p.u. The LVRT modes
manage to restore the voltage to 1.00 p.u. Again, the post-fault negative slope for the voltage
in the nLVRT case is caused by the lack of governors in the central power plants and the
related frequency drop.

Figure 5.7b shows that the pre-fault active power output by LV connected DG is
983 MW. In OS3, the remaining post-fault active power in nLVRT mode is even less than in
OS2. The voltage now drops below 0.8 p.u. in all LV networks, whereas in OS2 the voltage
remains above 0.8 p.u. in the rural LV networks connected to the NE system nodes 20 and
29. Post-fault only 75 MW remains in the nLVRT mode, meaning 92 percent of pre-fault LV
power is lost. The voltage boosting by the BM in OS3 keeps the voltage above 0.8 p.u. in
the affected distribution systems and thus post-fault power is higher than in the nLVRT case.
After the active power is ramped up post-fault in the BM case, the output of LV connected
DG is 639 MW. The aRCI and aRACI modes manage to keep even more old DG online and
have a post-fault power output of 647 MW.

The active power ramp of the BM is paused at approximately 1.5 s, when the voltage in
the LV networks connected to eHV busbar 39 drops below the threshold of 0.9 p.u. and the
connected LVRT-capable PV systems return to their fault state for a short time. This is also
the reason that there are still some PV systems ramping up their power after 4 s. Connected
to eHV busbar 39 is an equivalent generator, which due to its large size causes larger voltage
swings here than anywhere else in the system.
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Figure 5.7: 2022 OS3 results
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5.4.3 Discussion

The simulation results suggest that if current grid connection requirement remain unchanged,
voltage sags below 0.75-0.80 p.u. retained voltage at transmission level will cause the dis-
connection of non-LVRT compliant distributed generation. The range of the retained trans-
mission voltage depends on the voltage support of other, LVRT-capable DG at distribution
level which may keep the voltage at distribution level close to or above the DG’s under-
voltage protection threshold of 0.8 p.u.

For this test system and under the modelling assumption that distribution system loads
and distributed generation can be aggregated at a single bus for each voltage level, , a lack
of LVRT capability of LV connected PV systems causes a loss of active power of 908 MW
in the worst case scenario in 2022. Considering the active power ouput of all DG in the
test system, approximately 1 400 MW is lost, equivalent to a large centralised power plant.
Realising that the amount of ‘active’ distribution networks in the test system could be more
than doubled considering the total number of distribution system loads in the eHV level, it
can be concluded that the amount of active power lost in the system would be significantly
higher if all distribution systems were ‘active’.

The frequency containment reserve of the Continental Europe region, 3 000 MW, has
been designed for the loss of two large power plants of 1 500 MW capacity each. The
modelling for the benchmark system used in this study suggests that loss of LV connected
DG could become the largest contingency in future if current grid code requirements will
not be changed.

Figure 5.8 shows the total generation by DG in the test system pre-fault and the lost
power post-fault for all operational scenarios with a k-factor of MV DG of 0.2 p.u. It is
clear that higher in-feed pre-fault leads to a larger loss post-fault. Furthermore, in each OS
the power lost is greatest in the nLVRT (CM1) case. The BM (CM2) performs better than
the nLVRT mode in all scenarios.

The aRCI and aRACI modes (CM3 and CM4 respectively) perform best and lead to
identical amounts of power lost in this study. Increasing the k-factor of new MV connected
DG to 2 p.u. in 2022 OS3 decreased the disconnected capacity in the nLVRT case the most,
by 24 percent. The effect is greater at higher pre-fault in-feed of DG. Further reductions
of lost active power can be expected when also existing MV connected DG would operate
with aRCI at a k-factor of 2 p.u.. This could be of particular interest given that the revision
of current LV grid connection requirement might take some time during which more LV
connected DG will be connected that trips at 0.8 p.u. voltage.

However, it should be noted that even the aRCI mode has a limited capability of raising
the voltage in the LV network during a fault. The penetration of new PV systems in the rural
LV network is 70 percent, and voltage dips that would lead to a voltage below 0.75 p.u.
would not be raised above 0.8 p.u. by the aRCI mode. Thus, unless penetration levels
are increased significantly beyond 70 percent for new PV systems or old PV systems are
retrofitted, no control mode is capable of keeping existing LV connected online. Future
research must show whether this is acceptable.

LV connected CHP plants (synchronous generators) were found to be incapable of main-
taining transient stability for the 150 ms faults below 0.6 p.u. For deeper voltage dips, SG
are expected to consume large amounts of reactive power post-fault unless current controls
are significantly changed. Since their penetration is low and consumption of reactive power
could further delay voltage recovery, it is advised that LVRT capability is required of dir-
ectly coupled generators in the LV network only at voltages above 0.6 p.u.
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Figure 5.8: Active power lost in the test system due to the transmission system fault with
two different reactive current gains k for all ‘new’ MV DG.
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5.5 Proposed Network Fault Response Requirements

The limited amount of simulation results confirms theoretical considerations on the value
of LVRT and aRCI from section 2.4 in chapter 2. The following network fault response
requirements are proposed for LV connected DG:

• In the short term, a minimum requirement for new LV connected PV systems
should be to ride through voltage dips caused by transmission system faults in
blocking mode.

• In the mid-term, the aRCI mode should be used for all new MV connected DG,
and not only those ones connected to the substation. The k-factor should be
at least 2 p.u. Re-programming of existing DG connected in MV feeders and
currently operating without aRCI should be considered.

• In the long term, the aRCI mode should be required from new LV connected PV
systems as it is most successful at boosting the voltage at the connection point of
the PV system. A high k-factor of 6 p.u. is recommended in areas where much
non-LVRT capable DG is installed.

• If penetration levels of directly coupled generators in the LV network remain
low, a LVRT requirement above voltages of 0.6 p.u is recommended.

5.6 Implications

Manufacturers of DG face challenges in offering their products in a competitive global
market. They need to keep cost of equipment at competitive levels while complying with a
broad range of technical requirements that may differ widely all over the world at the same
time. This calls for standardization and harmonization of technical requirements, including
voltage and frequency ride-through for synchronous generation- and inverter-based DG.

Network operators have traditionally designed their system under the assumption that
LV-connected DG would trip for voltage dips below 0.8 p.u.. New LVRT requirements may
have impact on network protection and anti-islanding detection.

5.6.1 Photovoltaic power generating facilities

A good overview on common functions for ‘smart’ inverters, as mostly used in solar PV
and battery storage systems, has been published in [EPR14]. Many of these functions are
already required by GCRs in many European member states [Brü14].

The recommended network fault response for LV-connected PVPPMs to ride through
voltage dips of Vret = 0.3 p.u. for a duration of 150 ms is state of the art. As a matter of
fact, most inverters that are offered on the market today will be able to comply with these
recommendations without any major adjustments. Hence, the impact on DG manufacturers
is believed to be limited.
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5.6.2 Micro-CHP generating facilities

Micro-CHP generating facilities use synchronous generators or induction generators that
are directly connected to the network. For sake of simplicity, only CHP with synchronous
generators are considered here. These DG generating facilities are very sensitive to voltage
dips.

The prime mover of these units cannot change instantaneously. Depending on the engine
and controller design, it can take 1–6 revolutions (0.5–3.0 s) [Kli09] to reduce the mechan-
ical power by 40 %. This is much longer than the typical duration of transmission system
faults, hence the DG accelerates significantly during the voltage dip.

The duration of a voltage dip that micro-CHP can ride through is limited by their tran-
sient stability. A DG loses stability once its electrical rotor angle δi surpasses the critical
clearing angle δCC beyond which the post-fault electric energy is not large enough to prevent
the rotor angle to exceed 180◦ (pole slip) in dynamic performance. Since these units have
a small capacity rating and are designed very compact, their inertia constant HP is much
lower than for medium- and large-scale synchronous generators. Table 5.9 shows typical
values for rated capacity and inertia time constant HS of synchronous generation-based DG
based on [Kli09, Bos14].

Equations 5.2–5.5 give the approximated relationship between inertia time constant HP

and voltage dip duration. Figure 5.9 plots traces for the electrical rotor angle ∆δe for two
different voltage dips with Vret = 0.3 p.u. and Vret = 0.6 p.u. caused by an inductive fault.
Micro-CHP units can lose stability 2–5 times faster than large-scale power plants and 1–3
times faster than medium-scale DG that are connected to the MV networks. While LVRT
for 150 ms at Vret = 0.3 p.u. seems challenging for micro-CHP units, riding through low
voltages at Vret = 0.6 p.u. seems to be a feasible requirement.

For limited future penetration levels, a LVRT operation of 150 ms at Vret = 0.6 p.u. is re-
commended for state-of-the-art technology of LV-connected synchronous generation-based
DG. More stringent requirements may required for higher penetration levels in which case
transient instability of low-inertia DG during or after a fault could be avoided by technical
redesign. This could be achieved by one of these options [Kli09]:

• Adding inertia (e.g., flywheel).

• Increasing the speed of the engine controller and fuel supply.

• Decoupling of the synchronous generator from the network via a full-size con-
verter.
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DG connection level Rated capacity Pr Inertia time constant HS

eHV/HV > 100 MW 2.5–10 s
MV 400 kW – 20 MW 0.2–3.8 s
LV 10–230 kW 0.1–0.2 s

Table 5.9: Typical values for rated capacity and inertia time constant HS of synchronous
generation-based DG based on [Kli09, Bos14]
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Figure 5.9: Electric rotor angle of small- and medium-scale synchronous generation-based
CHP plants. (Calculations based on [Kli09] with values of [Bos14], Vret = 0.3 p.u., δe,0 =
25 degree.)

5.6.3 Distribution network protection

The impact on the distribution system and DSOs varies significantly between LVRT in
‘blocking mode’ and aRCI. While the former is recommended as a minimum requirement
for most DG installations, recommended minimum requirements for certain DG and ad-
vanced requirements to mitigate fault-induced delayed voltage recovery (FIDVR) [NER09,
NER12] events may include a aRCI, during which the DG feed a short-circuit current at the
PCC.

Depending on DG penetration level, the magnitude of the DG’s short-circuit current and
the sensitivity of the DS protection scheme, the selectivity of the protection can be harmed.
The DSO should therefore coordinate the setting of the DG’s undervoltage protection func-
tion with the responsible transmission system operator (TSO).

For illustration, Fig. 5.10 shows two examples for the potential impact of DG with aRCI
on the DS protection [CMKK11].
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• Blinding of protection: For short-circuits that occur on the feeder to which a
DG is connected, the short-circuit current from the grid is decreased due to the
contribution of the DG. This can either deteriorate the fault current detection
or leave the short circuit undetected. This effect is also known as ‘protection
under-reach.’

• False tripping: This may occur when a DG unit contributes to the fault in an
adjacent feeder connected to the same substation. The generator contribution
to the fault current can exceed the pickup level of the overcurrent protection in
the DG feeder, causing a possible trip of the healthy feeder before the actual
fault is cleared in the disturbed feeder. This effect is also known as ‘sympathetic
tripping.’

G
Recl. 2Recl. 1

Ik,grid

Ik,DER

Fault 1

(a) Blinding of protection

G

Relay 2

Relay 1

Ik,grid

Ik,DER

Ik,DER + Ik,DER

(b) False tripping

Figure 5.10: Potential impact of DG with LVRT and aRCI on distribution system protection.
(Adapted from [CMKK11].)

Additional problems that may arise [CMKK11]:

• Prohibition of automatic reclosing.

• Fuse-recloser coordination.

• Anti-islanding problems.

—Prohibition of automatic reclosing— Coordination of the ride-through duration with
distance protection and line reclosers might become necessary when considering an ad-
vanced requirement for aLVRT with aRCI. For example, if DG was not tripped before the
recloser action takes place, the latter may be misled and regard the temporary fault as a
permanent one, hence falsely switching off the line permanently. In addition, the LVRT
with aRCI operation of the DG creates a temporary island and the DG might accelerate or
decelerate and increase the risk for unsynchronized automatic reclosing, including serious
equipment damage [CMKK11]. In the U.S., for example, the first attempt of automatic
reclosing on distribution feeders may sometimes be close to instantaneous [EPR13] or is
being delayed intentionally by 5 s to 15 s [Nat09] after the fault occurrence in order to al-
low for DG to securely trip off the grid. An alternative approach to coordinate distribution
system protection with DG is to install voltage supervision of reclosing at the substation or
feeder breakers.
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—Fuse-recloser coordination— With regard to an intentional islanded operation of dis-
tribution systems (temporary microgrid operation), problems with unsynchronized reclos-
ing have to be considered to avoid damage to utility and customer equipment as well as
(synchronous) DG. For high DG penetration levels that cause reversed power flows, from
distribution to sub-transmission level, a LVRT operation with aRCI should be taken into
account when selecting the settings of distance protection elements. Distance protection is
commonly used in meshed sub- and regional transmission grids.

—Anti-islanding problems— Anti-islanding detection has traditionally relied on voltage
and frequency relays that would trip the DG during abnormal voltage or frequency condi-
tions within specified clearing times. But frequency relays of DG are being de-sensitised in
the course of revised GCR for new and retrofit programmes for existing installations [EE14].
If voltage relays would simultaneously be desensivised due to LVRT requirements, longer
periods of unintended islanded operation could occur in cases where DG in-feed and load
are balanced.

During unintentional islanded operation, the DSOs will be concerned with power quality
(PQ) issues. Most controls of power park modules (PPMs) are currently not designed to
operate in islanded mode. For example, the inverter continues to supply current to a load
until either the overvoltage limit is reached or the anti-islanding protection is activated.
Phase voltages may show heavily distorted run-on waveforms in certain cases.

These PQ-related concerns from DSOs stress the importance of identifying new ef-
fective anti-islanding techniques that would securely trip the DG or make the DG cease
to energize the DS within a given time, say 2 s [IEE14a] to 5 s [For11]. Identifying
such new anti-islanding techniques that do not rely on frequency can be a formidable task,
as [EPR15a,HSU15] point out. Fig. 5.11 gives an overview of the problem and over various
candidate solutions.
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Figure 5.11: Problem definition and overview over various candidate solutions for anti-
islanding detection. (Adapted translation from [Pal14].)
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5.7 Conclusions

Current grid codes in Germany and most other European countries still mandate LV con-
nected DG to disconnect in case of voltage dips below 0.8 p.u. For a critical review of this
requirement, the impact of high penetration of PVPPMs in LV distribution systems follow-
ing a distant transmission system fault has been investigated. Case studies were performed
for pre-fault power flow levels and various LV connected PVPPM LVRT control modes with
realistic composition of DG in active distribution systems.

It was demonstrated that nowadays undervoltage protection schemes for small- and
medium-scale DG connected in LV distribution networks may become a risk for power
system stability to the extent of ultimately causing blackouts. Hence, it is recommended
that LV connected PVPPMs should ride through voltage dips caused by transmission sys-
tem faults in blocking mode (‘limited dynamic voltage support’). This control mode should
be implemented in the short term. In the long term, the aRCI mode is advised (‘full dynamic
voltage support’).

As long as penetration levels for directly coupled synchronous generators in the LV
network are lowA.6, a LVRT requirement for shallow voltage dips above voltages of 0.6 p.u
is deemed sufficient.

Further, new MV connected DG should be required to perform LVRT with aRCI at a k-
factor of 2 p.u. Re-programming of existing MV connected DG should be considered given
that the revision of current LV grid connection requirement might take some time during
which more LV connected DG will be connected that trips at 0.8 p.u. voltage.

However, a full dynamic voltage support for LV and MV connected DG systems would
have a high impact on the protective system prevalent in the respective LV and MV net-
works. The protective system might have to be revised in order to prevent blinding and
false tripping of protective devices. Additionally, anti-island detection would have to be
revised. Given the limited voltage support found in this paper a requirement for voltage
support through aRCI or aRACI remains questionable. Future research will have to assess
its value.

Based on the outcomes of this study, future research should investigate different dy-
namic equivalencing methods, aim at a more realistic representation of the German power
system, such as using a German transmission system model and differentiating for urban
areas.





Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Research

This chapter summarises the main conclusions and highlights the scientific contributions
of the presented research. The research questions are answered and recommendations for
future research are given.

6.1 Conclusions

6.1.1 Answers to research questions

A technique of dynamic equivalencing was developed that allows to derive high-accuracy
dynamic equivalent stability models for active distribution systems (ADSs). The analysis
based on this modelling approach allows to answer the following research questions:

1. What is the minimum level of detail that is necessary to accurately model ADSs
in bulk power system stability studies with very high penetration of DERs?
(chapters 3, 4, and 5)

When aggregating ADSs for stability studies of sustainable power systems, ra-
dial parts of distribution systems can be aggregated, i.e. feeders of medium
voltage (MV) and low voltage (LV) system connected to the same substation
respectively. Individual voltage levels should be explicitly modeled with their
respective transformer impedance and an equivalent impedance that represents
the average distance of distributed generation (DG) from the busbar. Any signi-
ficant DG prevalent at a certain voltage level should be clustered into equivalent
models of the same technology type and network fault response performance,
including protection trip settings. On-load tap-changers of transformers and the
steady state voltage control of DGs should be explicitly modelled in order to
correctly initialize the ADS model, so as to correctly initialise the dynamic sim-
ulation. Positive-sequence, root mean square (rms) stability-type DG models are
sufficient to perform transmission system reliability studies. Balanced connec-
tion of loads and DG in distribution systems can be assumed.

2. How can equivalent models of active distribution systems be validated?
(chapter 3)

129
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Equivalent models of ADSs can be validated against detailed ADS models. Ac-
curacy is reduced if the retained voltage is close to the undervoltage protection
setting of non-LVRT capable DG. Full dynamic voltage support from DG can
further reduce the accuracy.

If less sophisticated equivalencing techniques are used to model DG in stability studies,
the accuracy of the integrated power system model can be significantly reduced and results
obtained would tend to be too conservative and underestimate the potential benefits of a full
dynamic voltage support by DG. This holds especially for the annulus region of the system
where the retained voltage is close to the undervoltage trip setting of DG that do not have
low voltage ride-through capability. Hence, the proposed technique can help save operating
reserves.

A comprehensive understanding of the challenges and the opportunities of very high
penetration of distributed generation with regard to the network fault response of transmis-
sion and distribution systems was developed. This allows to answer the following research
questions:

1. How does the ‘effectiveness’ of a ‘full dynamic voltage support’ depend on the
rated DG penetration level and the network characteristics? (chapter 2)

It is proven that the support of the distribution system voltage by DG in the
fault period will not exceed 0.3 p.u. to 0.4 p.u. even for a very high rated DG
penetration level. The effectivness is highest before the network has to be uprated
to integrate high levels of DG according to nowadays planning standards. With
increasing penetration levels, the network gradually changes from a load serving
to a generation collector system. However, small voltage increases in the post-
fault period can already be very effective to improve power system stability.

2. How important are the load characteristics for the network fault response of DG?
(chapter 4)

It was shown that, with DG being located very close to the loads, the network
fault response of DG is even more influenced by the load characteristics than
transmission connected generation. For a test system with 20 % induction motor
loads in a region, simulations suggest that a low voltage ride-through (LVRT) op-
eration in blocking mode (‘limited dynamic voltage support’) will be prolonged
due to fault-induced delayed voltage recovery (FIDVR). This could trigger a
large frequency deviation in the post-fault period, thereby increasing the risk of
load-shedding and frequency instability.

3. Would a combined additional reactive/active current injection (aRACI) be more
effective for LV connected DG than a pure additional reactive current injection
(aRCI)? (chapters 4 and 5)

For points of common coupling (PCCs) with low X/R ratio, a combined injec-
tion of reactive and active current aligned to the angle of the equivalent net-
work impedance seen from the point of common coupling (PCC) was expected
to show the most effective voltage support. This expectation, however, was not
confirmed. The aRACI mode supported the voltage less effectively than an
exclusive reactive current injection, created a higher risk of violating the wind
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power park module (WPPM)’s stability limit, and negatively impacted transmis-
sion connected synchronous generator’s transient stability. The main benefit of
aRACI was a higher active power in-feed from DG immediately after the fault
clearance which could be of interest in low-inertia power systems, e.g. islands.
Considering potentially negative effects of this control mode on anti-islanding
detection of DG at distribution level, the use of aRACI is not recommended.

4. How much in-feed from distributed generation connected at the LV distribution
system level of a test system would a transmission network fault potentially trip
in a 2022 case study for Germany? (chapter 5)

The simulation results have shown that significant active power is lost in case of
a transmission system fault in the studied power system which resembles the DG
penetration levels and technologies expected for Germany in 2022. Under the
modelling assumption that distribution system loads and distributed generation
can be aggregated at a single bus for each voltage level, continuation of currently
enforced LV grid connection requirements seems to result in a maximum loss
of active power in the system of approximately 1 400 MW in the worst case
scenario (high in-feed of all DG technologies in 2022). Approximately 880 MW
of these are LV connected DG. Given that the amount of ‘active’ distribution
networks in the test system could be more than doubled considering the total
number of distribution system loads in the eHV level, the amount of active power
lost in a real world power system could be significantly higher and become the
largest contingency. If that was the case for the real German power system,
the 3 000 MW frequency containment reserve of the Continental Europe region
would have to be reconsidered.

If the analysis of grid connection requirements (GCRs) did not consider the character-
istics of all devices connected to an active distribution system, including its loads, appro-
priately, adverse effects on power system stability from the dynamic interactions between
the transmission and distribution system levels would remain undetected. For example, if
dynamic voltage support from DG would only be required for the fault period, the voltage
support that it can provide in the post-fault period to mitigate FIDVR would be left unex-
ploited.

Current and future grid connection requirements for distributed generation that have
an impact on the network fault response of transmission systems and distribution systems
were justified and specified per voltage level. This allows to answer the following research
questions:

1. Should LV connected DG be capable of low voltage ride-through (LVRT)?
(chapter 5)

• Yes, LVRT capability should be required from LV connected DG as
soon as possible. In the short term, it is recommended that LV connec-
ted photovoltaic power park modules (PVPPMs) ride through voltage
dips caused by transmission system faults in blocking mode (‘lim-
ited dynamic voltage support’). In the long term, the aRCI mode is
advised (‘full dynamic voltage support’).
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• As long as penetration levels for synchronous generation-based DG
are lowA.6, a LVRT requirement for shallow voltage dips is deemed
sufficient.

2. What are the opportunities and challenges of a current injection by LV connected
DG during faults? (chapter 5)

• In the fault period, full dynamic voltage support can increase the
voltage at distribution level in the annulus of a voltage funnel and
thereby move the voltage contour that delineates all system nodes
where the retained voltage is smaller than the DG’s undervoltage pro-
tection threshold. This reduces the aggregate MW-value of DG units
that trip.

• In the post-fault period, it can prevent a prolonged LVRT operation of
DG units at all locations in the system where FIDVR occurs in ADSs
with large amounts of induction motors (e.g., air conditioning sys-
tems). Increasing the reactive current injection gain above its default
value of kRCI > 2 p.u. as in current GCRs can significantly improve
the voltage stability in the post-fault period.

• However, injection of a short-circuit current may require a complete
revision of the distribution system protection scheme and anti-
islanding techniques.

3. Which amendments to grid connection requirements for DG connected at low
voltage (LV) and at medium voltage (MV) distribution system levels are recom-
mended? (chapters 4 and 5)

• Low voltage (LV): For synchronous generation-based DG, a min-
imum requirement of LVRT above voltages of 0.6 p.u. For inverter-
based DG, in the short term, a minimum requirement of LVRT in
blocking mode above voltages of 0.3 p.u.; also a reduction of the
voltage threshold, below which this DG type ceases to energize, well
below 0.9 p.u.. Consider introducing a sufficiently long LVRT capab-
ility for shallow voltage dips to prevent tripping during FIDVR events
as well as introducing a maximum duration for the fault operating
mode, e.g. 2–5 s. In the long term, the aRCI mode should be required
from new LV connected PV systems. A high k-factor, of for example
6 p.u., is recommended in areas where much non-LVRT capable DG
is installed.

• Medium voltage (MV): In the mid term, new MV connected DG
should be required to perform LVRT with aRCI at a k-factor of 2 p.u.
Re-programming of existing MV connected DG should be considered
given that the revision of current LV grid connection requirements
might take some time during which more LV connected DG will be
connected that trips at 0.8 p.u. voltage.
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If grid connection requirements related to network fault response of LV connected DG
units are not changed, these units may become a risk for power system stability. If new
requirements for these units remain limited to LVRT in blocking mode (‘momentary ces-
sation’) starting at high retained voltage values, the likelihood of prolonged LVRT opera-
tion caused by fault-induced delayed voltage recovery increases and significant benefits for
power system stability will be left unexploited.

Now that the three subordinate objectives have been reached and all research questions
have been answered, the overall objective is reached by answering the following research
question:

• Which of the current and proposed grid connection requirements that have an im-
pact on the network fault response of transmission systems are necessary from a
system-wide stability perspective and what changes are needed, if any, to main-
tain the stability of a sustainable power system with very high penetration of
distributed generation?

All of the current GCR that were studied intend to increase system stability and
reliability when penetration levels of DG are further increasing. However, these
requirements are not always adequately specified or may be easily misinterpreted
to the detriment of reliable power system operation. Here are a few salient points:

1. Network fault response requirements from higher voltage levels will
need to be carefully adapted to the distinct characteristics of LV and
MV distribution levels.

2. A zero-voltage ride-through at distribution level is not required from
a power system stability viewpoint.

3. Deactivation of the full dynamic voltage support of MV connected
DG by setting the reactive current gain to kRCI = 0 p.u. is not recom-
mended. In order to maintain the stability of inverter-based DG, the
active current should be reduced in proportion to the voltage dip.

4. The new robust fault mode proposed in this thesis shows better per-
formance than the existing control modes over a wide set of power
flow situations, including reverse power flow (RPF). The properties
of the proposed control mode are a fast voltage control by dynamic
reactive support with a deadband around the operating voltage, the
use of an hysteresis for the transition between the operating modes
and a reactive current injection ‘in addition to’ the pre-fault active
and reactive current set-points.

5. Induction motors can cause fault-induced delayed voltage recovery
at distribution level and that should be adequately considered in the
choice of required depth and duration of LVRT curves for LV and MV
connected DG as well as in their fault performance requirements.

6. To better manage the risk associated with implicit assumptions such
as modest penetration levels for certain DG technologies and dom-
inance of PVPPMs in inverter-based DG, a performance-based ap-
proach to network fault response requirements of DG could be con-
sidered to replace the technology-based approach of nowadays GCRs.
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Regulatory authorities would then have to conduct impact assess-
ments and attribute certain DG technologies to certain performance
categories.

6.1.2 Scientific Contributions

This thesis contributes to the ongoing discussion on grid connection requirements for DG by
analysing the dynamic interactions between the transmission and distribution system levels
under various disturbance and DG penetration scenarios.

The major scientific contributions are summarised below.

—Analysis of the stability of evolving sustainable power systems in a system-wide, ac-

curate and computational-efficient way that considers dynamic interactions between the

transmission and distribution system levels.—

• Definition of the minimum level of detail that is necessary to accurately model
active distribution systems in bulk power system stability studies with very high
penetration of DERs, i.e., more than approx. 50 % system-wide instantaneous
penetration leading to regional reverse power flows from distribution to bulk
system level.

• Development of a methodology to derive and validate high-accuracy dynamic
equivalents of realistic ADSs for bulk system stability studies using grey box
modelling.

—Improved understanding of the effects of very high penetration of distributed gener-

ation, including renewable energy sources for electricity generation (RES-E), on power

system stability.—

• Demonstration that nowadays undervoltage protection schemes for small-scale
and medium-scale DG connected in LV distribution networks may become a risk
for power system stability.

• Demonstration that a LVRT operation of small-scale and medium-scale inverter-
based DG connected in LV and MV distribution networks with blocking of the
inverter current (also known as ’momentary cessation’, ’zero-power’ mode, or
‘limited dynamic voltage support’) for terminal voltages immediately below the
continuous operating region can compound fault-induced delayed voltage recov-
ery and negatively impact power system stability.

• Mathematical formulation of the relationship between the ‘effectiveness’ of dy-
namic reactive voltage support and DG penetration level.
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—Identification of minimum requirements for LV connected DG and improvement of

existing grid connection requirements for MV connected DG to maintain power system

stability.—

• Proposal of minimum requirements for the network fault response of LV connec-
ted DG.

• Justification of full dynamic voltage support from distribution connected DG
through demonstration of related improvement of power system stability .

• Analysis of LVRT requirements for LV connected, low-inertia synchronous gen-
erator-based DG.

• Proposal of a new fault control mode that shows robust performance under a
large number of system conditions and control parameter variations.

• Evaluation of both additional reactive/active current injection to achieve a dy-
namic voltage support optimised for the network impedance angle.

In addition, from a practical viewpoint, the findings of this thesis can support distri-
bution system operators (DSOs) and national grid code committees as they define justi-
fied and effective grid connection requirements for fault ride-through and fast voltage con-
trol for distributed power park modules connected to low and medium voltage networks.
The recommendations on modelling of DG in bulk power system stability studies can con-
tribute to ongoing activities related to power system dynamic performance in IEEE/ PES/
PSDP [IEE14b] and CIGRÉ JWG C4/ C6.35/ CIRED [YC13].

6.2 Recommendations for Future Research

Based on the results of this study, future research should be carried on in the following
topics:

—Further improvement of the proposed dynamic equivalencing technique—

• Comparison with Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC)’s simpli-
fied distributed photovoltaic (PV) model.

WECC recommends the use of a very simplified, distributed PV model based
mostly on algebraic equations. The model considers protection settings and ba-
sic active and reactive current controls. It would be interesting to compare the
system performance with this model and the proposed dynamic equivalents of
ADS from this thesis.

• Innovative parameters identification techniques.

The parameter identification technique used in this research to identify the value
for the equivalent impedance is not automated and requires manual work from
the user. Future research should identify and implement innovative parameter
identification techniques, such as heuristic optimisation techniques, to automat-
ically derive equivalent models for ADS based on a sophisticated set of input
data.
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• Extension to sequence network models.

The DG models used in this research are positive-sequence, rms stability-type
models that allow for the simulation of balanced conditions. Future research
should extend these models in the negative-sequence to allow analysis of un-
balanced conditions. Special attention would have to be given to the correct
modelling of transformer vector groups.

—Further analysis of the developed aRACI control mode—

• Impact on ‘current angle stability’.

The research found that the active current injection during voltage dips based
on LVRT operation with aRACI potentially increases the risk of ‘current angle
stability’ of inverter-based DG connected to ‘weak’ distribution systems with low
X/R ratio. This finding is contrary to findings from other research and will need
further investigation. For example, it should be investigated whether a reduction
of the gains of the WPPM’s phase locked loop (PLL) or a blocking of the PLL
below a certain value of VFlt can increase the effectiveness and stability of voltage
support from the aRACI fault control mode.

• Impact on transient stability.

The research indicated that LVRT operation with aRACI could deteriorate the
transient stability of the transmission system. Further research should be carried
out based on real-world power system models. Future research should investigate
the impact of this control mode for LV and MV connected DG explicitly, due to
the different X/R ratio at each of these voltage levels.

• Online detection method of network impedance.

The simulations performed in this research assumed that the network imped-
ance remains constant and that the setting for the angle of the current injected
in the additional reactive/active current injection (aRACI) control mode could be
precisely defined. However, this assumption does not hold for DG in the field.
Future research should investigate methods for online detection of the network
impedance, how impedance angle measurement errors impact the power system
stability, and how aRACI settings could be adapted continuously.

—Further analysis of the implications of dynamic voltage support at distribution system

level.—

• Islanded operation and detection methods.

The network fault response requirements proposed for distribution connected
DG in the mid term would have a high impact on anti-islanding and related de-
tection methods. Conventional anti-islanding techniques are less applicable and
islanding conditions are more likely to occur with DG providing voltage sup-
port. Future research should investigate which of the additional reactive current
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injection (aRCI) and additional reactive/active current injection (aRACI) con-
trol mode more likely keeps an unintentional island alive, identify robust anti-
islanding techniques for DG with full dynamic voltage support as well as the
safe operation of islanded power systems.

• Distribution system protection.

The selectivity of the distribution system protection may be negatively influenced
by the recommendations from this research. Future research should investigate
new protection schemes and their related costs. Differences in the impact of
LVRT operation with additional reactive current injection and additional react-
ive/active current injection on system protection are also of interest.

• Improve LVRT capability of synchronous generation-based DG.

The research has shown that the state of the art technology of this type of DG
has only limited capability to ride through voltage dips. New control concepts
should be developed that allow for a better LVRT performance of these DG, for
example through high-speed fuel injection or increased inertia with flywheels.

—Application of the research—

• Application of the proposed technique of dynamic equivalencing in real-world
large-scale power system stability studies.

The research in this study was carried out with test systems obtained from lit-
erature and derived from a statistical analysis of a 2022 scenario of the German
power system. By applying the proposed methodology on a real-world large-
scale power system its practical value can be further analysed and more realistic
values can be determined for the amount of ‘lost’ active power from LV connec-
ted DG.





Appendix A

Definitions and classifications

This appendix defines important terms that are used frequently within this thesis. It also
introduces a classification of distributed generation (DG) grid connection interfaces which
will be used later.

The definition and classification of ‘power system stability’, however, will be presented
in the context of section 1.2 where it will be explained in detail.

A.1 Power system transformation

Nowadays power systems are undergoing a historic transformation that is unprecedented
in their hundred year history. The key characteristic of this transformation process is that
power system elements, control systems and operational strategies from the past coexist
with new elements, new control systems and new operational strategies related to the integ-
ration of DG in the present and future. Figure A.1 visualises the ongoing transformation
process and summarises some important characteristics of the vertically-operated power
system of the past and the horizontally-operated power system of the future.

Two classes of transformation are distinguished: a structural transformation and a tech-
nological transformation of power systems.

The structural transformation means that power systems are being transformed from
vertically structured systems with unidirectional power flows from the transmission to the
distribution system to horizontally structured systems with ‘bidirectional’ power flows, i.e.
where power flows among voltage levels may vary in magnitude and direction from one
moment to the next depending on the in-feed from variable, RES-E based DG and consump-
tion of loads . The technological transformation means that conventional (thermal) power
plants with synchronous generators are continuously being substituted, often by power park
modules (PPM) that are connected to the network non-synchronously via power electronic
converters.

The time frames of the transformation process are classified in this thesis as shown in
table A.1.
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Past

vertically-operated
power system

Future

horizontally-operated
power system

eHV
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MV
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MV
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mostly centralised 
synchronous generation
top-down power flows

`strong´ transmission 
systems

Characteristics

mostly distributed non-
synchronous generation
bidirectional / reverse 
power flows
`weak´ transmission 
systems

Figure A.1: Transformation of the power system from the past to the future

Table A.1: Time frames of the transformation process

Qualifier Time frame

short term 1–5 years
mid term 6–10 years
long term > 10 years

A.2 Distributed generation

Distributed generation (DG) can be defined as

an electric power source connected directly to the distribution system or on the
customer site of the meter. [AAS01]

According to the same source, DG can be classified into micro DG (1 W ... 5 kW), small
DG (5 kW ... 5 MW), medium DG (5 MW ... 50 MW), and large DG (50 MW ... 300 MW)
[AAS01]. This classification is used in the thesis accordingly. Due to the special focus put
on decentralised DG, large DG are less relevant for this thesis.

In the terminology of the Network Code for Requirements for Grid Connection ap-
plicable to all Generators by the European Network of Transmission System Operators for
Electricity (ENTSO-E) (ENTSO-E NC RfG) [EE13c], distributed generation consists of
one or more power generating modules (PGMs) which are either synchronous synchron-
ous power generating modules (sPGMs) or power park modules (PPMs), depending on the
grid connection interface used. Synchronous PGMs use synchronous generators (SGs) dir-
ectly connected to the network while PPMs are units, or an ensemble of units, connected
to the network non-synchronously or through power electronic converters (PECs). PPMs in
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themselves can be further classified depending on the specific grid connection interface (see
section A.8). Synchronous PGMs and power park modules can have very different dynamic
behaviour and impact on power system stability as it is discussed in section 2.2.

Power Generating 
Facility
(PGF)

Power Generating 
Module(s)
(PGM)

PGM A PGM B
. . . . . .

Synchronous 
Power Generating 

Module
(sPGM)

Power Park
Module
(PPM)

sPGM
Unit A

sPGM
Unit B

Characteristics
a unit or ensemble of units
connected non-synchronously or through power electronics

single connection point to a transmission or distribution network

. . . . . .

Characteristics
an indivisible set of installations that might not be operated 
indepedently from each other
a single set or an ensemble of synchronous units
directly connected to a transmission or distribution network or with 
a common connection point

Examples
combined heat and 
power (CHP) plant
biomass power 
plant
...

Examples
photovoltaic system
wind turbine 
generator
...

PPM
Unit A

PPM
Unit B. . . . . .

Figure A.2: Definitions based on the ENTSO-E Network Code for Requirements for Grid
Connection applicable to all Generators [EE13c]

Different types of distributed generation use different primary energy sources: these can
be either renewable energy sources such as wind, solar, biomass and biogas or fossil energy
sources such as natural gas and oil as well as other sources such as hydrogen, sewage gas
and landfill gas. From these energy sources, DG that use wind and solar energy showed
the highest increase in Europe in the past decade due to the promotion of renewable energy
sources for electricity generation (RES-E). Thus, DG based on these two sources are in the
focus of this thesis:

• Wind power park modules (WPPM) consisting of an ensemble of wind turbine
generators (WTG).

• Photovoltaic power park modules (PVPPM) consisting of an ensemble of PV
systems.
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A.3 Active distribution systems

This thesis follows in part the definition of Cigré Working Group C6.11 for ‘active distribu-
tion systems’ to

have systems in place to control a combination of distributed energy resources
[...], defined as generators, loads and storage. [...] Distributed energy re-
sources take some degree of responsibility for system support, which will de-
pend on a suitable regulatory environment and connection agreement. [CIG11]

Especially the second part of this definition is important in the context of this thesis since
it refers to the possibility for system-wide support from distribution system level. In order
to facilitate this system support, adequate grid connection requirements or new ancillary
services products are required.

A.4 Definition and classification of power system stability

In this thesis, power system stability is understood in line with the definition given in
[IEE04] as

the ability of an electric power system, for a given initial operating condition,
to regain a state of operating equilibrium after being subjected to a physical
disturbance, with most system variables bounded so that practically the entire
system remains intact.

From a physical viewpoint, ‘stability’ is a condition of equilibrium between opposing forces
[IEE04]. When these opposing forces experience sustained imbalance this leads to different
forms of instability.

The network topology, system operating condition, and the form of disturbance determ-
ine which sets of opposing forces may experience sustained imbalance. In order to better
understand and effectively mitigate certain forms of instability, it is useful to differentiate
between various classes of power system (in)stability rather than studying them as a single
problem. Figure A.3 shows the different classes of power system stability as proposed
by [IEE04]. Despite some shortcomings when it comes to the introduction of PPM based
DG, this thesis follows the established classification. The three stability classes which are
of particular interest for the network fault response of transmission systems with very high
penetration of DG are:

• Transient stability (of synchronous generators in conventional power plants of an
interconnected transmission system);

• large disturbance voltage stability; and

• frequency stability (resulting from the above).

Other classes of power system stability problems are out of the scope of this thesis.
One should bear in mind that the established classification has been derived from the

physical relationships that determined the dynamic behaviour of the power system in the
past decades. This behaviour was dominated by the response of synchronous generators. As
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the response of a SG and of a PPM to a network fault differ substantially from each other
it will sometimes be cumbersome to discuss the impact of DG on the before mentioned
stability classes within sharp edges. For example, the network fault response is a problem
of the transient stability class for synchronous generators whereas it is a problem, as will be
shown, of the large disturbance voltage stability class for distributed power park modules.

Short Term 

Small - Disturbance  
Angle Stability 

Transient  
Stability 

Large - 
Disturbance  

Voltage Stability 

Small - 
Disturbance  

Voltage  Stability 

Short Term Long Term 

Power System 
Stability 

Rotor Angle  
Stability 

Frequency  
Stability 

Voltage  
Stability 

Long Term Short Term 

 

Figure A.3: Classification of power system stability [IEE04]

A.5 Network fault response

By ‘network fault response’ this thesis understands

the dynamic response of the whole or parts of the power system during and
shortly following sudden faults in the network, such as short-circuits on a line
or a substation busbar. The response is calculated in terms of changes in system
variables over a time frame of interest, such as bus voltage magnitudes and
angles, generator rotor angles, and fundamental system frequency.

Only symmetrical, three-phase network faults that would threaten overall power system
stability are in the scope of this thesis while other faults are out of the scope.

A.6 DG penetration levels

Penetration levels of DG can vary significantly among the power system. They are also
changing in time. Furthermore, it is almost impossible to derive general statements about
what value of DG penetration level has a ‘high’ impact and what value has a ‘low’ impact
on power system planning and operation. Such statements would always be very specific
to a certain power system and a certain study type. For the sake of orientation, table A.2
qualifies the ranges of penetration level as considered in this thesis.
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Table A.2: Ranges that qualify the DG penetration level of a power system in this thesis

Qualifier ρDG

high > 50 %
medium 20 %...50 %

low < 20 %

Care must be taken when DG penetration levels are defined: the system boundaries must
be clearly stated and the reference values must be well chosen for the study purposes. In this
thesis, two types of penetration level of DG based on power are defined. Both are defined
for a certain part (or the whole) of the power system. The rated penetration level is defined
in (A.1) as

ρDG,r =
PDG,r

PLd,p
(A.1)

with PDG,r and PLd,p being the total rated DG and peak load active power within the stated
boundaries of the power system under study. The instantaneous penetration level is defined
in (A.2) as

ρDG,i =
PDG,i

PLd,i
(A.2)

with PDG,i and PLd,i being the total actual DG and load active power at a certain instant in
time in the studied part of the power system. Losses are neglected in these definitions. The
differences between the two types of penetration levels are visualised in Fig. A.4a.

The boundaries of the (part of the) power system of interest depend, among others,
on the voltage level. In this thesis, the penetration level at a certain voltage level always
includes any installed DG capacity and load in the subsequent voltage level, see Fig. A.4b.
For example, the DG rated penetration at medium voltage (MV) level also considers the low
voltage (LV) level. That way, penetration level can be easily linked to the expected power
flow direction with the overlaying voltage level and the superposition principle is always
considered for linear circuits.

Apart from (A.1) and (A.2), DG penetration levels can be defined based on annual en-
ergy. Those are much lower than the ones based on power as PVPPM and WPPM operate
at lower than rated output for large periods in a year (see table A.3.

Table A.3: Typical full load hours, capacity credit and country-wide coincidence factor for
RES-E based DG in Germany [Fra13, EDBI13]

RES-E type range of
full load hours

range of capacity
credit

coincidence
factor

wind 1 300–2 700 15–31 % 90 %
solar 1 000–1 200 11–14 % 80 %
CHP &
biomass

6 000–8 000 68–91 % 85 %
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rated

penetration level

ρDG,r
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penetration level
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ρDG,r = 90 %

ρDG,i = 125 %

PDG,r or PDG,act

PLd,p or PLd,i

(a) Rated versus instantaneous penetration
level

HV MV LV 

LV 

MV 

HV 

MV 

LV LV 

(b) Definition of system limits for network
penetration levels

Figure A.4: Clarifications regarding the penetration level definition

A.7 Current angle stability

By ‘current angle stability’ this thesis understands

the ability of a generating unit which is grid-interfaced via a voltage source
converter (VSC) and operated in parallel to the grid to inject current (mag-
nitude, angle) for transiently changing grid conditions without violating the
VSC synchronisation methods’s stability zone.

This definition is based on [Wei14] and has been edited to clarify that it does not apply to
VSC that are operated as voltage sources and that both magnitude and angle of the injected
current must be considered.

According to [Wei14], current angle instability is characterised by:

• Caused by inadequate current injection.

• Angles of current injection and of remaining voltage move.

• Loss of synchronism of VSC generating unit.

• VSC generating unit runs asynchronous to the grid.

• Frequency much higher or lower than steady-state system frequency.

• Resulting behaviour of VSC generating unit depends on design and parameter
settings of phase locked loop (PLL) and current controller.

• Resynchronisation of VSC generating unit immediately after voltage recovery
possible (no inertia).

The described instability is also known as ‘loss of synchronism’ [GTB+14], ‘loss of
stability phenomenon’ [DBA11] or ‘steady state stability limit in quasi stationary opera-
tion’ [ESE+09].

Concerns about distribution system operator (DSO) general practices that can cause this
instability for MV connected DG in practice have been reported in [SKL12].
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A.8 DG grid connection interfaces

With respect to the grid connection interface, DG have undergone significant technological
development in the past. Early WPPM used directly connected asynchronous generators
whereas doubly fed asynchronous generators and different types of full converter interface
units dominate in the market nowadays as they allow for improved controllability. Both
of the latter WPPM types use, in one way or the other, power electronic converters (PEC),
typically voltage source converters (VSC). VSC are also used in PVPPM. In contrast, com-
bined heat and power (CHP) generating facilities often use synchronous PGMs but with
much lower inertia compared to conventional generating units. Micro-CHP, however, are
often coupled through a PEC as well [AE03, GPP08].

In this thesis, DG is classified with respect to the grid connection interface and disreg-
arding their primary energy source as follows [EE13c, SAB+12]:

• distributed synchronous power generating modules (PGMs)

– type 0: DG based on directly coupled synchronous generators, e.g. medium
size combined heat and power generating facilities;

• distributed PPMs

– type 1: DG based on conventional asynchronous generators (CAGs), e.g.
fixed speed wind turbine generators, small CHP generating facilities, small
microturbines;

– type 2: DG based on variable rotor resistance asynchronous generatorss
(VRRAGs), e.g. older variable speed wind turbine generators;

– type 3: DG based on doubly fed asynchronous generators (DFAGs), e.g.
modern variable-speed wind turbine generators;

– type 4: DG based on full converter interface units (FCs), e.g. modern vari-
able speed wind turbine generators, photovoltaic power park modules, and
micro-CHP power park modules.

Out of these types of DG, only the types 0, 3, and 4 are modelled in this thesis.

A.9 DG location

The location of DG in the power system can be differentiated into ‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’
location.

With ‘horizontal location’ the (often spatial) distribution of DG is described that de-
termines (changes of) the power flows primarily at transmission system level. An example
are large amounts of WPPM in a certain area of the power system that cause a large power
transfer towards load centres.

With ‘vertical location’ the distribution of DG among voltage levels is described. This
determines (changes of) the power flows between voltage levels, e.g. between transmission
and distribution system level. An example are large amounts of PVPPM connected to the
LV distribution network that may cause reverse power flows from the distribution to the
transmission network.
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regional penetration level
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`vertical´
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system
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Figure A.5: Power system dimensions for DG location and penetration levels

A.10 Grid connection requirements

By ‘grid connection requirements’ (GCR) this thesis understands

a set of [legally binding] technical rules aiming at setting out clear and object-
ive requirements for power generating modules for grid connection in order to
contribute to non-discrimination, effective competition and the efficient func-
tioning of the internal electricity market and to ensure system security [EE13c].

Together with safety standards which are, for example international (IEC, IEEE),
European (CENELEC) or National (VDE, etc.) norms, grid connection requirements (GCR)
are a mandatory part of the connection services a transmission system operator (TSO) or
DSO provides to the users that want to be connected to the system (see Fig. A.6).

Some member states, e.g. the United Kingdom, have considered grid connection re-
quirements to be an industry wide document and, consequently, have established already in
the 1990’ies a so-called ‘Grid Code Review Panel’ to govern the document [JT05]. Other
member states, however, followed a relatively closed, top-down approach until a few years
ago, i.e. transmission system operators setting grid connection requirement without or with
very little consultation of industry stakeholders. In Germany, for example, these require-
ments were for a long time defined by the national network operator association before a
transparent procedure was introduced by the founding of the ‘Forum network technology /
network operation in the VDE (VDE|FNN)’ [Eco08, For10].

Of particular importance is the capability of distributed generation to ride through faults.
Fault ride-through (FRT) capability entails both low voltage ride-through (LVRT) as well as
high voltage ride-through (HVRT), plus the ability to support the voltage during and after
the fault. LVRT means that DG would stay connected during and after voltage dips caused
by network faults. Similarly, HVRT means that DG stays connected during and after tem-
porary overvoltages that may occur in a power system due to load shedding or unbalanced
faults [FEK+08]. The alternative, a massive disconnection of DG due to a under- or over-
voltage situation in large parts of the power system and the consequent protection actions
can be regarded as a common mode failure.

Current grid connection requirements can be classified into the four categories (1) quasi-
stationary voltage control, (2) dynamic reactive support, (3) disturbance voltage support,
and (4) disturbance frequency support. A large variety of terms are used around the world
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to describe these requirements. Table A.4 gives an overview of terms that are widely used
in the European and the North American context. The first two columns list the terminology
used in this thesis.
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A.11 Ancillary services

Independent system operators (ISO), transmission system operators (TSO) and distribution
system operators (DSO) have to maintain the integrity and stability of the transmission or
distribution system and deliver electric power with an adequate quality to users connected to
the system. They achieve this objective by providing system services (ISO/TSO) or network
services (TSO/DSO) to the connections.

In order to be able to provide these services, ISOs, TSOs and DSOs have to procure
ancillary services from (some) system connections. By ancillary services (ASs) this thesis
follows the definition in [Eur04] and refers to

all services required by the transmission or distribution system operator to en-
able them to maintain the integrity and stability of the transmission or distribu-
tion system as well as the power quality.

Ancillary services are further classified in this thesis based on the entity and the objective
they are procured for (see Fig. A.6):

• ISO or TSO: Ancillary services to system are required to securely operate the
whole power system.

• TSO or DSO: Ancillary services to network are required to securely operate the
electrical power network.

Services

to connections

by ISO/TSO

Ancillary Services

by connections

Ancillary Services

to System

Ancillary Services

to Network

to ISO/TSO to TSO/DSO

Network

Services

Connection

Services

System

Services

by TSO/DSO

Figure A.6: Classificaiton of services

As recommended in [CIG13], distributed generation will have to provide ancillary ser-
vices at least in those hours of the year when substantial amount of conventional generation
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is replaced. If this advice manifests itself in future, distribution systems will contribute
actively to power system operation and stability. Figure A.7 presents the many ancillary
services that such active distribution system respectively their connections can provide to
the system or to the network.

Connections (Generators, Loads) 

System 
Operator 

Network 
Operator 

Network 
Services 

Ancillary 
Services to 

Network 

Ancillary 
Services to 

System 

System 
Services 

Connection 
Services 

Restoration 

Voltage 
control 

Stability 

Balancing 

Transport 

Steady-state voltage 
control 

Reserve power 

Short-circuit power 

Reactive power 

Safety standards 

Grid connection 
requirements 

Voltage 
control 

Fast voltage control 

Continuation  
of service 

Black start Inertia 

… 

Figure A.7: Ancillary services to system and to network provided by connections

In the context of this thesis, the important ancillary services that active distribution sys-
tems would provide are:

• Ancillary services to system: continuation of service, short-circuit power

• Ancillary services to network: fast voltage control

Continuation of service—Instead of tripping in-feed from DG following transmission
network faults, active distribution systems (ADSs) will be able to immediately restore their
pre-fault active power in-feed to the transmission system and, thereby, increase power sys-
tem frequency stability.

Short-circuit current—By help of distributed type 3 and type 4 power park modules,
ADS will be able to contribute to short-circuit currents in the sub-transmission and trans-
mission system level which preserves the ability of the protection scheme to detect and
isolate a network fault. While this contribution should not be mistaken for short-circuit
power contribution, the classic definition of s′′k must be revised for power systems with very
high penetration of distributed PPMs.

Fast voltage control—By help of distributed generation, ADSs will be able to control
their system level voltage dynamically during and after transmission system faults within
the range that their connection to the transmission system would allow. While this range
may be limited during a transmission system fault, a significant improvement of the post-
fault voltage recovery will be achieved.
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A.12 The ‘strength’ of a power system

The ‘strength’ of a power system is considered too be a local variable and is defined in
this thesis by the short-circuit ratio at the point of common coupling (PCC) of a distributed
generator or a group of distributed generators. The PCC is

the point in the public network closest to the customer system to which further
customer systems are connected or can be connected [For11].

The short-circuit ratio (SCR) is defined according to (A.3).

SCRPCC =
S′′k,PCC

SDG,r
(A.3)

as the ratio of the subtransient short-circuit power levels at the PCC, S′′k,PCC, to the DG’s
rated apparent power, SDG,r.

Table A.5 shows the ranges that define the ‘strength’ of a power system in this thesis. A
‘weak’ power system has a SCR at the PCC of less than 5. Hence, either the DG’s rating
SDG,r is high or the short-circuit power levels at the PCC S′′k,PCC are low.

Table A.5: Ranges that define the ‘strength’ of a power system in this thesis

Strength SCRPCC

strong > 10
modest 5...10
weak < 5

The subtransient short-circuit power is defined by the product of the subtransient short-
circuit current, i′′k , and the pre-fault voltage, v0, at the bus of interest:

s′′k = v0i′′k (A.4)

At the same time, i′′k , is equivalent to the network impedance seen from the bus of interest
according to:

s′′k =
v2

0

z′′k
(A.5)

However, it must be noted that the definitions of sk and z′′k as well as the corresponding
theory on short-circuit levels in a power system have been developed for power systems
with synchronous generators as main sources. With respect to networks faults, the response
of the latter can be modelled by voltage sources while this does not hold for power park
modules that use power electronic converters. PPMs rather behave like current sources and,
therefore, the presented theory is not applicable to power systems with very high penetration
of distributed type 3 and type 4 PPMs.

Other sources define the total inertia of a power system as an indicator to assess its
‘strength’. This definition is not followed in this thesis because it aims at investigations of
phenomena in longer time frames than the tens of a second to tens of seconds relevant for
the short-term stability phenomena that are in the focus of this thesis.
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A.13 Fault-induced delayed voltage recovery

By ‘fault-induced delayed voltage recovery’ (FIDVR) this thesis understands

a depressed voltage for 5 to 30 s following a network fault caused by the pres-
ence of large amounts of induction motor loads at distribution level. [NER12]
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A.14 Voltage funnel

A voltage funnel (German: ‘Spannungstrichter’) is a time-variant, spatial voltage profile
among the nodes of a power system that is caused by a network fault. The retained voltage at
different nodes in a power system at a given time is a function of the location and type of the
network fault and the propagation of the voltage dip through the network and across network
levels. The voltage propagation depends on the relationship of system impedances, sources
and loads according to Kirchhoff voltage law (KVL) and Kirchhoff current law (KCL).

Voltage funnels caused by transmission network faults can create low voltages at nodes
in a wide geographical area. This can provoke a large contingency from a common-mode
undervoltage trip of DG.

From a power system stability and modelling viewpoint it is noteworthy that each
voltage funnel has a periphery region (annulus) in which the retained voltage is very close
to the undervoltage protection threshold of distributed generation, see Fig. A.8. This an-
nulus can have a very large geographic extension. The number of DG units in the annulus
can be very large compared to the number of DG units that will obviously trip because they
are located near the fault. The accurate modelling of the voltage contour that delineates all
system nodes where the retained voltage is smaller than the DG’s undervoltage protection
threshold will determine significantly the bifurcation point of the system-wide stability re-
sponse: the aggregate MW-value of DG units that trip (power at risk) will be quite sensitive
in high DG penetrationo scenarios to the modelling assumptions, network representation,
and network fault response of individual DG units. As illustrated in Fig. A.8, the post-fault
active power imbalance due to undervoltage tripping of DG will be larger in the case shown
in subfigure A.8a than in the case shown in subfigure A.8b.

area where retained voltage stays above DG’s 
undervoltage protection threshold

fault location

periphery region

(annulus)

contour that delineates all system nodes where the retained voltage is 

smaller than the DG’s undervoltage protection threshold

(b)(a)

Figure A.8: Voltage funnel with periphery region (annulus)
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B.1 Simple test system for chapter 4

Table B.1: Simple test system data

Element Info Base ST_NPF ST_RPF DS_RPF

Short-circuit power

Ext. Network X/R = 10,
Ta = 10 s,
∆P/∆ f =
800 MW/Hz

MVA 11,200 7,200 7,200

Rating

Sync. Gen. Ta = 4 s MVA 100 100

MVA Parallel machines

TS Tr YGy0 12% 250 1 3 3
S-TS Line Overhead 150 2 5 5
WPPM Tr YGd11 12% 50 5 16 ./.
DS Tr YGd11 12% 50 ./. ./. 16
DS Line Cable 34.6 ./. ./. 100
WTG Tr Dyn5 6% 2.3 100 350 350
WTGs 2.2 100 350 350

TS Load
cos(ϕ) =
0.98 ind.

MVA
800 800 800

S-TS Load 250 250 ./.
DS Load ./. ./. 250

P, Q flows
over TS Tr

neg.: RPF MW, Mvar 50, 85 -450, 165 -407, 372

Tap changer specifications

TS Tr ±16, 0.625 %
WPPM Tr /
DS Trf

±16, 0.625 %

WTG Tr no tap changer modelled

S/C ratio at
PCC

1 10 5 3

network angle
at PCC

degrees 79 81 73
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Table B.2: Tap changer positions

Case TS Tr WPPM Tr / DS Trf

1 3 2
2 4 2

3 3 3

4 3 -1

5 9 11

Note: bold numbers differ between cases
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B.2 IEEE New England test system for chapter 5

Line R [Ω ] X [Ω ] R/X [-]

eHV-01-02_LINE 0.1852 21.7443 0.009
eHV-01-39_LINE 0.5289 13.2226 0.040
eHV-02-03_LINE 0.6883 7.9945 0.086
eHV-02-25_LINE 0.5779 5.8572 0.987
eHV-03-04_LINE 0.6877 11.2678 0.610
eHV-03-18_LINE 0.5824 7.0423 0.083
eHV-04-05_LINE 0.4236 6.7775 0.063
eHV-04-14_LINE 0.4230 6.8211 0.062
eHV-05-06_LINE 0.1057 1.3743 0.077
eHV-05-08_LINE 0.4228 5.9195 0.071
eHV-06-07_LINE 0.3173 4.8650 0.065
eHV-06-11_LINE 0.3703 4.3372 0.085
eHV-07-08_LINE 0.2112 2.4285 0.087
eHV-08-09_LINE 1.2166 19.2018 0.063
eHV-09-39_LINE 0.5289 13.2226 0.040
eHV-10-11_LINE 0.2110 2.2683 0.093
eHV-10-13_LINE 0.2110 2.2683 0.093
eHV-13-14_LINE 0.4765 5.3475 0.089
eHV-14-15_LINE 0.9524 11.4815 0.083
eHV-15-16_LINE 0.4757 4.9687 0.096
eHV-16-17_LINE 0.3698 4.7012 0.079
eHV-16-19_LINE 0.8460 10.3110 0.082
eHV-16-21_LINE 0.4232 7.1409 0.059
eHV-16-24_LINE 0.1584 3.1156 0.051
eHV-17-18_LINE 0.3703 4.3372 0.085
eHV-17-27_LINE 0.6872 9.1445 0.075
eHV-21-22_LINE 0.4230 7.4025 0.057
eHV-22-23_LINE 0.3177 5.0831 0.063
eHV-23-24_LINE 1.1642 18.5218 0.063
eHV-25-26_LINE 1.6923 17.0817 0.099
eHV-26-27_LINE 0.7401 7.7712 0.095
eHV-26-28_LINE 2.2745 25.0719 0.091
eHV-26-29_LINE 3.0152 33.0617 0.091
eHV-28-29_LINE 0.7408 7.9898 0.093

Table B.3: Line parameters eHV network.
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Load Active power
[MW]

Reactive power
[Mvar]

Type [-]

eHV-03_STATLD 273.15 0 Constant Z
eHV-04_STATLD 293.15 150.2 Constant Z
eHV-07_STATLD 233.8 84 Constant Z
eHV-08_STATLD 315.15 142.2 Constant Z
eHV-12_STATLD 7.5 88 Constant Z
eHV-15_STATLD 25.4 99.8 Constant Z
eHV-16_STATLD 329 32.2 Constant Z
eHV-18_STATLD 0 -1.4 Constant Z
eHV-20_STATLD 333.4 49.8 Constant Z
eHV-21_STATLD 274 115 Constant Z
eHV-23_STATLD 247.5 84.6 Constant Z
eHV-24_STATLD 308.6 -92.2 Constant Z
eHV-25_STATLD 17.15 13.4 Constant Z
eHV-26_STATLD 139 17 Constant Z
eHV-27_STATLD 74.15 41.7 Constant Z
eHV-28_STATLD 194.9 1.3 Constant Z
eHV-29_STATLD 0 0 Constant Z
eHV-31_STATLD 9.2 4.6 Constant Z
eHV-39_STATLD 897.15 216.2 Constant Z

Table B.4: Load ratings eHV network.

Active power rating
[MW]

Local voltage setting
[p.u.]

Xd [p.u.] Xq [p.u.]

eHV-30_SG 800 1.0475 0.1 0.069
eHV-31_SG 1 250 1.04 0.295 0.282
eHV-32_SG 231.25 0.9831 0.2495 0.237
eHV-33_SG 250 0.9972 0.262 0.258
eHV-34_SG 781.25 1.0123 0.67 0.62
eHV-35_SG 987.5 1.0493 0.254 0.241
eHV-36_SG 873.75 1.0635 0.295 0.292
eHV-37_SG 1206.25 1.0278 0.29 0.28
eHV-38_SG 1312.5 1.0265 0.2106 0.205
eHV-39_SG 1 375 1.03 0.1 0.069

Table B.5: eHV synchronous generator parameters.
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Tw

[s]
Kpss

[p.u.]
T1 [s] T2 [s] T3 [s] T4 [s] upss_min

[p.u.]
upss_max

[p.u.]

eHV-30_SG_PSS 10 1 1 0.05 3 0.5 -0.2 0.2
eHV-31_SG_PSS 10 0.5 5 0.4 1 0.1 -0.2 0.2
eHV-32_SG_PSS 10 0.5 3 0.2 2 0.2 -0.2 0.2
eHV-33_SG_PSS 10 2 1 0.1 1 0.3 -0.2 0.2
eHV-34_SG_PSS 10 1 1.5 0.2 1 0.1 -0.2 0.2
eHV-35_SG_PSS 10 4 0.5 0.1 0.5 0.05 -0.2 0.2
eHV-36_SG_PSS 10 7.5 0.2 0.02 0.5 0.1 -0.2 0.2
eHV-37_SG_PSS 10 2 1 0.2 1 0.1 -0.2 0.2
eHV-38_SG_PSS 10 2 1 0.5 2 0.1 -0.2 0.2
eHV-39_SG_PSS 10 1 1 0.05 3 0.5 -0.2 0.2

Table B.6: eHV synchronous generator PSS parameters.

Tr [s] Tc [s] Tb [s] Ka [p.u.] Ta [s] Efd_min

[p.u.]
Efd_max

[p.u.]

All eHV SG_AVR 0.01 1 10 200 0.015 -5 5

Table B.7: eHV synchronous generator AVR parameters.

Transformer Rated power
[MVA]

Voltage levels
[kV]

SC voltage [%] Losses [kW]

eHV-02-30_TRF 100 380/22 1.81 0
eHV-06-31_TRF 100 380/22 2.5 0
eHV-10-32_TRF 100 380/22 2 0
eHV-12-11_TRF 100 380/380 4.35 160
eHV-12-13_TRF 100 380/380 4.35 160
eHV-19-20_TRF 100 380/380 1.38 70
eHV-19-33_TRF 100 380/22 1.42 70
eHV-20-34_TRF 100 380/22 1.80 90
eHV-22-35_TRF 100 380/22 1.43 0
eHV-23-36_TRF 100 380/22 2.72 50
eHV-25-37_TRF 100 380/22 2.32 60
eHV-29-38_TRF 100 380/22 1.56 80

Table B.8: Parameters of eHV network transformers.
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DG modelling and control

C.1 Network fault controls

The mathematical and graphical descriptions of the proposed network fault control modes
are provided in this section. The d-axis and q-axis quantities are aligned to the voltage at the
distributed generation (DG)’s terminal. Superscripts for the reference frame are omitted.

C.1.1 Voltage dependent direct-axis current reduction

V

1
––– 
1+sT

F

– 
V0

VDB

Figure C.1: Voltage dependent direct-axis current reduction block diagram [SER09]

Id,Flt = Īd,0 · (F)2 (C.1)
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C.1.2 Additional Reactive Current Injection

V
∆ V

kRCI
∆  I

– 
V0

—

VDB

+

—  
I0

Io
Fltej(φ

G
+π/2) IFltIq 

priority

Imax

Figure C.2: Additional reactive current injection with Iq priority block diagram

IFlt = Ī0 +∆ I(∆V ) = Id,Flt + jIq,Flt (C.2)

with

∆ I(∆V ) = ej(φG+
Π
2 ) ·

{

0 , |∆V | ≤VDB

kRCI · [∆V ∓VDB] , |∆V |>VDB

∆V =V−V̄0

Ī0 =
1
T

∫ t

t ′−T
I(t ′)dt ′

V̄0 =
1
T

∫ t

t ′−T
V(t ′)dt ′

and with current limitation

Iq,Flt = Īq,0 +∆ Iq =
Imax
min

(

Īq,0 + kRCI ·
[
(∆V )∓VDB

])

Id,Flt =







0 , for iFRT_CI_PRIO_MOD = 0

I⋄max
min

(
Imax − Iq,Flt

)
, for iFRT_CI_PRIO_MOD = 1

I⋄max
min

(√

(Imax)2 − (Iq,Flt)2

)

, for iFRT_CI_PRIO_MOD = 2

where

I⋄max =

{

Imax , for iFRT_CI_STAB = 0

Īd,0 · (VDG)
2 , for iFRT_CI_STAB = 1
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C.1.3 Additional Reactive & Active Current Injection

V
∆ V

kRACI
∆  I

– 
V0

—

VDB

+

—  
I0

Io
Fltej(φ

G
+ψ  

aRACI
) IFlt

Fmax

Imax

Figure C.3: Additional reactive & active current injection block diagram

I⋄Flt = Ī0 +∆ I(∆V ) = I⋄d,Flt + jI⋄q,Flt (C.3)

IFlt = I⋄Flt ·Fmax = Id,Flt + jIq,Flt (C.4)

with

∆ I(∆V ) = ej(φG+ψaRACI) ·

{

0 , |∆V | ≤VDB

kRACI · [∆V ∓VDB] , |∆V |>VDB

∆V =V−V̄0

Ī0 =
1
T

∫ t

t ′−T
I(t ′)dt ′

V̄0 =
1
T

∫ t

t ′−T
V(t ′)dt ′

and with current limitation

Iq,Flt = I⋄q,Flt ·Fmax

Id,Flt = I⋄d,Flt ·Fmax

I⋄q,Flt = Īq,0 +∆ Iq = Īq,0 +
[
kRACI · [∆V ∓VDB] · sin(ψaRACI)

]

I⋄d,Flt = Ī⋄d,0 +∆ Id = Ī⋄d,0 +
[
kRACI · [∆V ∓VDB] · cos(ψaRACI)

]

where

Ī⋄d,0 =

{

Īd,0 , for iFRT_CI_STAB = 0

Īd,0 · (VDG)
2 , for iFRT_CI_STAB = 1

Fmax = max
1

(

Imax

|I⋄Flt|

)

Figure C.4 gives the graphical representation of the additional reactive/active current
injection (aRACI) scaling scheme. It should be noted that an increase of the active current
during the voltage dip does not necessarily result into an increase of active power. Also, the
active sign convention is used, meaning:
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• Injection of positive active power S =V · I∗ = P+ jQ = (V · Id − jV · Iq);

• Pre-fault current: exchange of negative reactive power (positive reactive current,
Iq > 0) causes voltage decreases (inductive power factor);

• Full dynamic network support: exchange of positive reactive power (negative
reactive current, Iq < 0) causes voltage increase (capacitive power factor).

Iq

Iq,0

Id,0 Id

(a)

Pre-fault current

Iq

Iq,0

 DId,Flt Id

(b)

Fault current, before current limit is reached

D Iq,Flt

Id,0

Iq

Iq,0

D Iq,Flt

Id,0

(c)

Fault current, when current limit is reached

Id DId,Flt

Pre-fault

operating

point

Trajectory of 

operating point 

for 45° aRACI

Trajectory of 

operating point after 

inverter rated 

current is reached

Figure C.4: Scaling of d-axis and q-axis currents in additional reactive/active current injec-
tion control mode, own drawing based on [Ska14]
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C.2 Wind power park modules

This appendix shows the network fault control modes and parameters for the wind power
park modules. The doubly fed asynchronous generator (DFAG) wind power park module
(WPPM) model used is from [DIg11a], the full converter interface unit (FC) WPPM is a
modified version of [DIg11b].

The reactive current gain of the MV wind turbines in the test system is set to 0.2. Nor-
mally higher values (often 2) are used, but discussions with DSOs showed that a value of 0.2
can be used in the test system. This is done to reflect the fact that the test system has almost
no wind turbines connected at the substation. In reality, only substation connected wind
turbines are allowed to feed in additional reactive power during a fault. HV wind turbines
are set at the standard value of 2.

C.2.1 Type 3: Doubly fed asynchronous generator (DFAG)

Control parameters for chapter 5

Table C.1: DFAG wind turbine parameters.

HV MV
Parameter OLD EEG SDL NEW LVRT NEW

Kp [p.u.] 4 4 4 4 4 4
Tp [s] 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Kq [p.u.] 4 4 4 4 4 4
Tq [s] 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Xm [p.u.] 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5
∆U [p.u.] 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11
K∆U [-] 0 2 2 2 0 0.2
imax [p.u.] 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31
iEEG [0/1] 1 0 1 1 1 1
Tu_delay [s] 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Tback_delay [s] 0 0.5 0 0 0 0
Kramp [p.u./s] 0.01 0.2 99999 99999 0.2 99999
id_max [p.u.] 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1
iq_max [p.u.] 1 1 1 1 1 1
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C.2.2 Type 4: Full converter interface units (FC)

Table C.2: Fault ride-through control mode flags and parameters

Flag or parameter Description Unit

Steady state control

kp active power control gain [p.u.]
Tp active power control time constant [s]
kq reactive power control gain [p.u.]
Tq reactive power control time constant [s]

Fault period

∆VFRT_DB_FAULT voltage deadband for fault detection (hysteresis low) [p.u.]
∆VFRT_DB_CLEAR voltage deadband for fault clearance (hysteresis high) [p.u.]
iFRT_CI_DB 0 = TC curve; 1 = SDL curve [0/1]
TFRT_id_v voltage dependent active current reduction control

time constant
[s]

TFRT_detect time to detect a fault: voltage support delay [s]
kFRT_CI short-circuit current gain [p.u.]
iFRT_CI_MOD current injection during fault: 0 = total (TC mode); 1

= additional to pre-fault value (SDL mode)
[0/1]

iFRT_CI_PRIO current priority given to 0 = id; 1 = iq (TC & SDL
mode); other = equal (RACI mode)

[0/1/2]

iFRT_CI_PRIO_MOD current priority mode: 1 = arithmetic (abs); 2 =
geometric (sqrt); other = set other value to zero

[0/1/2]

iFRT_CI_STAB stability improvement during fault by voltage
dependent id reduction: 0 = no; 1 = yes

[0/1]

iFRT_CI_ANG current angle (a)RACI, best set equal to ϕ = ∠(ZG) [degree]

Post-fault period

iFRT_CI_CONT current injection continuation after fault for
TFRT_CI_CONT seconds: 0 = no; 1 = yes

[0/1]

TFRT_CI_CONT voltage support continuation period after fault for
iFRT,CI,CONT = 1

[s]

iFRT_CI_dAPR delayed active power recovery after fault for
PFRT_dAPR_ramp: 0 = no; 1 = yes

[0/1]

PFRT_dAPR_ramp active power ramp after fault is cleared [%/s]

Other

imax combined current limit [p.u.]
id_max id current limit [p.u.]
iq_max iq current limit [p.u.]
xm magnetising reactance at Pbase [p.u.]
X coupling reactance [%]
umax maximum allowed internal voltage [p.u.]
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Control parameters for chapter 4

Table C.3: Control Mode Flag and Parameter Values

Flag or parameter Unit BLOCK TC SDL NEW

Steady state control

Kp [p.u.] 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Tp [s] 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
Kq [p.u.] 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Tq [s] 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Fault period

∆VFRT_DB_FAULT [p.u.] 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.06

∆VFRT_DB_CLEAR [p.u.] 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.04

iFRT_CI_DB [0/1] 0 0 1 1
TFRT_id_v [s] 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005
TFRT_detect [s] 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
kFRT_CI [p.u.] 0 0, 2, 6 0, 2, 6 0, 2, 6
iFRT_CI_MOD [0/1] 0 1 1 1

iFRT_CI_PRIO [0/1/2] 1 1 1 1
iFRT_CI_PRIO_MOD [0/1/2] 3 1 1 1
iFRT_CI_STAB [0/1] 0 0 0 1

iFRT_CI_ANG [degree] 90 90 90 90

Post-fault period

iFRT_CI_CONT [0/1] 1 1 0 1

TFRT_CI_CONT [s] 0.01 0.5 n/a 0.5
iFRT_CI_dAPR [0/1] 1 1 0 1
PFRT_dAPR_ramp [%/s] 200 200 200 200

Other

imax [p.u.] 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2
ii_max [p.u.] 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15
iq_max [p.u.] 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15
xm [p.u.] 0 0 0 0
X [%] 10 10 10 10
umax [p.u.] 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1

Note: bold numbers differ between performance classes.
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Control parameters for chapter 5

Table C.4: FC wind turbine parameters.

HV MV
Parameter OLD EEG SDL NEW LVRT NEW

Kp [p.u.] 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Tp [s] 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
Kq [p.u.] 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Tq [s] 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Xm [p.u.] 0 0 0 0 0 0
FRTdb_FAULT [p.u.] 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11
FRTdb_CLEAR [-] 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09
iFRT_CI_DB [0/1] 1 0 1 1 1 1
FRTT_v_id [s] 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005
FRTT_detect [s] 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
iFRT_CI_CONT [0/1] 0 1 0 0 0 0
FRTCI_T_cont [s] 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
FRTCI_k [-] 0 2 2 2 0 0.2
imax [p.u.] 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2
iFRT_CI_MOD [0/1] 1 1 1 1 1 1
iFRT_CI_PRIO [0/1/2] 1 1 1 1 1 1
iFRT_CI_PRIO_MOD [0/1/2] 1 1 1 1 1 1
iFRT_CI_STAB [0/1] 0 0 0 0 1 0
iFRT_CI_ANG [deg] 90 90 90 90 90 90
iFRT_CI_dAPR [0/1] 1 1 0 0 1 0
FRTdAPR_ramp [%/s] 20 20 20 20 20 20
umax [p.u.] 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1
X [%] 10 10 10 10 10 10
id_max [p.u.] 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15
iq_max [p.u.] 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15
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C.3 Photovoltaic power park modules

Control parameters for chapter 5

Table C.5: MV PV system parameters.

MV
Parameter PF100 LVRT aRCI NEW

Tf_ac [s] 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002
Tq_f_ac1 [s] 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
ibase [A] 0.0507 0.0507 0.0507 0.0507
iFRT_APR [0/1] 0 1 1 1
iFRT_Mode [0/1/2/3] 0 1 2 2
Tq_f_ac [s] 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
Kdc [-] -12976 -12976 -12976 -12976
Kq_ac [-] -0.226755 -0.226755 -0.226755 -0.226755
Tq_ac [s] 0.002205 0.002205 0.002205 0.002205
Kac [-] -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5
Tac [s] 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
Tf_dc [s] 0 0 0 0
Tdc [s] 300 300 300 300
TI_g [s] 0.0011 0.0011 0.0011 0.0011
TI_d [s] 0.02323 0.02323 0.02323 0.02323
G [-] 1 1 1 1
iQ_Mode [0/1/2] 0 0 0 0
deadband [p.u.] 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1
Imax [p.u.] 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1
Ki_d [p.u.] 0 0 0.2 0.2
Karci [p.u.] 0 0 0.2 0.2
angle [deg] 90 90 90 90
Tdrop [s] 60 60 60 60
Trelay [s] 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
K [p.u.] 1 1 1 1
T [s] 0.01301236 0.01301236 0.01301236 0.01301236
Tsr [s] 0 0 0 0
K1 [p.u.] 1 1 1 1
T1 [s] 0.01301236 0.01301236 0.01301236 0.01301236
Vb [kV] 0.4718 0.4718 0.4718 0.4718
iq_min [-] -0.02218 -0.02218 -0.02218 -0.02218
imin [-] 0 0 0 0
Miniq [A] -0.0507 -0.0507 -0.0507 -0.0507
iq_max [-] 0.02218 0.02218 0.02218 0.02218
imax [-] 0.0507 0.0507 0.0507 0.0507
Maxiq [A] 0.0507 0.0507 0.0507 0.0507
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Table C.6: LV PV system parameters.

LV
Parameter PF100 PFPOW NEW

Tf_ac [s] 0.002 0.002 0.002
Tq_f_ac1 [s] 0.001 0.001 0.001
ibase [A] 0.0507 0.0507 0.0507
iFRT_APR [0/1] 0 0 see table C.7
iFRT_Mode [0/1/2/3] 0 0 see table C.7
Tq_f_ac [s] 0.001 0.001 0.001
Kdc [-] -12976 -12976 -12976
Kq_ac [-] -0.226755 -0.226755 -0.226755
Tq_ac [s] 0.002205 0.002205 0.002205
Kac [-] -0.5 -0.5 -0.5
Tac [s] 0.001 0.001 0.001
Tf_dc [s] 0 0 0
Tdc [s] 300 300 300
TI_g [s] 0.0011 0.0011 0.0011
TI_d [s] 0.02323 0.02323 0.02323
G [-] 1 1 1
iQ_Mode [0/1/2] 0 0 0
deadband [p.u.] 0.2 0.2 see table C.7
Imax [p.u.] 1.1 1.1 1.1
Ki_d [p.u.] 0 0 see table C.7
Karci [p.u.] 0 0 see table C.7
angle [deg] 90 90 see table C.7
Tdrop [s] 60 60 60
Trelay [s] 0.1 0.1 0.1
K [p.u.] 1 1 1
T [s] 0.01301236 0.01301236 0.01301236
Tsr [s] 0 0 0
K1 [p.u.] 1 1 1
T1 [s] 0.01301236 0.01301236 0.01301236
Vb [kV] 0.4718 0.4718 0.4718
iq_min [-] -0.02218 -0.02218 -0.02218
imin [-] 0 0 0
Miniq [A] -0.0507 -0.0507 -0.0507
iq_max [-] 0.02218 0.02218 0.02218
imax [-] 0.0507 0.0507 0.0507
Maxiq [A] 0.0507 0.0507 0.0507
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Table C.7: LV PV_NEW system parameters.

LV_NEW
Parameter nLVRT BM aRCI aRACI

iFRT_APR [0/1] 0 1 1 1
iFRT_Mode [0/1/2/3] 0 1 2 3
deadband [p.u.] 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1
Ki_d [p.u.] 0 6 6 6
Karci [p.u.] 0 6 6 6
angle [deg] 90 90 90 acc. PCC

impedance
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C.4 Combined heat and power plants

Synchronous combined heat and power (CHP) generating facilities are modelled by use of
a 6th order synchronous generator model [IEE03a,DIg15] and standard IEEE governors and
exciters [IEE06]. The model parameters are provided in this appendix. Values are taken
as much as possible manufacturers data sheets. The data for the high voltage connected
CHP is taken from [Erl13]. For any missing data, standard DIgSILENT PowerFactory©
v15.1 (DGF) values are used.

Control parameters for chapter 5

Table C.8: CHP parameters [Erl13], [Bos14].

Parameter LV SGCHP MV SGCHP HV SGCHP

Generator rating [kW] 10 400 20 000
Power factor [-] 0.8 0.8 0.8
Rotor type [-] salient salient salient
Nominal voltage [kV] 0.4 20 20
Inertia time constant (rated to Sgen) [H] 0.31 0.29 3.8
Xd [p.u.] 3.257 3.071 4
Xq [p.u.] 1.661 1.566 2.4
Xd’ [p.u.] 0.198 0.227 0.2
Xd" [p.u.] 0.119 0.159 0.17
Xq" [p.u.] 0.143 0.211 0.17
Td’ [s] 0.1 0.1 0.18
Td" [s] 0.01 0.01 0.018
Tq" [s] 0.01 0.01 0.001275
X2 [p.u.] 0.079 0.13 0.2
R2 [p.u.] 0.1 0.057 0
Stator leakage reactance [p.u.] 0.059 0.079 0.15
Stator resistance [p.u.] 0.0254 0.0143 0.003
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Table C.9: Standard AVR parameters (EXAC1A) [DIg13].

Tr [s] 0.025
Tb [s] 1
Tc [s] 2
Ka [p.u.] 400
Ta [s] 0.02
Te [s] 0.5
Kf [p.u.] 0.01
Tf [s] 1
Kc [p.u.] 0.65
Kd [p.u.] 0.2
E1 [p.u.] 3.9
Se_1 [p.u.] 0.1
E2 [p.u.] 5.2
Se_2 [p.u.] 0.5
Ke [p.u.] 1
Vr_min [p.u.] -10
Vr_max [p.u.] 10

Table C.10: Non-standard AVR parameters (EXAC1A) [Bos14].

Parameter LV SGCHP MV SGCHP

Ke [p.u.] 1 1
E2 [p.u.] 6.02 6.26
Se_1 [p.u.] 0.32 0.76
E2 [p.u.] 5.13 5.71
Se_2 [p.u.] 0.14 0.39
Ta [s] 0.015 0.022
Vr_min [p.u.] 0 0
Vr_max [p.u.] 8.6 10





Appendix D

Load modelling

D.1 Exponential load model

Pexp = P0 ·

[

aP

(
V

V0

)eaP
]

(D.1)

Qexp = Q0 ·

[

aQ

(
V

V0

)eaQ
]

(D.2)

Table D.1: Exponential load parameters for constant impedance load.

Parameter Value

coefficient for voltage dependence of P aP 1.0
exponent for voltage dependence of P eaP 2.0
coefficient for voltage dependence of Q aQ 1.0
exponent for voltage dependence of Q eaQ 2.0
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D.2 Detailed induction motor load model

τm =

{

τm,1 if s ≤ sτm,min

τm,2 if s > sτm,min

(D.3)

τm,1 = τm,min +(τm,s=0 − τm,min)

(∣
∣nR/ns

∣
∣− (1− sτm,min)

sτm,min

)eτm,1

(D.4)

τm,2 = τm,min +(τm,s=1 − τm,min)

(

1−

∣
∣nR/ns

∣
∣

1− sτm,min

)eτm,2

(D.5)

with

ns synchronous speed [r/min]
nR rotor speed [r/min]
s slip speed of the rotor on ns base [p.u.]
τm mechanical torque [p.u.]
τm,1 torque of 1st polynomial torque function [p.u.]
τm,2 torque of 2nd polynomial torque function [p.u.]

Table D.2: Single cage induction motor parameters

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

acceleration time constant on P base TaP 0.4649 s
stator resistance rS 0.031 p.u.
stator reactance xS 0.12 p.u.
magnetising reactance xm 3.2 p.u.
rotor resistance rR 0.036 p.u.
rotor reactance xR 0.32 p.u.

Table D.3: Motor-driven machine parameters

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

torque at synchronous speed τm,s=0 0.8837 p.u.
torque at standstill τm,s=1 0.0465 p.u.
minimum torque τm,min 0.0233 p.u.
slip at minimum torque sτm,min 0.8652 p.u.
exp. of 1st polynomial torque function eτm,1 1.8085 -
exp. of 2nd polynomial torque function eτm,2 1.5779 -



Appendix E

Active Distribution Systems for

chapter 5

E.1 Statistical Analysis of German Grid Data

Real German installed DG data are used to determine the amount of DG that is to be in-
stalled in the 2012 version of the network [Deu13]. For the 2022 case, a future outlook
of the Bundesnetzagentur is used [Ger12b]. Data is obtained geographically on German
postal code 3 (PLZ-3) resolution.1 The whole of Germany is made up of 581 PLZ-3s. A
PLZ-3 may still be divided further in different ‘region types’, as defined by [Fed11]. The
differentiation is made on population density, among other factors. Three region types are
distinguished:

Region type 1 Urban

Region type 2 Suburban

Region type 3 Rural

Only region types 2 and 3 are investigated in further detail because distributed genera-
tion (DG) penetration levels are highest in the regions.

The goal of the statistical analysis is to find representative values for both the number
and size of DG installations connected at the different voltage levels in the network. This in-
formation is obtained in two steps. First, the typical installation size per technology and per
voltage level is found. Additionally, the typical penetration per technology and per voltage
level is determined for the different region types. Combining load data provided by a Ger-
man DSO with the penetration data yields the number of installations to be used within the
different networks per technology and voltage level.

1German postal codes have 5 digits, the first three digits indicate ever smaller geographic regions.
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E.1.1 Typical DG Installation Size

Even though DG installation capacity can be virtually any size, a typical size per technology
and per voltage level will greatly reduce the number of variables and simplify the networks
to be analysed. When the scale of the simulation network is increased to see how the German
network would behave, the installation size should be fitting.

In the database DG units are listed specifying their technology, size, location and con-
nected voltage level. Off-shore wind turbines are not taken into account. One difficulty in
analysing the data are multiple units that form one installation, but that have each unit as a
separate entry in the database. Without precautions this leads to a very large number of 2
MW installations in the higher voltage levels. To alleviate this problem, installations within
a PLZ-3 that are found in the same street in a town are grouped, as are installations with
the same connection code and the same installation date. By grouping the installations in
this way, bigger installations become visible. Even with this precaution, some of the 2 MW
units are falsely counted by themselves.

A second clear problem with the data is a number of small installations that are con-
nected to higher voltage levels. Since installations of only a few kW are never installed on
high voltage levels in reality, it must be concluded that this is corrupted data. Entries in the
database are at some point entered manually, which makes the possibility of a writing or
reading error very real.

In determining the typical size of a certain technology for a voltage level, the median of
that technology at that voltage level is used. With half of the installations of smaller size
and the other half of larger size, this value gives a representative feel for the ‘typical’ size
of an installation. This does not mean that the typical value occurs (frequently) in reality.
Figure E.1a shows the cumulative installed percentage of PV system units for the different
voltage levels. The ‘typical’ installation size is found at the cross-point of the cumulative
installed DG units curve and the horizontal line at 50 percent cumulative installed DG units
(the median).

In case data on higher voltage levels includes corrupted data as described above, this cor-
rupted data is ignored and the median is taken from the trusted data, see Fig. E.1b showing
the cumulative installed percentage of PV systems at a different scale. The data suggests
that almost twenty percent of HV connected PV systems is smaller than approximately
3 000 kW in size. This is not realistic due to the way installations are registered in the data-
base, and these systems are subsequently omitted from the determination of the ‘typical’
size. Thus, instead of the 50 percent line, now the median of the remaining data is used. In
this case, the median then lies at almost 60 percent. The ‘typical’ size is now determined
at the cross-point of the cumulative installed DG units curve and the adjusted median. The
results of the analysis can be found in [van14]. The obtained typical DG installation sizes
per technology and voltage level are given in table E.1.
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(a) Trusted data

 

(b) Corrupt data

Figure E.1: Determination of typical DG installation size.

Table E.1: Typical DG installation size per voltage level [kW] [Deu13]. MV wind turbine
values are changed to represent total park size [Del14].

DG unit
size [kW]

eHV eHV/HV HV HV/MV MV MV/LV LV

PV n.a. n.a. 34 140 3 690 430 40 10
Wind 4 000 3 000 3 600 [2 000] [1 500] 200 30

10 000 5 000
CHP >100 000 n.a. 20 000 5 500 400 230 10

E.1.2 Typical DG penetration

With the typical DG installation size known, the penetration is still required to find the
number of typical installations to be installed in the networks. For the statistical analysis,
the DG penetration is defined as follows:

(E.1)

Where i = area (PLZ-3, subdivided to region type if applicable).

The penetration for a particular area is thus 100 percent when the installed DG capacity
equals the (yearly) peak load in that area. The penetration is calculated for HV, MV and
LV levels, where lower voltage levels are included in higher voltage levels, i.e. the MV
DG capacity and load include the LV DG capacity and load, and the HV DG capacity and
load include the MV DG capacity and load. See Fig. A.4b in section A.6 for a graphical
representation.

DG installations per PLZ-3 are provided in [Deu13], but it lacks information on region
types. An approximation is made on the basis of area [Fed11], assuming that a larger area
will have more DG capacity installed. The capacity for a region type within a PLZ-3 is thus
obtained:

DGcapacityi = DGcapacityPLZ−3 ·
Areai

AreaPLZ−3
(E.2)
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There is no data available for the peak load per PLZ-3, even when ignoring region types.
However, the DSO that provides the distribution network topology also provides its supply
area peak loads per voltage level. This is used as a base for all areas with the population as
scaling factor, thereby reflecting the fact that more people use more power:

Peakloadi = PeakloadDSO ·
Populationi

PopulationDSO
(E.3)

It is clear that this approach does not consider industrial loads that might be spread in
a different fashion, but it is the best way available to scale the loads. An overview of the
installed loads in the supply area of the DSO is given in table E.2.

Table E.2: Load data DSO supply area [Del13].

HV yearly peak load [MW] 2 960
MV yearly peak load [MW] 2 026
LV yearly peak load [MW] 1 242
Inhabitants [#] 2 225 000

Using equations (E.1) through (E.3), a penetration level is obtained for all areas per
voltage level and technology. The same median method as described in section E.1.1 is
used. The obtained penetration levels are rounded to the nearest five.

The DG database provides the installed capacity of DG installations. However, starting
from 01-01-2012, PV installations ≤ 30 kW are only allowed to generate up to 70 per-
cent of their rated power, unless the owner allows remote control of the installation to the
DSO [CE13, BDKP13]. Since this requirement has a large negative economic effect, only
30 percent of these installations are operated with the 70 percent limit [CE13, BDKP13].
Still, this means that 9 percent of the total installed capacity of ≤ 30 kW PV installations
installed after 01-01-2012 is not taken into account for the penetration calculations.

While 2012 data is available in the DG database, future installed DG capacity is estim-
ated. Figure E.2 shows an estimate of the development of installed DG in Germany in the
next ten years, based on [Deu13] and [Ger12b]. Multiple future scenarios are sketched in
the NEP, accounting for different development paths. This thesis uses the 2022 B scenario,
which assumes more renewable capacity than the German government now requires for its
energy- and climate goals. Additionally, more gas fired power plants are present in this
scenario, to increase the flexibility of the power system. This scenario is chosen by the
FNN expert network as the future scenario in the study.

The obtained penetration levels are provided in table E.3. The sum of PV, wind and
CHP penetration is not always equal to the penetration for all technologies since hydro- and
geothermal power are included in the ‘all DG’ category. Rounding may also lead to a small
discrepancy between the sum of the three considered technologies and ‘all DG’. Note that
especially in rural regions, penetration levels already frequently exceed 100 percent. Ex-
pected penetration levels for 2022 indicate that reverse power flows will become common.
The complete set of results including region type 1 and Germany as a whole can be found
in [van14].

The number of installations obtained by combining typical installation size and typical
penetration is rounded to the nearest integer. Whether a DG unit is installed at the sub-
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Figure E.2: Cumulative installed DG capacity per voltage level [Deu13], [Ger12b].

Table E.3: Typical DG penetration levels, rounded to nearest 5 percent. ‘All DG’ values
include additional additional DG types (hydro, geothermal) and may therefore be larger
than the sum of PV, Wind and CHP.

Region type 2
suburban

Region type 3
rural

HV MV LV HV MV LV

All DG 2012 [%] 90 105 65 165 205 110
All DG 2022 [%] 145 170 110 265 335 175
PV 2012 [%] 40 55 60 70 95 100
PV 2022 [%] 60 90 100 115 160 165
Wind 2012 [%] 35 30 0 60 50 0
Wind 2022 [%] 50 40 0 95 75 0
CHP 2012 [%] 10 15 5 25 25 5
CHP 2022 [%] 20 25 5 40 45 10
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station or within the network is determined by the current ratio of installed capacity at the
two locations. Since DG units connected to a substation are assumed substantially larger
than those within the network and the loads within the provided LV and MV networks are
relatively low, this method leads to a ‘loss’ of capacity as the capacity that is appointed to
the substation level is not enough to justify the connection of a single DG unit. To account
for this loss, capacity that is lost at the substation is attributed to the network, which due to
the smaller DG installation size may result in additional units. Further rounding errors can
not be avoided. Larger discrepancies between the the ‘all DG’ penetration and summation
of the three technologies may occur due to inclusion of hydro- and geothermal power in the
‘All DG’ category.
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E.2 DG legacy performance analysis

Even though each technology type has a single rated installation size per voltage level,
there are differences between the (control) capabilities of the installations. Grid codes are
a continuous work in progress and thus have been changed in the past more than once.
New codes sometimes meant that DG installations had to comply with new requirements,
LVRT capability being one example. A historical overview of the grid codes applying to the
German grid is presented in appendix E.2.1. Appendix E.2.2 gives an overview per network
type and voltage level of the existing (2012) installation capabilities.

E.2.1 Evolution of German grid connection requirements
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E.2.2 Pre-2012 Installation Capabilities

Overviews of the pre-2012 DG installation dates are provided in this appendix. Addition-
ally, the DG types used in this study are linked to installation dates.

High voltage connected DG

Table E.8: HV old installation capabilities.

PV [MW] Wind [MW] CHP [MW]1

<01-01-2005 1 [0%] 4 809 [48%] 8 410 [94%]
01-02-2005 - 22-07-2009
(LVRT, aRCI)

53 [3%] 3 322 [33%] 119 [1%]

23-07-2009 - 31-12-2012
(LVRT, aRCI)

1 623 [97%] 1 803 [18%] 451 [5%]

<01-01-2013 1 677 [100%] 9 934 [100%] 39 217 [100%]

1 Including large CHP that does not count as DG.

Table E.9: HV DG types in test system.

PV Wind CHP

<31-01-2005 OLD PF100
01-02-2005 - 22-07-2009
(LVRT, aRCI)

EEG

23-07-2009 - 31-12-2012
(LVRT, aRCI)

SDL

Medium voltage connected DG

Table E.10: MV old PV and wind capabilities.

PV [MW] Wind [MW]

<01-01-2009 (pf=1) 1 012 [11%] 7 421 [25%]1

01-01-2009 - 01-04-2011
(LVRT)

2 953 [31%] 10 287 [65%]1

01-04-2011 - 31-12-2012
(aRCI)

5 590 [58%] 2 034 [10%]

<01-01-2013 9 556 [100%] 19 747 [100%]

1 Approx. 7 400 MW (50% of Wind <01-01-2009) has been
retrofitted with LVRT [EDBI13].
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Table E.11: MV old CHP capabilities.

CHP [MW]1

<01-01-2009 (pf=1) 5 813 [73%]
01-01-2009 - 31-12-2010
(pf=0.95)

1 034 [13%]

01-01-2011 - 31-12-2012 (LVRT) 1 095 [14%]
<01-01-2013 7 942 [100%]

1 Including large CHP that does not count as DG.

Table E.12: MV DG types in test system.

PV Wind CHP

<01-01-2009 PF100 PF100
01-01-2009 - 01-04-2011
(LVRT)

LVRT LVRT PF095

01-04-2011 - 31-12-2012
(aRCI)

aRCI LVRT

Low voltage connected DG

Table E.13: LV old PV and CHP capabilities

PV [MW] CHP [MW]

<01-01-2012 17 632 [84%] 1 407 [96%]
01-01-2012 - 31-12-2012 3 376 [16%] 66 [4%]
<01-01-2013 21 008 [100%] 1 473 [100%]

Table E.14: LV DG types in test system.

PV CHP

<01-01-2012 PF100 PF100
01-01-2012 - 31-12-2012
(LVRT)

PFPOW
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E.3 Distribution Network expansions

This appendix provides the network planning criteria, and actual expansions that were per-
formed on the networks.

E.3.1 Network Planning Criteria

The inclusion of DG might create a situation where network condition boundaries are
crossed, especially in the 2022 networks. The Deutsche Energie-Agentur (German Energy
Agency) has set up standardised network expansion guidelines in a study investigating the
amount of required distribution grid expansion up to 2030 [Ger12a].

High-Voltage Planning Criteria

In the HV network, (n-1)-reliable operation is required during peak load and reverse power
flow. Principally, both in the normal case as in the (n-1)-case, the maximum thermal equip-
ment loading is 100 percent (see table E.15). The voltage in the HV network is allowed to
deviate ± 6 kV (approximately 5 percent) from the rated voltage. This limit is imposed to
allow the HV/MV transformer to regulate the voltage at the MV side such that the voltage
at the end-user is acceptable.

To save the effort of investigating each (n-1)-case, as a rule of thumb transformers and
lines in the complete network are not allowed to be loaded beyond 60 percent in both normal
and reverse power flow.

Normal power flow [%] Reverse power flow [%]

eHV/HV transformer max 100 (60) max 100 (60)
HV lines max 100 (60) max 100 (60)

Table E.15: HV equipment loading, n-1 planning criteria for outage [Ger12a]. In paren-
theses (n-0)-values.

Medium-Voltage Planning Criteria

There are three criteria to assess whether a MV network requires expansion: thermal loading
of equipment, voltage in the network and voltage quality at the customer.

During normal operation, there is a (n-1)-reliable supply requirement for customers in
the MV level. To maintain sufficient reserve capacity for the (n-1)-case, the maximum al-
lowed loading at peak load for the HV/MV-transformers, MV cables and MV lines is 60 per-
cent. Currently there is no (n-1)-secure connection criterium for reverse power flow. Follow-
ing from this lack of (n-1)-criterium, the maximum loading for the HV/MV-transformers,
MV cables and MV lines during reverse power flow is 100 percent. Table E.16 summarises
the allowable equipment loading in the MV network.

The second parameter determining if the network needs to be expanded is the voltage
change due to the introduction of DG in the network. According to [BDE08], the voltage
deviation during normal operation caused by the inclusion of all DG in the network is not
allowed to change the voltage by more than 2 percent at any node in the network compared
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Normal power flow [%] Reverse power flow [%]

HV/MV transformer max 60 max 100
MV cables max 60 max 100

Table E.16: MV equipment loading, n-1 planning criteria for short-term overload-
ing [Ger12a].

to the network without any DG. If the 2 percent limit is exceeded at any node, the network
needs to be expanded or DG has to be taken off-line.

Finally, the voltage quality at the end-user may also require an expansion of the network
if it is not sufficient. According to the latest version of [Ver00], the maximum allowable
static deviation for the voltage at the customer is ± 10 percent of the rated voltage. This 10
percent is divided over the MV, MV/LV and LV levels as follows:

• ± 4 percent for the MV level;

• ± 2 percent for the MV/LV level;

• ± 4 percent for the LV level.

Low-Voltage Planning Criteria

As for the MV network, the three criteria that are used to assess the need for network
expansion in the LV network are thermal loading of equipment, voltage in the network and
voltage quality at the customer.

Opposed to the MV-level, there is no (n-1)-secure requirement for customer supply in
the LV-level during normal operation. Therefore in all cases the maximum allowable loading
for the MV/LV-transformers, LV cables and LV lines is 100 percent, as can be seen in table
E.17.

Normal power flow [%] Reverse power flow [%]

MV/LV transformer max 100 max 100
LV cables max 100 max 100

Table E.17: LV equipment loading, no n-1 planning criteria. [Ger12a]

Similar to what [BDE08] states for the MV network, [For11] states that the voltage
deviation during normal operation caused by the inclusion of all DG in the network is not
allowed to change the voltage by more than 3 percent at any node in the network compared
to the network without any DG. If the 3 percent limit is exceeded at any node, the network
needs to be expanded or DG has to be taken off-line.

As stated above in E.3.1, the static voltage at the end-user is not allowed to deviate
from the rated voltage more than ± 2 percent for the MV/LV-level and ± 4 percent for the
LV-level.
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Network Expansion Requirements

To check if any of the three conditions are violated, load flows are executed for different OS.
These OS represent the most extreme cases for each condition. In case any of the conditions
is violated, the network is expanded accordingly until all conditions are met. To check if the
networks provided by the DSO are properly dimensioned for their installed loads, an extra
operational scenarios is run before the others. The OS used for the analysis are provided in
table E.18.

Load1 Generation1 Load2 Generation2

Load capability High No
Thermal loading Low High
2-3 % V-rule High No Vs High High

Low No Vs Low High
10 % V-rule High Low

Low High

Table E.18: Operational scenarios used to evaluate expansion criteria

In table E.18, ‘high load’ means peak load and ‘high generation’ means rated DG power.
‘Low load’ means half of the peak load and ‘low generation’ means half of the DG rated
power multiplied by its coincidence factor (see table 5.7 in section 5.3.1).
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E.3.2 Actual expansions

Standard expansion variant are provided in [Ger12a] for different violations of voltage qual-
ity and equipment ratings. These standard expansion variants were used to expand the com-
plete networks so all voltage and equipment loading requirements are met.

Low Voltage Expansions

Only the suburban PV network is expanded on the LV level. The expansion is required due
to violation of the 3 percent rule at the deepest point within the network.

In 2012, two switches are closed and one line is added to the network. The newly added
line is of the same line type as the rest of the network, with a length of approximately 2/3
of the length from the substation to the end of the affected feeder.

In 2022, a third switch is closed. Two more parallel lines are added, making for a total
of three added parallel lines to the network.

Medium Voltage Expansions

Both suburban networks are expanded with a parallel HV/MV transformer. This is necessary
to reduce the thermal loading of the transformer in normal power flow. Multiple parallel
lines are added to the rural network in 2012 so that the 2 percent rule is not violated:

• 3 parallel lines between busbar 01 and 10 (between main substation and substa-
tion A)

• parallel line between busbar 01 and 19

• parallel line between busbar 01 and 08

• parallel line between busbar 01 and 28

All added lines are again of the same type as the lines in the original network.
For 2022, and extra transformer is added to the rural network. The thermal loading limit

for the original transformer is exceeded in RPF. One more parallel line is added between
busbars 01 and 41 to remain compliant with the 2 percent rule.
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Figure E.5: MV rural complete network expansions.
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High Voltage Expansions

All HV networks are extended with a parallel line between terminals 05 and 06 as the
thermal loading of this line is exceeded in the original network. As before, the line type of
the added parallel line equals that of the original network.

For 2022, the rural network is further expanded with three additional parallel lines, again
to reduce the thermal loading of the lines:

• parallel line between 01 and 06;

• parallel line between 04 and 05;

• parallel line between 05 and 06.

2 DS

(a) 2012 complete HV networks

2 DS

(b) 2022 rural HV complete network

Figure E.6: HV complete network expansions.
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E.4 Equivalent Models

Due to different characteristics of region types, the topology of the typical distribution sys-
tems supplied by the German DSO are very different for the suburban and rural case. Addi-
tionally, installed loads differ between the types. The installed loads in the supplied typical
networks are combined with the penetration to determine the number of DG installations in
each network.

E.4.1 Low Voltage Distribution

The low voltage distribution network operates at 0.4 kV. Based on the statistical analysis
presented in section E.1.1, the installation sizes are the smallest at this voltage level. Res-
idential and commercial customers are connected to the LV distribution network in the sub-
urban and rural areas respectively. All of the DG that is installed in the LV network is
installed in the feeders. There are no installations connected to the substations, since the
total load in the networks is too small to warrant the typically larger substation-connected
installations.

All of the LV networks use the same transformers to connect to their respective MV
networks. Table E.19 shows the basic data of the MV-LV transformers.

Rated capacity [MVA] Short-circuit voltage [%] Losses [kW]

0.4 4 3.85

Table E.19: MV-LV transformer specifications.

—Suburban German Network— The peak load within the LV suburban typical network
is 153 kW. Two variations are investigated: one with very high penetration of only PV
systems in the LV network, the other with a low penetration of only directly coupled SG
functioning as CHP plants in the LV network.

Suburban PV Network The LV suburban network has a PV penetration of 60 per-
cent in 2012 and 100 percent in 2022. Tables E.20a and E.20b show the amounts of PV
installations connected in the current and future suburban PV networks. More details on the
installation capabilities are given in appendix E.2.2.

Installations
[#]

Capacity
[kW]

PV 9 90

(a) 2012

Installations
[#]

Capacity
[kW]

PV 15 150

(b) 2022

Table E.20: DG capacity in suburban LV PV 2012 and 2022 networks.

The single line diagrams for the 2012 and 2022 suburban LV PV networks are given in
figure E.7.

The parameters for the obtained equivalent impedances are given in table E.21.
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1 LV_PV_PFPOW8 LV_PV_PF100

V=V=

(a) 2012

6 LV_PV_NEW1 LV_PV_PFPOW8 LV_PV_PF100

V=V=V=

(b) 2022

Figure E.7: Single line diagrams aggregated suburban LV PV 2012 and 2022 networks.
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R [Ω ] X [Ω ] Z [Ω ] R/X [-]

0.0137 0.0008 0.0137 17.1

(a) 2012

R [Ω ] X [Ω ] Z [Ω ] R/X [-]

0.0083 0.0013 0.0084 6.4

(b) 2022

Table E.21: Equivalent impedances aggregated suburban LV PV 2012 and 2022 networks.

Suburban CHP Network The LV suburban network has a CHP penetration of 5 per-
cent in 2012 and 2022.

As the penetration does not increase, no additional SGCHPs will be installed in 2022.
There is thus only one version of the LV suburban CHP network. Installed capacity is given
in table E.22. More details on the installation capabilities are given in appendix E.2.2.

Installations
[#]

Capacity
[kW]

CHP 1 10

Table E.22: DG capacity in suburban LV CHP 2012/2022 network.

The single line diagram for the 2012/2022 suburban LV CHP network is given in E.8.

1 LV_CHP_PF100

G~

Figure E.8: Single line diagram aggregated suburban LV CHP 2012/2022 network.

The parameters for the obtained equivalent impedance are given in table E.23.

—Rural German Network— The peak load in the typical LV rural network is 59 kW. PV
penetration in rural regions is currently already are currently already 100 percent, leading
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R [Ω ] X [Ω ] Z [Ω ] R/X [-]

0.0039 0.0016 0.0042 2.4

Table E.23: Equivalent impedance aggregated suburban LV CHP 2012/2022 network.

to six PV installations in the 2012 network. The 2022 rural LV network is the only LV
network with more than one technology type. In 2022 the CHP penetration has increased to
10 percent, warranting one CHP installation. An overview of the LV rural DG installations
is given in table E.24. More details on the installation capabilities are given in appendix
E.2.2.

Installations
[#]

Capacity
[kW]

PV 6 60

(a) 2012

Installations
[#]

Capacity
[kW]

PV 10 100
CHP 1 10

(b) 2022

Table E.24: DG capacity in rural LV 2012 and 2022 networks.

The single line diagrams for the 2012 and 2022 rural LV networks are given in E.9.
The parameters for the obtained equivalent impedances are given in table E.25.

R [Ω ] X [Ω ] Z [Ω ] R/X [-]

0.0165 0.0064 0.0177 2.6

(a) 2012

R [Ω ] X [Ω ] Z [Ω ] R/X [-]

0.0131 0.0014 0.0131 9.4

(b) 2022

Table E.25: Equivalent impedances aggregated rural LV 2012 and 2022 networks.
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1 LV_PV_PFPOW5 LV_PV_PF100

V=V=

(a) 2012

1 LV_CHP_NEW

4 LV_PV_NEW1 LV_PV_PFPOW5 LV_PV_PF100

V=V=V=

G
~

(b) 2022

Figure E.9: Single line diagrams aggregated rural LV 2012 and 2022 networks.
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E.4.2 Medium Voltage Distribution

The MV distribution networks operate at 20kV and are connected at all of the six busbars
of the HV system (see section E.4.3). At this voltage level, industrial and commercial loads
are connected within the network.

The original LV loads present in the representative MV networks provided by the DSO
are replaced by the aggregated LV networks. The installed LV loads are changed as little as
possible by scaling the number of aggregated LV networks connected at each node. Since
the LV aggregated networks include generation, the amount of LV-connected DG is also
obtained. The amount of MV-connected DG is then determined by the difference between
the typical MV penetration and the penetration due to LV-connected DG.

—Suburban German Network— The peak load in the MV suburban network is approx-
imately 16.8 MW. Penetration in 2012 is 55, 30 and 15 percent for PV, wind and CHP re-
spectively. In 2022, these penetrations have increased to 90, 40 and 25 percent respectively.
Replacing the LV loads connected in the original representative MV suburban network are
84 aggregated LV suburban networks.

Both versions of the suburban network share the same HV-MV transformer. Basic data
are given in table E.26. In the simulations, the transformers are set to have continuous auto-
matic tap-changers, making sure the steady-state voltages in the LV networks are optimal.

Rated capacity [MVA] Impedance [%] Losses [kW]

31.5 12.3 146.7

Table E.26: HV-MV suburban transformer specifications.

Even though penetration levels for both suburban network types are identical, actual in-
stalled penetration of PV installations in the CHP network is much lower. Since the CHP
network has no LV-connected PV installations, the amount of MV-connected PV installa-
tions would have to be many times larger than it would realistically be. Because the more
recently installed MV-connected PV installations already ride through faults, including too
many of them in the network would yield unrealistic network response. To make sure beha-
viour of the CHP network is still realistic, the same number of MV-connected PV installa-
tions is used as is found for the PV network.

Suburban PV Network The number of MV-connected DG installations in the sub-
urban PV network is presented in table E.27. More details on the installation capabilities
are given in appendix E.2.2.

The single line diagrams for the 2012 and 2022 suburban MV PV networks are given in
E.10.

The parameters for the obtained equivalent impedances are given in table E.28.

Suburban CHP Network The number of MV-connected DG installations in the sub-
urban PV network is found presented in table E.29. Note that the number of PV installations
is set to equal those in the suburban PV network. The typical PV penetration is thus not ad-
hered to. More details on the installation capabilities are given in appendix E.2.2.
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Installations
[#]

Capacity
[kW]

PV 4 1 720
Wind 1 5 000
CHP 6 2 400

(a) 2012

Installations
[#]

Capacity
[kW]

PV 5 2 150
Wind 1 5 000
CHP 10 4 000

(b) 2022

Table E.27: DG capacity in suburban MV PV 2012 and 2022 networks.

R [Ω ] X [Ω ] Z [Ω ] R/X [-] B [µS]

0.070 0.070 0.099 1 3 362

(a) 2012

R [Ω ] X [Ω ] Z [Ω ] R/X [-] B [µS]

0.025 0.025 0.054 1 3 362

(b) 2022

Table E.28: Equivalent impedances aggregated suburban MV PV 2012 and 2022 networks.

Installations
[#]

Capacity
[kW]

PV* 4 1 720
Wind 1 5 000
CHP 5 2 000

(a) 2012

Installations
[#]

Capacity
[kW]

PV* 5 2 150
Wind 1 5 000
CHP 9 3 600

(b) 2022

Table E.29: DG capacity in suburban MV CHP 2012 and 2022 networks. *Number of MV
PV systems equal to suburban PV, not according to penetration.
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Figure E.10: Single line diagrams aggregated suburban MV PV 2012 and 2022 networks.
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The single line diagrams for the 2012 and 2022 suburban MV CHP networks are given
in Fig. E.11.
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Figure E.11: Single line diagrams aggregated suburban MV CHP 2012 and 2022 networks.

The parameters for the obtained equivalent impedances are given in table E.30.
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R [Ω ] X [Ω ] Z [Ω ] R/X [-] B [µS]

0.055 0.055 0.077 1 2 589

(a) 2012

R [Ω ] X [Ω ] Z [Ω ] R/X [-] B [µS]

0.055 0.055 0.077 1 2 589

(b) 2022

Table E.30: Equivalent impedances aggregated suburban MV CHP 2012 and 2022 net-
works.

—Rural German Network— The peak load in the rural network is approximately
12.6 MW. Like the peak load, the capacity of the rural HV-MV transformer is smaller than
that of the suburban networks. Basic data for the transformer are shown in table E.31. In
the simulations, the transformers are set to have continuous automatic tap-changers, making
sure the steady-state voltages in the LV networks are optimal.

Due to the small size of the LV rural networks, 171 LV networks are connected to each
MV rural network.

In 2012, penetration of PV, wind and CHP are 95, 50 and 25 percent respectively. By
2022, penetration has increased to 165, 75 and 45 percent respectively. The resulting amount
of DG installations can be found in table E.32. More details on the installation capabilities
are given in appendix E.2.2.

Rated capacity [MVA] Short-circuit voltage [%] Losses [kW]

25 13.4 124.5

Table E.31: HV-MV rural transformer specifications.

Installations
[#]

Capacity
[kW]

PV 4 1 720
Wind 1 5 000
CHP 7 2 800

(a) 2012

Installations
[#]

Capacity
[kW]

PV 8 3 440
Wind 2 10 000
CHP 12 4 800

(b) 2022

Table E.32: DG capacity in rural MV 2012 and 2022 networks.

The single line diagrams for the 2012 and 2022 rural MV PV networks are given in
E.12.

The parameters for the obtained equivalent impedances are given in table E.33.
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Figure E.12: Single line diagrams aggregated rural MV PV 2012 and 2022 networks.
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R [Ω ] X [Ω ] Z [Ω ] R/X [-] B [µS]

0.100 0.100 0.141 1 22 386

(a) 2012

R [Ω ] X [Ω ] Z [Ω ] R/X [-] B [µS]

0.133 0.133 0.189 1 22 200

(b) 2022

Table E.33: Equivalent impedances aggregated rural MV 2012 and 2022 networks.

E.4.3 Sub-transmission System: Ring Network

The sub-transmission system used is a 6-bus, 110 kV ring network developed at the TU
Delft [BvR+11a].

In contrast to the distribution networks, the dominant DG technology in the sub-
transmission systems is wind power. No PV installations are connected, and only in the
rural network one CHP installation is present. This means that the two suburban networks
share the same HV network, as they have the same wind turbine penetration in their MV
network. It should also be noted that in the rural network there is a substation connected
wind turbine with a lower rated capacity than all other HV connected turbines.

—Suburban German Network— The suburban HV sub-transmission networks are con-
nected with a single transformer to the eHV system. Basic transformer data is provided in
table E.34. The transformers are set to have continuous automatic tap-changers, making
sure the steady-state voltages in the distribution systems are optimal.

Rated capacity [MVA] Short-circuit voltage [%] Losses [kW]

250 12 0

Table E.34: eHV-HV Sub transformer specifications.

Resulting from the DSO supply area HV/MV load ratio and the ‘filling’ of the eHV/HV
transformer capacity with load, 9 suburban distribution networks are connected to the ring.
At buses 01, 02 and 03, one DS is connected, while two are connected at each of the buses
04, 05 and 06. Figure E.13a shows the single line diagram of the HV suburban network for
2012 and 2022.

Table E.35 provides the number of wind turbines installed in the 2012 and 2022 sub-
transmission networks. More details on the installation capabilities are given in appendix
E.2.2.
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Figure E.13: Single line diagrams suburban HV 2012 and 2022 networks.
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Installations
[#]

Capacity
[kW]

Wind 10 36 000

(a) 2012

Installations
[#]

Capacity
[kW]

Wind 16 57 600

(b) 2022

Table E.35: DG capacity in suburban HV 2012 and 2022 networks.

—Rural German Network— The rural HV sub-transmission network only differs slightly
from the suburban HV network. To handle the larger power are connected with a single
transformer to the eHV system. Basic transformer data is provided in table E.36. The
transformers are set to have continuous automatic tap-changers, making sure the steady-
state voltages in the distribution systems are optimal. Figure E.14 shows the 2012 and 2022
rural networks.

Rated capacity [MVA] Short-circuit voltage [%] Losses [kW]

300 12 0

Table E.36: eHV-HV Rur transformer specifications.

Resulting from the DSO supply area HV/MV load ratio and the ‘filling’ of the eHV/HV
transformer capacity with load, 16 suburban distribution networks are connected to the ring.
At buses 01 and 02, two DS are connected, while three are connected at each of the buses
03, 04, 05 and 06.

Table E.37a provides the number of wind turbines installed in the 2012 sub-transmission
network, while table E.37b gives the number of connected DG installations for 2022. Note
that the rural HV network includes one wind turbine at its substation. This is the only
substation connected DG installation in the test system. More details on the installation
capabilities are given in appendix E.2.2.

Installations
[#]

Capacity
[kW]

Wind 21* 75 000
CHP 1 20 000

(a) 2012

Installations
[#]

Capacity
[kW]

Wind 36* 129 000
CHP 1 20 000

(b) 2022

Table E.37: DG capacity in rural HV 2012 and 2022 networks. *Includes 1 3 MW turbine
connected at the substation.
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Figure E.14: Single line diagrams rural HV 2012 and 2022 networks.
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E.5 Network Data

In this appendix the general parameters for the networks at each voltage level are provided.

E.5.1 Low Voltage Network Data

Equivalent impedance R [Ω ] X [Ω ] R/X [-]

Suburban PV 0.0137 0.0008 17.1
Suburban CHP 0.0039 0.0016 2.4
Rural 0.0165 0.0064 2.6

Table E.38: Equivalent impedances 2012 aggregated LV networks.

Equivalent impedance R [Ω ] X [Ω ] R/X [-]

Suburban PV 0.0083 0.0013 6.4
Suburban CHP 0.0039 0.0016 2.4
Rural 0.0131 0.0014 9.4

Table E.39: Equivalent impedances 2022 aggregated LV networks.

Type R [Ω /km] X [Ω /km] R/X [-] B [µS/km]

NAYY 4x150SE 0.6/1 kV 0.2067 0.08042478 2.57 260.7522

Table E.40: Complete LV network cable type (2012 and 2022).
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E.5.2 Medium Voltage Network Data

Equivalent impedance R [Ω ] X [Ω ] R/X [-] B [µS]

Suburban PV 0.07 0.07 1 3 362
Suburban CHP 0.055 0.055 1 2 589
Rural 0.1 0.1 1 22 386

Table E.41: Equivalent impedances 2012 aggregated MV networks.

Equivalent impedance R [Ω ] X [Ω ] R/X [-] B [µS]

Suburban PV 0.025 0.025 1 3 362
Suburban CHP 0.055 0.055 1 2 589
Rural 0.133 0.133 1 22 200

Table E.42: Equivalent impedances 2022 aggregated MV networks.

Type R [Ω /km] X [Ω /km] R/X [-] B [µS/km]

NA2XS2Y 1x150RM 12/20kV ir 0.206 0.1954071 1.05 79.79646

Table E.43: Complete MV network cable type (2012 and 2022).
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E.5.3 High Voltage Network Data

Line R [Ω ] X [Ω ] R/X [-]

eHV-XX_HV-01-02_LINE 0.4090 1.7255 0.237
eHV-XX_HV-02-03_LINE 0.4090 1.7255 0.237
eHV-XX_HV-03-04_LINE 0.6135 2.5882 0.237
eHV-XX_HV-04-05_LINE 0.4090 1.7255 0.237
eHV-XX_HV-05-06_LINE 0.2045 0.8627 0.237
eHV-XX_HV-06-01_LINE 0.4090 1.7255 0.237

Table E.44: Line parameters HV suburban network (2012 and 2022).

Line R [Ω ] X [Ω ] R/X [-]

eHV-XX_HV-01-02_LINE 0.4090 1.7255 0.237
eHV-XX_HV-02-03_LINE 0.4090 1.7255 0.237
eHV-XX_HV-03-04_LINE 0.6135 2.5882 0.237
eHV-XX_HV-04-05_LINE 0.4090 1.7255 0.237
eHV-XX_HV-05-06_LINE 0.2045 0.8627 0.237
eHV-XX_HV-06-01_LINE 0.4090 1.7255 0.237

Table E.45: Line parameters 2012 HV rural network.

Line R [Ω ] X [Ω ] R/X [-]

eHV-XX_HV-01-02_LINE 0.4090 1.7255 0.237
eHV-XX_HV-02-03_LINE 0.4090 1.7255 0.237
eHV-XX_HV-03-04_LINE 0.6135 2.5882 0.237
eHV-XX_HV-04-05_LINE 0.2045 0.8627 0.237
eHV-XX_HV-05-06_LINE 0.1363 0.5752 0.237
eHV-XX_HV-06-01_LINE 0.2045 0.8627 0.237

Table E.46: Line parameters 2022 HV rural network.



Load Active power
[MW]

Reactive power
[Mvar]

Type [-]

eHV-XX_HV-01_STATLD 8.15 0 Mixed
eHV-XX_HV-02_STATLD 8.15 0 Mixed
eHV-XX_HV-03_STATLD 8.15 0 Mixed
eHV-XX_HV-04_STATLD 16.31 0 Mixed
eHV-XX_HV-05_STATLD 16.31 0 Mixed
eHV-XX_HV-06_STATLD 16.31 0 Mixed

Table E.47: Load ratings suburban HV network.

Load Active power
[MW]

Reactive power
[Mvar]

Type [-]

eHV-XX_HV-01_STATLD 11.60 0 Mixed
eHV-XX_HV-02_STATLD 11.60 0 Mixed
eHV-XX_HV-03_STATLD 17.40 0 Mixed
eHV-XX_HV-04_STATLD 17.40 0 Mixed
eHV-XX_HV-05_STATLD 17.40 0 Mixed
eHV-XX_HV-06_STATLD 17.40 0 Mixed

Table E.48: Load ratings rural HV network.



Appendix F

Additional results

F.1 Additional simulation results for chapter 4

F.1.1 Impact with state-of-the-art requirements and kRCI = 6 p.u.
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Figure F.1: Impact of fault control mode (TC vs. SDL) with reactive current gain
kRCI = 6 p.u. during reverse power flow situations on the transient stability of the transmis-
sion connected synchronous generator and the excursion of the voltage angle at the WPPM
PCC.
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Figure F.2: Impact of fault control mode (TC vs. SDL) with reactive current gain
kRCI = 6 p.u. during reverse power flow situations on the response of sub-transmission con-
nected induction motor load.

F.1.2 Impedance angle adjusted control mode
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Figure F.3: Impact of additional reactive/active current injection angle (ψaRACI =
45° vs. 75° vs. 90°) for kRCI = 2 p.u. on system frequency f during reverse power flow
situations for distribution connected WPPM (DS_RPF_Zdyn). Shallow (top row), medium
(middle row) and deep (bottom row) voltage dip. Without (left column) and with (right
column) voltage dependent direct-axis current Id reduction. Taps were in both cases adap-
ted to keep WPPM terminal voltage at 1 p.u. and the pre-fault operating point of the WPPM
was in both cases set to cos(ϕ) = 1.
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Figure F.4: Impact of additional reactive/active current injection angle (ψaRACI =
45° vs. 75° vs. 90°) for kRCI = 2 p.u. on WPPM PCC voltage angle φWP during reverse
power flow situations for distribution connected WPPM (DS_RPF_Zdyn). Shallow (top
row), medium (middle row) and deep (bottom row) voltage dip. Without (left column) and
with (right column) voltage dependent direct-axis current Id reduction. Taps were in both
cases adapted to keep WPPM terminal voltage at 1 p.u. and the pre-fault operating point of
the WPPM was in both cases set to cos(ϕ) = 1.
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F.2 Operational scenarios for chapter 5

This appendix gives an overview of generation and load in the different operational scen-
arios. Additionally, power flows between the different voltage levels are provided. Power
flow data represents the total power flow within the three instances of that network type
measured at the LV side of the transformers. Total power flows in the test system are listed
in the last column. Positive numbers represent power export to the next higher voltage level,
negative numbers mean power is imported from the next higher voltage level. The share of
generation by DG is based on the total generation in the system.

F.2.1 Generation and Load

Gentotal [MW] Load [MW] GenDG [MW] Share of GenDG [%]

OS1 6 034 6 021 919 15
OS2 6 068 6 030 1 490 25
OS3 3 249 3 222 1 834 56

Table F.1: Active power generation and load in 2012 operational scenarios.

Gentotal [MW] Load [MW] GenDG [MW] Share of GenDG [%]

OS1 6 077 6 041 1 480 24
OS2 6 157 6 123 2 388 39
OS3 3 649 3 605 2 973 81

Table F.2: Active power generation and load in 2022 operational scenarios.
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F.2.2 Power Flows

2012 Power Flows

Suburban PV Suburban CHP Rural Total system
P [MW] P [MW] P [MW] P [MW]

HV/eHV -386.7 -465.2 -365.9 -1 217.8
MV/HV -236.8 -315.0 -211.8 -763.6
LV/MV -223.8 -296.8 -285.5 -806.1

Table F.3: Active power flows in 2012, OS 1.

Suburban PV Suburban CHP Rural Total system
Q [Mvar] Q [Mvar] Q [Mvar] Q [Mvar]

HV/eHV -4.5 -20.2 314.3 289.6
MV/HV -67.4 -78.9 265.8 119.5
LV/MV -95.5 -96.9 -155.3 -347.7

Table F.4: Reactive power flows in 2012, OS 1.

Suburban PV Suburban CHP Rural Total system
P [MW] P [MW] P [MW] P [MW]

HV/eHV -249.9 -323.2 -74.4 -647.5
MV/HV -148.8 -222.0 -47.3 -418.1
LV/MV -224.0 -287.5 -285.0 -796.5

Table F.5: Active power flows in 2012, OS 2.

Suburban PV Suburban CHP Rural Total system
Q [Mvar] Q [Mvar] Q [Mvar] Q [Mvar]

HV/eHV -16.2 -30.1 288.5 242.2
MV/HV -71.8 -83.1 257.8 102.9
LV/MV -95.7 -97.1 -155.9 -348.7

Table F.6: Reactive power flows in 2012, OS 2.
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Suburban PV Suburban CHP Rural Total system
P [MW] P [MW] P [MW] P [MW]

HV/eHV 120.1 -33.1 592.5 679.5
MV/HV 133.2 -20.1 481.7 594.8
LV/MV -9.5 -154.1 149.6 -14.0

Table F.7: Active power flows in 2012, OS 3.

Suburban PV Suburban CHP Rural Total system
Q [Mvar] Q [Mvar] Q [Mvar] Q [Mvar]

HV/eHV 20.4 21.3 304.9 346.6
MV/HV -36.4 -37.0 310.2 236.8
LV/MV -64.1 -55.5 -105.7 -225.3

Table F.8: Reactive power flows in 2012, OS 3.

2022 Power Flows

Suburban PV Suburban CHP Rural Total system
P [MW] P [MW] P [MW] P [MW]

HV/eHV -281.2 -412.8 34.3 -659.7
MV/HV -160.6 -291.9 115.0 -337.5
LV/MV -171.1 -296.9 -138.4 -606.4

Table F.9: Active power flows in 2022, OS 1.

Suburban PV Suburban CHP Rural Total system
Q [Mvar] Q [Mvar] Q [Mvar] Q [Mvar]

HV/eHV -2.1 -20.7 345.6 322.8
MV/HV -66.1 -79.0 255.6 110.5
LV/MV -98.8 -97.0 -160.5 -356.3

Table F.10: Reactive power flows in 2022, OS 1.



Suburban PV Suburban CHP Rural Total system
P [MW] P [MW] P [MW] P [MW]

HV/eHV -97.1 -223.1 563.7 243.5
MV/HV -54.4 -180.3 445.7 211.0
LV/MV -171.2 -287.5 -121.7 -580.4

Table F.11: Active power flows in 2022, OS 2.

Suburban PV Suburban CHP Rural Total system
Q [Mvar] Q [Mvar] Q [Mvar] Q [Mvar]

HV/eHV -30.8 -46.2 214.0 137.0
MV/HV -79.7 -92.3 178.1 6.1
LV/MV -98.9 -97.2 -171.4 -367.5

Table F.12: Reactive power flows in 2022, OS 2.

Suburban PV Suburban CHP Rural Total system
P [MW] P [MW] P [MW] P [MW]

HV/eHV 335.3 75.9 1 388 1 799.2
MV/HV 290.9 30.7 1 135.5 1 457.1
LV/MV 98.5 -152.7 444.5 390.3

Table F.13: Active power flows in 2022, OS 3.

Suburban PV Suburban CHP Rural Total system
Q [Mvar] Q [Mvar] Q [Mvar] Q [Mvar]

HV/eHV -34.0 0.6 92.9 59.5
MV/HV -75.3 -48.8 136.0 11.9
LV/MV -93.8 -55.5 -188.7 -338.0

Table F.14: Reactive power flows in 2022, OS 3.
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